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ABSTRACT 

This study investigated the reported problemi 
of 650 secondary school students in New Zealand. 
The Mooney Problem Check List was used, and 
significant differences in the number of 
problems marked by students uere found. Age, 
form level, sex and ability appe~ to influence 

" 

the number of problems marked. Younger students 
mark more problems than older ones, students in 

form four mark more than any ot.her group, girls 
mark more than boys and students of low ability 
appear to have more problems than more able 
stude.nts. 

A secondary and minor part of this study 
investigated the attitudes of students to the 
school, in particular to the role of the school 
in helping them to understand the developmental 

and interpersonal problems of adolescence. In 
general, all students indic~ted a desire for the 
school to beco~e more involidd in such programoes. 
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CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION 

The education scene in New Zealand at the present 

time is one of change. Schools are moving away from 

traditional administrative structures to develop 

'schools within schools'. Students are being given more 

freedom to decide on courses and a wider range from 

which to choose. Uniform requirements have been amended 

in many schools to allow senior students greater 

individuality and responsibility in their choice of 

clothes. Everywhere there appears to exist a concern 

on the part of school authorities to make the school 

system sufficiently adjustable and flexible to meet 

the demands of specific situations.(See, for example, 

S~condary Schools in Change). Concern with curriculum 

content has been widespread and draft courses are now 

being introduced in many subject areas. 

In Social Studies a new courL ! is being tried in 

many schools - a course based on U;l understanding of 

Social Studies which emphasizes 'poople: how they think, 

feel and act, how they interact with others, and how 

they meet their needs and organize their way of life', 

and marked by a concern that Social Studies 'should 

make pupils look at and think about human behaviour 

realistically, objectively and with sensitivity. It 

should help us to make decisions about our personal 

and social development, and about our participation 

in a changing societY'(Education Department, 1974). 
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2. 

The expansion of the vocational guidance functions of 

schools to include educational and personal counselling, 

and the establishment of 'Guidance Networks' in many 

schools in line with the policy of the Department of 

Education concerning the appointment of Guidance 

Counsellors,and the attempt in some schools to intro

duce guidance teaching along the lines of the re

commendations of the Working Party on Guidance, point 

to an increasing awareness of the needs of the 

individual student. 

1974 has seen the involvement of some sections of 

the community in the discussion of recommendations of 

the Working Parties established u,nder the Educational 

Development Conference, and it has seen the vocal 

participation of other sections in the controversy 

raised by the publication of Human Development and 

Relationships in the School Curriculum, a booklet 

containing the background to and reasons for the 

development of new courses in 'social education' 

throughout the entire school systeo. 

The members of the Working Party on Aims and 

Objectives saw the present concern about education as 

so widespread that they commented: 'New questions are 

troubling New Zealanders about education and schooling; 

new demands are being made of education as a public 

function; new ideas are current about the way people 

acquire their education; and, as a result, there is a 

feeling that the purposes to be served by education as 



a public function should be looked at anew in the light 

of these changing circumstances'. Or, as Clements and 

Oelke (1967) have said of the American scene: 'Educators 

are striving to impr6ve the durricular and co-curricular 

programs of schools throughout the nation so that the 

educational needs of youth will be more adequately met 

and so that each child will more nearly develop his 

potential'. 

Purpose of the Studl. 

One purpose of this study was to provide some 

empirical data about a relatively large and fairly 

representative sample of New Zealand young people, 

particularly at the high school level where curriculum 

change appears to be most extensive. An examination of 

articles appearing in the New Zealand Journal of 

Educational Studies, of bibliographies in publications 

such as Compulsory Education in New Zealand, Prospects 

in New Zealand Education or Secondary Schools in Change, 

indicates how little research, apart from that having 

a vocational orientation, has been carried out on the 
, 

'normal' school population of this country. Even in 

Aims and Objectives where the working party lists four

teen 'areas requiring special attention', there is no 

suggestion that research into the characteristics of 

the school population is either necessary or important. 

Provision of expanded facilities for many groups is 

suggested, but there appears little concern with 

obtaining a more accurate picture of the needs of the 



groups so mentioned. 

Selltiz (1965) distinguishes two reasons for 

research: one based on the desire to k~ow something 

for the satisfaction of knowing (pure research), and 

applied research based on the desire to know for the 

sake of being able to do something better or ·more 

efficiently. 

This study is concerned with both these inter

related aspects of research and seeks to obtain some 

information to ~elp in providing answers to the 

following questions: 

1. What are the problems, needs, attitudes and 

concerns of New Zealand high school.adolescents? 

4. 

2. What influence do such factors as age, sex, 

ability level, year at school have on these concerns? 

3. What are the attitudes toward the school held by 

by these young people, and to what extent are these 

attitudes influenced by sex, age, etc7 

4. To what extent do adolescents want the school 

to become involved in the areas of personal develop

mont and in~erpersonal relations? 

Without an accurate picture of the adolescents in 

our schools, any attempts to help him deal with partic

ular problems and needs, any introduction of new 

courses or new approaches are, at best, well-meaning 

&ttempts to be helpful. 

This is an exploratory study which attempts to 

(a) increase our understanding of the adolesecent in 
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New Zealand society (much of our present knowledge is 

based on research conducted in the United Kingdom or 

the United states of America and Canada), and 

(b) to provide a basis from which possibilities for 

future research may arise. 

Design of the stu~. 

The study was designed in two separate though 

interrelated parts. Part A involved the administartion 

of the Mooney Problem Check Lists (High School form) 

to the selected subjects in order to ascertain the 

problems they saw as causing them some concern. Part B 

was administered at the same time as Part A and required 

the subjects to evaluate the extent to which the school 

helped them to understand the problems in each of the . 

eleven categories of the Mooney lists, and to indicate 

to what extent they wanted the school to become involved 

in these areas of personal development and interpersonal 

relations. 

While working on Part A, students focused their 

attention on their own problems - on the extent to which 

the items listed affected them; in Part B they were 

asked to make a value judgment about the school as an 

organization concerned with the development of the 

individual in terms of their own requirements and of 

the extent to which the school was meeting their needs. 

Indirectly, the students were being asked to consider 

the curriculum content of the school, the guidance 

function it serves and its responsibilities towards them. 
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Sample. 

After rejecting five forms which for reasons of 

incompleteness or error in tabulation were not acceptable, 

the sample consisted of 650 students from a suburban 

high school in the South Island. The school is co

educational and caters for students in Forms 3 - 7. 

The sample figure represents almost one half of the 

total school population at the time the tests were 

administered and was distributed proportionately 

throughout the school. (See Appendix 1). 

At· the time of the investigation, the school 

employed an unofficial streaming policy in which the 

allocation of students to classes was by choice of 

subjects. It was assumed that brighter students would 

choose the professional courses, those of average 

ability the general courses and those of lower ability 

the commercial course. Where a student selected a course 

which was not in keeping with his ability (as measured 

on the otis Intermediate) he was advised to change to 

the appropriate course. Classes in forms six and seven 

were not streamed although the operation of 'natural 

selection' through the school system would suggest that 

subjects in this group were drawn from the average to 

above average ability levels. The sample reflects the 

sex distribution in the school with 694 males and 632 

females in the school at the time. Because of the 

streaming policy and distribution of classes, two 

classes at each ability level were selected for forms 



3, 4 and 5, six classes at sixth form and three at 

seventh form. 

'7. 

The 'catchment area' from which the school draws 

its population covers approximately two square miles 

in the immediate vicinity of the school as well as 

several outlying districts. It encompasses the full 

range of socio-economic areas - affluent, high status, 

upper income suburbs, through middle class and state 

housing areas and lower working class light industrial 

areas.Examination of the students' record cards confirms 

the spread of occupations through all classifications: 

the children of university professors and lecturers, 

other professional groups, semi-skilled workers and 

labourers all attend the school. The mothers of approx

imately one-sixth of the school population are employed 

outside the home, mainly in service positions at the 

local hospital or skilled factory workers in the nearby 

industrial area. 

Procedure" 

The questionnaires were administered by the author 

or by other members of the English Department using a 

standard set of instructions. Students were asked to 

. fill in the questionnaires during a normal English 

period (40 minutes, but additional time was available 

if necessary). The assumption was that students would 

see the contribution the data could make in the school 

curriculum and that all students would complete the 

forms; only two students expressed their unwillingness 
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to do so. They were not forced to complete the 

questionnaires since nothing positive was likely to be 

gained, the accuracy and value of any data of this 

nature being almost dependent on the co-operation of 

the subject. At the conclusion of the period, after the 

questionnaires had been collected, students were ques-

·tionned informally to obtain some indication of their 

attitude to the questionnaire; most commented very 

favourably on the exercise and on how much they had 

enjoyed it~ Some suggested that the school should do 

such things more often to find out what students' needs 

and feelings were. 

The Mooney Problem Check Lists. 

The Mooney Problem Check Lists were developed in 

an attempt by Mooney to 'systematize (his) methods of 

discovering the problems of young people' and because 

he felt a 'need for more efficient group methods of 

identifying problems' (Mooney, 1950). 

There are four forms of the Problem Check Lists; 

Adult, College, High School and Junior High School. 

The High School form which was used in this study 

covers forms 3 - 7 in New Zealand schools, and comprises 

330 items in eleven categories of 30 items each: Health 

and Physical Development (HPD); Finance, Living 

Conditions and Employment (FLE); Social and Recreational 

Activities (SRA); Courtship, Sex and Marriage (CSM); 

Social-Psychological Relations (SPR); Personal -

Psychological Relations (PPR); Morals and Religion (MR); 
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Home and Family (HF); Future - Vocational and Educat

ional (FVE); Adjustment to School Work (ASW); and 

Curriculum and Teaching Procedures (CTP). Thirty-five 

items were amended slightly to conform to New Zealand 

vo ca bulary " (S e e Appendix 1).' 

Subjects were required to underline those items

which indicate problems which are 'troubling' them and 

then to select from the underlined problems those which 

are 'troubling (them) most' and circle the identifying 

number alongside. There is thus some indication of the 

degree of concern the student has about particular 

problems. The assumption is that the absence of both 

underlining and circling indicates that the student is 

not bothered by the problem rather tha~ that he 

neglected, for whatever reason, to answer it. 

Questionnaires do not have to be named: the only 

identification data required are the student's age, 

sex and form. The issue of anonymity was raised by 

Fischer (1946) who suggested that it has usually be~n 

assumed that the only way of obtaining honest answers 

where the information required is either personal in 

nature or likely to be contrary to the views of the 

examiner, has been to use unsigned questionnaires. He 

investigated the influence of signing a check list 

on the number of items underlined and circled on the 

College form of the Problem Check Lists and found no 

significant differences in the number of responses 

although the difference in the number circled (i.e. 
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'serious' problems) almost reached statistical signif~ 

icance. However the increases occurred in Curriculum 

and Teaching Procedures, Finances, Living Conditions 

and Employment and Social and Recreational Activities 

rather than on the personal items as is implied in his 

conclusion. 

Bedell (1970) discusses the construction of the 

Problem Check Lists and reminds would-be users that 

since the Check List is not a test in the normal sense, 

there are no .final sets of scores to be placed on a 

continuum relative to other scores in the sample since 

the counting or scoring of responses indicates only the 

number of problems marked in each general area. 'The 

lists provide a means of indicating the,behaviour 

problems that occur in conjunction in anyone individual 

or group of individuals; there is no attempt to arrive 

at categorical conclusions o ' Mooney himself prefers the 

term 'census count' rather than· 'score' •• Bedell suggests 

that the major contribution of the Check Lists lies 

in the extent to which they increase the knowledge and 

understanding of the problems adolescents face which 

is available to teachers and counsellors. 

The Check Lists provide a number of phrases which 

are intended to make it easier for subjects to express 

their troublesome problems. 'The Check Lists pu~port to 

give students an opportunity to express their problems 

and ••••• the evidence indicates that students can and 

do express the problems included'(Bedell, 1970). In a 
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review of research in which the Problem Check Lists 

were used, Morgan (1969) suggests that. the use of any 

form of the Problem Check List assumes that students 

recognize their own problems and that the problems they 

actually experience are items on the check lists. Adams 

(1964) believes that any check list has definite 

limitations: it does not show whether the respondent 

checks a problem because he feels it is a problem or 

because he feels it should be a problem; a typical 

procedure does not discriminate the degree of diff

iculty of the problem; sex differences are often diff

icult to ascertain and results are either combined or 

for only one sex; there are few studies which have a 

wide age range. The Mooney Problem Check list shares 

the first limitation not only with other similar lists 

but with any self-report method; it does provide some 

information regarding the degree of difficulty the 

subject has with each problem, and limitations concern

ing variables of sex and age are not in fact limitations 

of the Check List per se but of the experimental design 

which is followed. 

This study provides information on problem~ with 

two degrees of concern, and attempts to evaluate the 

influence of such variables as age (13 - 17+), ability 

level based on streaming (upper, middle and low streams), 

sex and year at school (form). No Check List can present 

all problems definitively - Mooney admits that the 

decision regarding the number of problems was to some 
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extent pragmatic: '30 seemed the number best suited to 

cover the range of problems 'in each area without 

stretching some areas too far and compressing others 

too much'(Mooney, 1950). 

Validity and Reliability. 

Although the Problem Check List is not a test in 

the normally accepted sense, the traditional concepts 

of validity and reliability are' still appropriate. 

While the items are not intended to represent some 

psychological or behavioural trait or to make pre

dictions about behaviour, it is nevertheless important 

that they should accurately represent the problems they 

suggest. The Check Lists need also to be reliable in 

their reflection of the concurrent proQlems and concerns 

of the individual whenever he responds to the items. 

In the test manual, Mooney reviews research on the 

pre-1950 forms which indicated the Check Lists' validity 

in so far as the great majority of students would be 

responsive to the items and would accept the task with 

a constructive 'attitude; they would find that the 

Check Lists covered reasonably well the range of 

problems that concerned them; school administrators, 

teachers and counsellors would find the results usable 

and researchers would find the Check Lists useful in 

various lines of inquiryo He concluded that the 

research justified the assumptions made about the 

Check Lists. 

Mooney also recognizes that the issue of validity 



is not easily solved. 'The nature of the Check List 

makes it impossible to arrive at a definitive :'c 

conclusion about its validity ••••••• validity must be. 

determined in terms of the particular purpose and the 

particular situation'. McIntyre (1953) suggests that 

the essential test of the validity of an instrument of 

this sort consists in determining whether or not the 

students (1) can recognize their own problems, (2) find 

these problems on the check list and (3) record them. 

'If these criteria are met, the mean number of problems 

checked in particular areas by various groups should 

differ significantly in a reasonable and predictable way' • 

He believes that his investigation which showed that 

less intelligent students have more problems than 

intelligent students in Adjustment to School Work (ASW) 

and that senior students had more problems than juniors 

in Future - Vocational and Educational (F,r~) indicates 

that the validity criteria for the Check: Lst are met. 

Any inconsistency demonstrated by re, )ondents in 

checking the items is not in itself eithe~ good or bad, 

but provides more information to be used :'1 dealing with 

the individual. In some cases there seems to be 

inconsistency in the placement of particular items. 

For example, Item 86: 'Parents making me go to Church' 

which is found in the Horals and Religion category may 

be as much a reflection of the subject's conflict with 

his parents as of his attitude to religion in general 

and church-going in particular. An examination of the 

subject's responses to other items in both categories 
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is likely to clarify the area of concern, and the 

duality of the possible meaning points to the need to 

interpret the results in the light of the subject's 

total pattern of responses rather than his responses 

to a single category ,or problem area. Thus although 

the placement of the item is of little importa~ce with 

regard to the interpretation of the individual's 

'census count', problems may arise when generalizations 

regarding the scores of a group are made, since some 

subjects may interpret it as being mainly concerned 

with conflict with parents, others with a dislike of 

church-going. 

Powell and Frerichs (1971) comment with regard to 

the use of check lists that 'If the investigator lists 

a series of problems and then asks the respondents to 

check the degree to which each one is of concern to him, 

the results may be misleading ••• (since) ••• a young person 

may check a problem as fairly bothersome when presented 

with a question but might not even mention it if he 

were simply asked to list things about which he was 

concerned'. However, results of an investigation under

taken by Adams (1964) in which adolescents were asked to 

list the things which concerned them are in line with 

the findings of Arnold and Mooney (1943), Amos and 

Washington (1960) and others using the Mooney Problem 

Check Lists. In both approaches, the frequency with 

which subjects marked problems related to school 

adjustment was high; the frequency of responses to 
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problems of health and physical development was low. 

The criticism of Powell and Frerichs appearap not to 

be supported by the data available; in fact the 

evidence available from a number of different method

ological approaches points to a high correlation 

between different methods of discovering adolescent 

problems. The Check List method neither indicates more 

problems nor a difference in the nature of the problems 

marked when compared with other methods. 

The Mooney Problem Check Lists have many uses; they 

are suitab~e for use in educational surveys and may be 

used to assi~t in locating special needs in school 

programmes, in meeting dissatisfaction with teaching 

methods and administrative procedures and in revealing 

general conditions of student morale; they may be used 

as an aid to classroom teachers by providing an informed 

basis for course revision and change and the adaptation 

of teaching procedures to meet the needs of particular 

groups or individuals; and they may be used as an aid 

to research workers by providing a means of determining 

the influence of specific educational programmes on the 

problems of the stUdents. 

McIntyre (1963) suggests that the Mooney Problem 

Check List enables the teacher or counsellor to 

quickly identify the problem or problem areas which 

concern his stUdents. The importance of making accurate 

information available to teachers and counsellors is 

seen from the findings of Amos and Washington (1960). 



They found, in a comparison of teacher and pupil 

perceptions of pupil problems, that teachers iden-

1~. 

tified fewer problems as characteristic of the students 

than the students themselves; they appeared unaware of 

the extent of student problems in areas of money and 

health; they demonstrated judgments more similar to 

boys than girls and checked most items in areas 

related to the self whereas students-ranked problems 

related to school first, and then problems related to 

money. They concluded that, in the main, the teachers' 

observations tended to be confined to those problems 

which disrupt the classroom order and procedure and 

threaten the position of the teacher. Amos. and Wash

ington comment: 'We seriously consider whether teacher 

rating of behaviour is adequate to identify the problems 

of a particular pupil without including the pupil's 

own interpretations and without considering the marked 

difference between the e~periential world of the teacher 

and that of the pupil'. 

In any form of self-report, the amount of inform

which becomes available to the investigator is determined 

by the extent to which the respondent can and will 

communicate his knowledge about himself. Such a method 

is most useful for obtaining information of a 'factual' 

and 'feeling' nature or about behaviour which is not 

accessible to observational methods. The questionnaire 

method has many advantages when this sort of information 

is required. 
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The Mooney Problem Check List is a form of 

questionnaire which does not make any attempt to cue for 

answers nor does it provide any alternatives from which 

the respondent must choose in order to answer the 

question. At the same time, it is not an open-ended 

questionnaire since apart from summarising comments 

at the end of the list (not used in this study) the 

respondent is not free to answer in whatever terms he 

likes. On the check list; the subject may underline or 

circle problems if he feels that they relate to his 

feelings or behaviour. J The items are phrased in the 

form of statements rather than questions, and the 

respondent may nark an statement or not. If he under

lines a particular item, his response is taken as a 

pimple statement of fact: 'I am troubled by the problem 

of 'moodiness and feeling depressed' '(Item 136), or if 

he circles the item 'I am very much troubled by the 

problem of moodiness and feeling depressed'. The Check 

List does not allow him to indicate under what condi

tions he feels moody and depressed or to give any 

further information about his feelings and behaviour 

in this regard. 

The questionnaire method per se has a number of 

advantages, particularly from a practical point of 

view. It is less expensive than other methods such as 

the interview; it can be administered to a large number 

of subjects simultaneously (in this study it was 

administered to subjects in groups of approximately 
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thirty); it can be anonymous - important when highly 

personal information is asked for (Fischer, 1946); and 

its standardized wording, order of questions and 

instructions encourages uniformity from one situation 

to another in a way not possible with interview or 

observation techniques. Selltiz (1965) suggests that 

such uniformity may be more apparent than real since 

the same words frequently mean different things to 

different people o An illustration in point occurs in 

a response to Item 90. One student asked whether the 

item IAffected by racial or religious prejudice l meant 

that because she was of a particular racial group she 

felt discriminated against and was laffected l by 

prejudice, or whether it meant that she felt very 

strongly about discriminative practices which she saw 

affecting others and which upset- (affected) her. 

One of the problems related to the use of the 

questionnaire form is the literacy level of the group 

to which it is given, and it is assumed that since the 

students knew that the exercise was not a test and had 

been told that they were free to ask any questions 

necessary, any student who was not familiar with a 

particular word would refer his difficulty to the 

teacher. Host of the words on the form would be within 

the experience of the subject even if he could not read 

them, and pronunciation by the teacher would be 

sufficient for understanding. Is is also assumed that 

the student1s level of motivation to complete the task 
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preclude the situation where, because he could not 

read the material, the subject failed to complete the" 

exercise. However, th.ere appear to have been no 

difficulties of this nature in this investigation. The 

use of a check list of this type is especially valuable 

where students of low ability comprise part of the 

sample since they frequently become impatient with 

writing as on an open-ended questionnaire and their 

written responses frequently present difficulties of 

translation for the investigator. At the same time, 

a greater number of questions may be asked before the 

subject loses interest. 

It seemed therefore, that for the information

gathering purposes of this study using a large sample 

of varied ability, the use of a check list was the most 

appropriate method o 

Scoring - Part Ao 

The scoring procedure suggested by Mooney was to 

count the circled responses and then to add to it the 

number of underlined responses thus recording the total 

number of responses made by the subject. However, in 

this study, the underlined and circled responses were 

counted and analysed separately. In fact, the subject's 

scores on the underlined items includes those items which 

he also circles; to count the circled responses and 

add the number to the underlined total means that some 

problems are counted twice, and since they are totalled 

there can be no distinction between 'troublesome' and 
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'more troublesome' problems. By obtaining different 

totals for circled and underlined responses it is 

possible not only to obtain some hierarchy of problem 

items but also to obtain an estimate of the prop

ortion of underlined problems which were regarded as of 

sufficient severity to be circled. 

The data were analysed in two ways: 

1. For the complete set of data an analysis of variance 

associated with the factors Age and Sex was carried out. 

Since no comparison between means was planned in 

advance, the Neuman - Keuls test of differences between 

multiple means (Winer, 1962) was applied where F - ratios 

for age were statistically significant, making it 

possible to determine which differences between the 

five age groups were important. 

2. For a restricted set of data, i.e o for students in 

Forms 3 - 5, analysis of variance associated with the 

factors of Form level, Sex and Ability level was carried 

out. Here again the Neuman - Keuls procedure for test

ing multiple means was employed on the Fprm level and 

Ability level variables to d~termine which differences 

between the form levels and ability groups were 

important. 
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Scoring - Part B. 

In this section, subjects were required to evaluate 

the amount of assista~ce which they thought the school 

ought to provide in order to help them to better 

understand and cope with the problems mentioned in 

the eleven categories of the Mooney Problem Check 

List. While the broad classification of the lists had 

not been explained to the students, it was felt that 

since Part B was administered immediately following 

Part A, students would implicitly understand the 

problems to which the questions in Part B referred. 

The questions were arranged in pairs, the odd number

ed items requiring the student to evaluate the amount 

of assistance the school does provide, the even 

numbered items ask the student to indicate the extent 

to which he thought the school ought to become involved 

in these issues o Four statements were provided in 

each item and the student was asked to place a tick 

alongside the item he favoured. 

Scoring and analysis of the data in Part B 

presented a number of difficulties o The odd-numbered 

items (1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21) provided a cont

inuum and permitted the computation of analysis of 

variance as in Part A. The even-numbered items did 

not provide such a continuum and formed simple nominal 

categories so that an analysis of variance was not 

a·ppropriate. For the odd-numbered items an analysis 

of variance was computed for the factors of age (13 -
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17+) and sex. For the even-numbered items, the 

percentage of responses made to each item for boys 

and girls of each age group was calculated and the 

emergent pattern of responses described. This data 

could have been statistically treated but it was 

felt to be inappropri~te at this time. 

Organization. 

This thesis is presented in two parts. Part I 

which deals with the findings from the Mooney Problem 

Check Lists is organized as follows: each chapter is 

in three parts - Part 1 covers a review of the 

relevant literature, Part 2 presents the results 

obtained in this study and Part 3 is a discussion 

of the results in the light of previous studies. A 

chapter summarizing the findings of Part A (the 

Mooney Problem Check List) completes Part I. 

Part II presents the findings and discussion 

from Part B of the questionnaire - the students' 

evaluation of the school's role and their attitudes 

towards the school. 

This is followed by the Appendices which contain 

copies of the questionnaire and instructions for its 

administration, and tables not included in the body 

of the text. 
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CHAPTER I:' 25. 

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPi1ENT 

'How we put up with, and at the same time, changes 
in our size and shape •• Ga new kind of walk ••• all 
kinds of •• ofeelings and thoughts and ideas ••• it's 
a miracle ••• It's not just changing shape slowly 
as happens when children grow or e'ven when adults 
get fatter or thinner. It's changing shape 
virtually overnight •• oTo make it worse our faces 
change ••• o 

We look in a mirror and see a stranger.' 

(Eisen & Gold: How to Brin~~ 
Your parents) 

1- Review of Literature. 
~,£ 

The nature and extent of physical development and 

maturation during adolescence have been the subject of 

extensive investigations by Mussen and Jones (1957), 

Schonfeld (1969), Stoltz and Stoltz (1951) and many 

others. While the evidence points to the similarit:Y of 

growth curves for boys and girls of the same develop

~ental age, the growth curves for individuals vary 

greatly. The differences due to individual variations 

in the time and duration of such changes contribute to 

the interpersonal difficulties many adolescents face, 

and differences in the rapidity and extent of change 

contribute to the amount of emotional or personality 

dislocation others experience. As Douvan and Adelson 

(1966) comment: 'Everything in adolescence contributes 

to self-awareness. The body is in constant, bewildering 

change •• o' 

Few adolescents are as unconcerned as the adolescent 

girl quoted by Strang (1~57):'To me growing up isn't 

anything different; you just look older every year that 
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passes. When I was nine years, I used to say I wished 

I was fifteen, and now that I am past fifteen, I don't 

even notice it'. The presence of one's chronological 

peers in school and out brings constant awareness of 

how one measures up to others o The influence of the 

)x mass media, television and magazines in particular 

~ince they provide a visual image, and the 'film star' 

or 'jet set' attitudes convey to the adolescent an 

image of what he 'should' look like. 

Biegel (1954) reminds us of the extent to which 

attitudes to appearance are socially induced. With 

regard to height, the social norm is for the male to 

be taller than the female and he comments that short 

.men are often marked by feelings of inferiority, while 

a female is strangely regarded if she should marry a 

shorter man. The beginnings of such attitudes are seen 

as belonging to adolescence with the varied rate of 

individual development. 'The power tallness gives, the 

disadvantages shortness holds for children and adol-

. escents in the group of their contemporaries, the sig

nificance of height in the compettion between the sexes' 

leads to dissatisfaction with one's physical character

istics among those adolescents whose development is not 

within the normal range. 

'Much of the stress in adolescence, at least in our 

our society, seems to be due to self-perceptions of 

physical inadequacy'(Biller & Liebman, 1971). Inves

tigations by Jourard and Secord (1954), Secord and 
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Jourard (1955) and Arkoff and Weaver (1966) have 

indicated that a concern with body size is widespread 

in adolescents. In the three studies concerned with 

'body cathexis' - the deg~ee of satisfaction reported 

by a person with aspects of his/her own body -females 

all indicated a significant desire to be smaller in 

everything except bust size: they wanted to have 

smaller hips, smaller waists and to weigh less than they 

did. For males Jourard and Secord found that, with the 

exception of body weight, their responses revealed 

that the image of the mature physique i~ related to 

the size of relevant body parts. Arkoff and Weaver 

noted that on all criteria - height, weight, shoulder 

.width, chest girth and biceps, but not hips and waist, 

males wanted to be larger o Apart from minor variations 

between the various investigations, the overwhelming 

weight of evidence points to the dissatisfaction of 

adolescents with the size or shape of their bodies -

presumably a reflection of a distorted or undefined 

body image. 

The literature concerned with changes in body 

image during adolescence points to the operation of 

four interrelated variables: the individual's ideal 

body image, the subjective perception of appearance 

and ability to function, internalized psychological 

factors and sociological factors. (Schonfeld, 1969). 

During adolescence the marked changes in size and 

shape of the body as well as 'new sensory experiences 
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from developing sex organs •••• all tend to focus the 

attention of the boy or girl on the body' (stoltz and 

stoltz, 1951). The way the adolescent experiences him

self no longer accords with the image he had of himself 

during childhood. 

Erikson (1968) considers that with the rapid 

change in body proportions, 'the flooding of the body 

and imagination with new impulses deriving from 

increasing sexual development and maturity', it is 

inevitable that the individual will experience some 

loss of identity. Jones and Bayley (1950) found that 

two-thirds of the adolescents they studied expressed 

a desire for some change in their physique. The studies 

of normal adolescents by Stoltz and Stoltz (1951) found 

that at some stage during adolescence 22 per cent of 

boys expressed some unhappiness about certain aspects 

of their physique. Carlson (1965) investigated the 

stability of adolescents' self image over a period of 

. six years o The subjects were rated for social and personal 

orientation on the basis of their self/ideal self 

descriptions. Girls showed an· increase in social 

orientations - that is, they seemed to be more aware 

of and vulnerable to social appraisals of themselves, 

whereas boys showed an increase in personal orienation -

they had conceptions of the self which were independent 

of concern with social· appearance. Faust (1960) in her 

study of maturity and prestige among girls, concluded 

that for girls 'level of development is a factor in the 
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assignment of traits during adolescence •• 0 the 

developmentally more mature'"girls at each grade re

ceived significantly higher scores for being 'grown 

up' than did their less mature classmates o 

Mlott (1972) noted the concern with health problems 

shown by patients entering a psychiatric assessment 

unit who, when released, showed a marked decrease in 

such concern. Whether difficulties the individual 

had in coming to terms with~his changing physical image 

were manifested in psychiatric symptoms or whether the 

emotional - psychological disturbances resulted in a 

preoccupation with the physical self is difficult to 

ascertain. The interdependence of the physical image 

of oneself and the psychological well-being of the 

individual (Allport's ',the bodily me' and 'the proprium', 

1955) is emphasized by Jourard and Secord (1954): 

'feeling toward the body is a significant personality 

variable with mental health implications'. Cole and 

Oetting (1969) demonstrated the extent to which a 

d,iscrepancy in the self/ideal self concept could lead 

to behavioural disturbance. In an experimental prog

ramme designed to provide training in 'socially 

relevant skills' such as make up, hairstyling, clothes, 

diet etc., for girls who were not coping with the 

academic programme of the school or whose social 

behaviour appeared disturbed, changes in individual 

self~concept scores occurred in 93 per cent of the 

girls involved. In the six month period following the 
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the programme none of the girls had dropped out of 

school for either disciplinary or academic reasons 

and none was reported to be in serious trouble. 

Frisk et al (1966)~ in a study of 596 teenagers 

presenting as patients at a teenage clinic in Sweden, 

found striking differences in the problems presented by 

. early and late maturers. In the group showing marked 

advanced maturation, he found that more than half 

were tall for their age, that 64 per cent of the 

girls and 73 per cent of the boys were above the normal 

weight-for-height scale. Half of the group exhibited 

some allergic dispostion and boys showed a high frequency 

of somatic symptoms such as fatigue and sleep disturb

ances. The most striking frequency of neurotic symptoms 

was shown by girls in a generalized failure of adjust

ment with symptoms such as poor concentration, depress

ion, hypochondria, nail-biting etc. They concluded 

that none of the early maturers in this study showed 

complete emotional equilibrium. For the late maturers, 

about one-quarter of the girls and half the boys were 

short for their age, obesity was rare and allergic 

dispostions were uncommon. Various functional somatic 

symptoms were common especially among girls, sleep 

disturbances, headache and digestive symptoms being 

the main ones reported. Only two girls in this group 

were considered to be emotionally stable. 

Elkind (1967) has pointed to the implications of 

the adolescent's concern with himself and his failure 
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'to differentiate between the objects to which the 

thoughts of others are directed and those which are 

the focus of his own concern'. Because he fails to 

to differentiate between what others are thinking about 

and what he himself is thinking of, he assumes that 

others are as concerned with himself as he is - in 

·particular with his appearance and behaviour. 

The interrelatedness of individual growth rates 

and the socially accepted peer group norm is emphasized 

by Mussen and Jones'(1957) study of early and late 

maturing boys. They found that late maturing boys 

were more likely than their early maturing peers to 

'encounter a generally unfavourable sociopsychological 

environment resulting in an adverse affect on their 

personality adaptations. Schonfeld's (1966) investigation 

of the significance of body image disturbances suggest

ed that in adolescents with body defects, the capacity 

for satisfactory social adaptations depends more on 

the family and cultural attitudes towards body 

structures than on the defect itself. There was con

siderable variation in the actual body image disturb

ances expressed - concern over general adequacy, 

personal appearance including shape of nose, hair 

texture, weight etc. The importance of the peer group 

in the adolescent's acceptance of his own individual 

rate of development is unfortunate, although inevitable, 

since it frequently causes individuals to torture 

themselves and their age mates over what are, in fact, 



trivial deviations from the norm. Bayley and Tudden

ham (1944) concluded that the poorest adjusted among 

the four extreme groups are the early maturing girls 

and the late maturing boys, 'since in a co-educational 

school in which grade placement is largely determined 

by chronological age, (these) two groups would stand 

out in the school room as the most physically different'. 

Schonfeld (1971) believes that if parents can accept the 

changes taking place in the adolescent's body with 

pleasure and indicate that such changes are linked to 

the development of maturity and adulthood, or make 

clear to the adolescent the nature of individual 

differences in rates of development and so ease his 

anxiety, they can help the adolescent to experience 

more positive feelings towards himself. 'While a 

youngster is experiencing such negative feelings 

towards his physical self, he may avoid social and 

heterosexual contacts with his peers for fear of 

ridicule. Thus one self-concept may influence other 

self-concepts o ' 

On the basis of the foregoing research we might 

expect that adolescents would express considerable 

concern with physical problems. Stoltz and Stol~z 

(1951) found that 31 per cent of boys and 41 per cent 

of girls mentioned that they had at some time been 

concerned about physical problems. In general, however, 

most studies reveal quite low levels of concern. 

Strang (1957) suggested that the differences 
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between the amount of physical disturbance reported by 

the adolescent and the amount actually experienced may 

be a function of the measurement methods used. 'When 

adolescents are asked directly about their health 

problems or when a recording is made of their comments 

during a physical examination, they will express more 

concern than they usually do in compositions or check 

lists' • 

This suggestion is supported by the work of Adams 

(1964), Esper (1964), McIntyre (1953) and Clements and 

Oelke (1967). Adams used an open-ended questionnaire to 

ask adolescents to name the biggest problem concerning 

themselves and others of their age. He discovered that 

issues of health were not of major concern for either 

boys or girls, although girls listed health problems 

almost twice as often as boys. Most girls were concerned 

with problems of weight. Health and physical problems 

ranked only seventh out of eleven categories. These 

findings were supported by Frazier and Lisonbee (1950) 

who found that in a group of 580 tenth grade students 

. almost one-third of the girls were overweight and 

almost half expressed concern about their weight, 

whereas only 13 per cent of boys were overweight and 

few expressed any concern. These findings point to 

strong sex differences in the consequences of the 

physical changes taking place at adolescence o Whereas 

Frazier and Lisonbee concluded that boys were mainly 

concerned with stature and girls with complexion 



problems, Adams found that boys and girls were 

concerned to the same degree about skin blemishes. 

~. 

Clements and Oelke (1967) used the Mooney Problem 

Check List with their sample, and while they did not 

report the rank position of problems in Health and 

Physical Development, they did find that sex and the 

level of education of the head of the student's house

hold were significant factors in the distribution of 

scores. Girls had significantly more problems than boys, 

and those students who came from homes in which the 

heads of the household had not graduated from high 

school reported a significantly larger mean number than 

students from homes with a higher education level. 

Possibly this finding points to the sorts of attitudinal 

differences suggested by Schonfeld: where parents were 

more informed about development during adolescence and 

the pattern of individual differences, and were able to 

discuss these issues with their adolescents, the young 

people would not be quite as disturbed by their rate 

of maturation. None of the most frequently reported 

responses in Clements and Oelke's study comes from the 

Health and Physical Development category. 
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2. Results. 

Sample Ordinary Rank Special Rank 

Full 2.813 10/11 0.716 8/11 

Restricted 3.094 9/11 0.803 7/11 

Table 2 .. 1 Hean number of problems checked and rank 
order of Health and Physical Develop~ent category 
for both samples. 

On both the full and restricted samples, problems 

of Health and Physical Development appear to be 

relatively unimportant • 

( a~ FEll Sample. 

Source d.f. M.S. F ratio -' P 

A Age 4 13.706 2.009 ],1'.S. 

B Sex 1 . 0.935 o. 137· N.S. 

AB 4 4.647 0.681 N.S. 

Within 6L~0 6.822 

Total 649 6084~ 

Table 2.2 Analysis of variance for full sample for 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 1 
(Health and Physical Development, 'ordinary'level) 

Source d.f. N.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 6.049 4.837 0.01 

B Sex 1 2.058 1.646 N.S. 

AB 4 0.681 0.545 N.S. 

Within 640 1.250 

Total 6~·9 1.278 

1'able 2.3 Analysis of variance for full sample for 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 2 
(Health-and Physical Development, 'special' level' 
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~ 4 3 2 1 

Groups Heans ' 0.456 0.703 0.706 0.819 1 • 117 

5 0.456 0.247 0.250 0.363 0.661 
*-l<. 

4 0.703 0.003 0.116 0.414 

3 0.706 0.113 0.411 

2 0.819 0.299 

1 1 • 117 

** p = 0.01 

Table 2.4 Neuman - Keuls test of differences between 
means of scores on Variable 2 to determine the 
significance of age differences. 

While age differences did not reach significance on 

'ordinary' level of concern, they did so on 'special' 
" 

level. Students of 13 years had more serious (special) 

problems in this category than any other age group, but 

a different trend is observable on the ordinary level 

where students of 15 years have more problems, although 

the difference is slight and not significant. 

--------
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~bL Restricted SamEle. 

Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A Form 2 29.073 4.176 0.05 

B Ability 2 37.245 5.349 0.01 

C Sex 1 1.940 0.279 N.S. 

AB 4 5.080 0.730 N.S. 

AC 2 18.494 2.656 N.S. 

BC 2 2.308 0.332 N.S. 

ABC 4 11.525 1.655 N.S. 

Within 438 6.962 

Total 455 7.235 

Table 2.5 Analysis of variance of restricted sample 
for boys and girls by form level, ability and 
sex on Variable 1 (Health and Physical Develop-
ment, ordinary level). 

Source d.fo H.S. F ratio P 
.' 

A Form 2 2.611 1.886 N.S. 

B Ability 2 2.054 1.483 N.S. 

C Sex 1 0.682 0.492 N.S. 

AB 4 2.453 1 0771 N.S. 

AC 2 2.489 1 .797 N.S. 

BC 2 0.064 0.046 N.S. 

ABC 4 0.373 0.269 N.S. 

Within 438 1.385 

Total 455 1 .391 -
Table 2 0 6 Analysis of variance of restricted sample 

for boys and girls by form level, ability and 
sex on Variable 2 (Health and Physical Develop-
ment, special level). 

L 

--~~- ---~ 
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3 1 2 

Groups l'-1eans 20707 2.892 3.614 

0.185 
-1(-

3 2.707 0.907 

1 2.892 0.722 

2 3.614 

* p = 0.05 

Table 2.7 Neuman - Keuls test on differences between 
means of scores on Variable 1 to determine the 
significance of form differences. . 

2 1 3 

Groups Means 2.582 2.976 3.654 -
2 2.582 0.395 * 1.072 

1 2.976 0.677 

3 
. 
* p = 0.05 

Table 2.8 Neuman - Keuls test on differences between 
means of scores on Variable 1 to determine the 
significance of ability differences. 

Fourth form students m2.rked a significantly greater 

number of responses than students in forms three or 

five. The difference for 'special' concerns was not 

significant although the trend of the data was in the 

same direction. 

students of low ability groups checked a signif-

icantly greater number of responses than higher 

ability groups. The trend of the data indicates that 

average ability groups have the fewest problems. 



3. Discussion. 

In both samples, marked age differences are 

observable. The analysis of the full data indicates 

that while there are no significant differences between 

ages on 'ordinary' problems (Variable 1), students of 

13 years mark significantly more serious problems 

(Variable 2) than those of other age groups. The 

analysis of the restricted set of data indicates that 

on both ordinary and special concerns, students of 

form four have more problems. 

Attempts to relate these two findings prove's, 

difficult. It could be assumed that if students aged 

13 have most problems, then the year level which had 

the greatest proportion of 13 year aIds would be the 

year level with the greatest number of problems 

marked. However· this does not occur. Table 2.9 

indicates that there are no students aged 13 in form 

four. 

Age Form Boys Girls Total 

13 3 28 26 54 

13 4 

14 3 50 43 93 

14 4 33 40 73 

15 l~ 32 56 88 

Table 2.9 Age distribution of subjects aged 13 - 15 
in forms 3 and 48 

A possible explanation of the discrepancy may be 

the presence in form four of a high proportion of 
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15 year olds. Analysis of the full sample indicates that 

while for ordinary concerns there is no significant 

difference between the ages in the number of problems 

marked, subjects aged 15 do mark more ordinary problems 

than other age groups. It may be that the findings 

related to form differences reflect this age-weighting. 

Alternatively, while 15 year olds have more problems 

than other age groups, 13 year olds have more serious 

ones. 

However, it might be generally assumed from the 

review of the literature that the early years of 

adolescence woUld be those presenting most problems 

in health and physical development. It is during these 

years that the most rapid and radical changes take 

place in physique and appearance, and it might be 

expected that adolescents would experience most problems 

about health at this time. That this is so is dem~ 

onstrated in both analyses. There is evidence of 

decreasing concern as the subjects become older and 

the changes slow down, the body image stabilizes and 

comes to be accepted as 'normal'. 

For diagnostic purposes·it might· be considered 

that older students who mark a high number of problems 

in this category are experiencing greater than normal 

difficulty in attaining physical maturity. More 

detailed analysis of items would also provide valuable 

information about the nature of specific concerns at 

each age level. 



The one finding that emerges from all the 

research into adolescent health problems is that 

girls experience (or report that they experience) 

considerably more problems than boys. In some cases 

girls have been shown to report twice as many problems 

as boys, and in most studies significant differences 

"have been reported. While girls did mark more problems 

than boys in this study, the differences did not 

reach significance. In addition, while the differences 

are quite small, there are some ages at which boys mark 

more problems than girls. Again, closer analysis of 

individual items would provide some information as to 

the nature of the differences; whether there are some 

quite specific sex differences in problems marked or 

whether the differences resulted from age-weighting. 

The relationship between ability and the number 

of problems marked is both interesting and difficult 

to account for 8 Students of lovi ability mark most 

problems, those of high ability rank. next, with 

students of average ability marking fev/est. It may be 

that low ability students have developed a generalized 

negative attitude to themselves and, lacking the ability 

to cope with change may see it as undesirable and a 

'problem' more often than other stUdents. Students of 

high ability frequently demonstrate" a greater awareness 

of themselves and others and of vlhat is required if they 

are to maintain their high academic or popular standing. 

It may be that they compare themselves more with other 
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students and thus become aware of the differences 

that exist, and that their greater perceptiveness 

makes them aware of problems which vwuld not occur to 

students of average ability. 
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CHAPr1;:}{ 3 

FEIANCES AND LIVING conDITIONS 

'Closely related to the physical characteristics 
is the influence of dress, grooming and material 
pos.sessions. Eot having clothes li~:e the other 
youngsters, being dishevelled in personal' 
appearance, not having a home where OE8 can 
entertain friends without feeling embarrassed 
docreases a person's conception of tis ovnl 
importance, his feelinG of" social conpetenci, 
his ability to appraise his true ability and 
vwrth' 0 

(strang: The Adolescent Views Hioself) 

~Revien of the Literat'J.re. 

For some of the issues noted above, being able to 

bring friends home etc., the adolescent is largely 

dependent upon his parents' provision and attitudes; 

for others, such as being able to dress like others in 

the group he can be'independent of parents provided 

I that he has SOille financial independence. Items in the 

Finances, Living Conditions and Er:;ployment category 

indicate thA individual's conce~n for independence from 

parents - 'HavinG to ask them for money'; his 

increasing anareness of the socio-econo~ic standing of 

his family - '~anting to live in a different neighbo'J.r-

hood', 'Ashamed of the home we live in'; his need for 

privacy - 'iTot having a rOOD of my oVin', 'Having no 

place to entertain oy friends'; and the desire for the 

freedor;l that earning one's own money brings - 'Wanting 

to buy more of my own things', 'Too few nice clothes', 

'Too little money jar recreation' • 

Wheeler's (1963) investigation bf the expressed 

wishes of adolescents led him to conclude that younger 



adolescents, both boys and Girls, expressed desires 

for speci:ic material objects 'and possessions, good 

living quarters and benefits to theillselves, but that as 

they grew older they made fewer wishes for possessions 

and .more wishes concerned with money, fllarriage, physical 

and psychological ben~fits to themselves. Marked sex 

differences were appa~ent at all age levels, boys being 

more concerned with money and generaJ. benefits to the 

self than girls who were more concerned with altruistic 

"/isnes and social relationships. 

Financial'independence.frolll parents is one of the 

most obvious ways by which an adolescent i& able to 

denonstrate to the adult world that he is becoming 

increasingly autonomous. Almost one-fifth of the school 

population used in this study had some form of part

time employment, and many were earning considerable 

amounts. One girl earned ~3.3 each v/l~ek-end workinG in 

a food bar·. j>lost saw part-time work as the only way in 

which they could get so~e indepehdence from pare~ts -

when allODances were given by parents there were 

usually 'strings attached'. 

Part-time eoployment and the money it brings in 

performs several functions for the adolescent. While 

his body is beginning to tell him that he is becoDing 

a man, his ability to hold donn a job tells him t!lat he 

can 'm~te it( in the adult world. He may only be 

carting milk or delivering papers - the st0tus of the 

job is not important ('Delivering horse meat is a 
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perfectly honest way for a boy to earn money', Cleary 

1956). His self-confidence and positive self -iltlage is 

built up by the knowledge that others depend on him to 

be punctual and to do the job reliably, and the 

knowledge that" he can meet these expectations. Such 

work also gives him experience and insight into the 

vJ"Orking vJ"Orld. He is able to see the attractions and 

frustrations of vario~s types of work since he is able 

to change from one job to another without threat to his 

security as in adult employment. He is able to try his 

hand at many t&ings - an important factor in later· 

job satj.sfaction. He comes to understand tlle demands 

which will be made of him as an adult in the work force. 

The money thus earned establishes for the 

adolescent his financial independence from his parents, 

at least as far as his' soc"ial' expenses are concerned. 

His continued dependence on them fOl" board and lodging 

seems to be largely taken for gran ted at this tirne -

parents provide this because 'it's whCl.t parents are for' 

or in so~ewhat more cynical a vein, because 'the law 

holds them responsible for our proptr care and pro-

tection'. There is a very strong sense in which not 

having to ask parents for money or be restricted to a 

meagre allowance is seen as a state devoutly to be 

wished for. Some parents continue to give an allowance 

evep when the teenager has quite considerable earnings. 

As one fifteen year old boy put it: 'That way they think 

they can still have a hold on you, that they can tell 



you what to do with it. I just put what they give me 

in the bank. That way they're happy and when they tell 

me I'm wasting money on clothes and things they don't 

like, I tell them I paid for it, not them.' 

Perhaps the most frequent ta~get for parental 

criticism is the appearance of adolescent6 - their 

clothes and their hairstyles. Parents criticize 

adolescents for conforming to their peer gr9uP in their 

selection of clothes without understanding that for the 

teenager conformity to his group and its life styl~ 

is the only way he has of differentiating himself 

from the childhood groups to which he no longer wishes 

to belong and t~e adult groups to which he is not 

allowed to belong. Determining his outITard appearance 

by his selection of 'gear' or the way he chooses to 

have his hair cut (or not) is almost the only way the 

adolescent iS,able to exercise any control over his 

rapidly changing body shape and.size. If he can't know 

what height he will finally reach or how deep his 

voice will sound in the future when he has attained 

maturity, then at least he can control what he looks 

like now. Many ado13scents feel that their parents' 

refusal to buy them the clothes they want is responsible 

for their being 'out' of the group. Earning one's own 

money and choosing and buying one's clothes means that 

the adolescent can be 'in'. Gaier (1969) has suggested 

that dress and appearance are simply token issues 

(essentially regarded as trivial by adults) which 



become the centre of parent-adolescent conflict since 

the real sources of conflict are either largely 

unconscious or would make both parties too vulnerable 

if brought out into the openo 'They agree to disagree 

only on toh.en issues ••• and in so doing are able to 

sidestep any genuine encounter of diffefences.' 

The importance of 'appropriate' rlress in the 

adolescents' acceptance or rejection by th~ir peer 

group has been demonstrated by Allen and Eicher (1973) 

who asl>:ed girls in grades nine and tVlel ve to make 

appraisals of fictional girls who deviated from the 

norm i~ one aspect of clothing or persona~ appearance, 

and then to have them comment on their own willingness 

to have the girl as a friend and whether she would be 

accepted by the peer group. They concluded that 'an 

adolescent's popularity and friendship and social 

contacts may be influenced by his dress. If his 

clothing does not reflect the current mode of dress ••• o 

he may be ~ejected by his peers ~r Jabelled as 

'different' before he can prove his worth as an 

individual'. Thomas (1973) studied the significance 

of dress for the 'radical ~roup' and concluded that 

it cannot simply be regarded as a fad, and that it 

appears to be a challenge to the customs. of society, 

challenging sex norms and presenting new conceptions 

and· attitudes towards masculinityo He suggests that 

'in labelling deviant dress and appearance &8 'trivial', 

it would appear that we are failing· to pick up 
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important cues that youth are giving out'. 

Earning money has a third function for·the 

adolescent - it enables him to participate in the 

recreational activities of his group. While the 

possession of money gives one the power to 'shout' 

a friend to the movies~ a person who has no money wil 

not be 'shouted' on more than a feV! ·occasions o 1·loney 

enables the adolescent to buy the records, the cigar

ettes, the alcohol which are so much a part of their 

social activj.ties. It also Elalces L10re likely the 

pattern of heterosexual interests of middle and late 

adolescence, since the boy must have money if he is 

to tal:,-e a girl out and he must be able to tal-;;.e her to 

the places where they will be noticed and observed to 

be having a good time o The girl, on the other hand, 

must have the money to buy the clothes which are 

appropriate to the occasion and some girls, with their 

future marriage in mind, are already saving for the 

house and accuhlulating household goods. 

Goldman (1959) has suggested that the possessioL 

of cars, the latest clothes in fashion and l~laterial 

things may help to provide the adolescents with a 

sense of achievement and so bolster their self-image. 

A boy v/ho is failing in school or v/hose parents are 

being talked about may be able to distract attention 

from his failure and his parents' behaviour by showing 

off his expensiv3 motor bike or latest 'gear'. The 

things that money can buy are tangible symbols of 
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achievement and may be more sought after than the 

intangible rewards offered by the school. This would 

explain why so often, when a boy who is underachiev

ing is told that he must choose bet"ween his part-tittle 

job and his homework, he will choose to continue with 

the job - the results are iBmediate, tangible and 

observable. 

Frequently, parents of teenagers cannot understand 

what it is that their sons and daughters find to talk 

about for so longo Adolescents are in the process of 

formulating their ovm philosophy of life and will 

debate such issues a-t great lenGth with those in their 

group. They are not as prepared to discuss them with 

adults whon they feel are critical or cynical and crush 

their spontaneity and idealism. Their very strong needs 

for companionship for the sharing and discussion of 

problems they feel they cannot discuss with parents, 

and the fact that they can meet this need in the peer 

group provides them with a continuing support and sense 

of stability. Others in the group have the saBe probleBs 

and can usually be relied on to understand. 

In a similar way, the adolescent needs privacy. 

Offer (1969) found that27 per cent of boys felt that 

living conditions at home were unsatisfactory. Often 

the adolescent feels self-conscious about the changing 

shape of his body and dislikes having to dress in a 

room vii th others. He may find sharing a room with a 

sibling an embarrassing or humiliating experience. The 
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adolescent is at the st~ge where he wants his own 

'things' and wants them left alone, not scrutinized 

or used by a brother or sister. He is attempting to 

establish his identity by saying 'that belongs to me'. 

If it is used by other members of the family, it 

ceases,in his eyes, to be his own. The design of one's 

roon, the placement of gear and posters etc. within it, 

is part of the way the adolescent says 'this is my room~ • 

His room says 'this is who I ai11 , to his parents and 

visitors to the family ho~e. Having a room of one's 

own free of interruptions allows the adolescent to 

build castles in the air. It enables him td tryout 

new hairstyles and stances in front of the mirror 

without the comments of others. It gives him the 

privacy to adopt new images for himself in his own 

eyes; he cannot try the role of the 'intellectual' 

reading and studying until all hours of the night if 

he has to turn the light out to enable a younger brother 

to get to sleep. 

Clements and Oelke (1967) found no significant 

sex differences in the number of problems marked in 

this cate~ory. Girls marked more problems than boys 

but not significantly so. Among the ten most frequGntly 

marked responses on the Problem Check List are two 

from this c~tegory, Item 116: 'Wanting to earn some of 

my.own money" -(3rd), and Item 6: 'Needing to learn how 

to save money'(9th). Subjects from homes with a 

generally low educational level reported more proLlems, 
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while those froB schools with a low teacher-pupil 

ratio (to some extent a reflection of social class 

differences too?) generally had fewer problems in 

this area. 
• 

Notable differences were obtained by Meares (1973) 

from his 'dialogue' with young people in a clinical 

setting. He believes that 'youth is not concerned 

with making money or With material galn i but he would 

appear to be talking about a ldng-term view rather 

than i~nediate day-to-day requirements. As Meares 

himself comments elsewhere, )a high proportion, more 

than half, of the youth of my dialogue, come from 

upper middle class homes'; they come from an environ-

ment which more or less assures them both now and in 

the future of the absence of any concern about money.' 

Such differences point to the need to control for 

socia-economic statuE when investigating adolescents' 

needs for and attitudes towards moneyo 

Adams (1964) found that in this area which ranked 

eleventh out of fourteen on an open-ended questionnaire, 

the problem most frequently mentioned was personal 

finance, and boys mentioned it twice as often as did 

girls. He also observed an increase with age in the 

frequency of concern with problems of finance. 
I 



2. Results. 

Sample Ordinary 

Full 2.809 

Restricted 2.948 

Rank 

11/11 

11/11 

Special 

0.594 

0.596 

Rank 

11/11 

10/11 

Table 3.1 Mean number of problems check~d and rank 
order of Finances, Living Conditions and 
Employment category for both samples. 

On both samples, subjects ranked problems in this 

category as 'comparatively unimportant. 

(a) Full Sample. 

Source d.f. H.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 20.344 2.4-87 0.05 

B Sex 1 4. 1L~3 0.507 N.S. 

AB 4 13.059 1.597 N.S. 

Within 640 8. 180 

Total 649 8.278 

Table 3.2 Analysis of variance for full sample for 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 3 
(Finances, Living Condtions and ~mployment, 
ordinary level). 

4- 5 3 1 2 
Groups Heans 2.228 2.527 2.892 2.991 3.369 

,-.~. 

4 

5 

3 

2 

2.228 

2.527 

2.892 

28991 

3.369 

* p = 0.05 

0.299 0.664 0.763 1 • 141 

0.365 0.464 0.84.2 

0.099 0.477 

0.378 

Table 3.3 Neuman - Keuls test of differences between 
means of scores on Variable 3 to determine the 
significance of age differences. 

-)(-
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Source d.f. 1,'1 •. S • F ratio P 

A Age 1+.1~·5 3.066 0.05 

B Sex 2.179 1 .619 N.S. 

AB 4 6.053 4 .L~78 0.01 

Within 1 .352 

Total 1.399 

'rable 3.·~ Analysis of val iance for fuJ.l sample for 
boys and girls by ar;e and sex on. Variable l~ 
(Finances, Living Conditions and Employment, 
special level). 

5 4 3 1 2 
Groups Beans 0.332 0.514 0.598 0.791 0.805. 

5 0.332 O. 182 0.266 0.459 0.~.73 

0.514 0.084 0.277 0.291 

3 0.598 0.193 0.207 

0.791 0 .. 014 

2 0.805 

i(. p ~ (0.05 

Table 3.5 Neuman - Keuls test of differences between 
means of scores on Variable 4 to determine the 
3ig~ificance of age differences. 

The al~alysis of variance on these responses 

suggests that age is a significant factor in the amount 

of concern a subject expresses about problems in this 

category. On both ordinary and special. concerns there 

is a decline with age in the number of problems which 

subjects [lark. For ordinary concerns, students aged 14 

mark significantly more items, i.e. they appear to 

have significantly more problems than students in other 

.. 
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age groups, and there is a marked decline with age. On 

items of special concern, subjects aged 14 have 8ig-

nificantly more than any other group and the decline with 

age is even more marked. 
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Table 306 Graph illustrating the interaction of age 
a~d sex for males and females aged 13 - 17+ on 
the number of problems marked on Variable 4. 

While no significant aifferences appeared between 

the number of problems marked by boys and girls, boys 

marked slightly more items on ordinary concerns and 

girls slightly more on special concerns. The analysis 

of the age-sex relationship is difficult to interpret 

since no pattern e6erges. Girls of 13 and 14 have most 

serious probl~ms, girls of 17+ have fewest. Girls of 

13, 14 and 16 have more pr0blems than boys Of 13, 14 and 
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16, while boys of 15 and 17+ have more than girls of 

comparable ages. A clear interaction pattern does not 

appear. 

(b) Restricted Sample. 

Source d.f. l''I. S • F ratio p 

A Form 2 62.389 8.040 0.01 

B Ability 2 6.031 0.777 N.S. 

C Sex 2. 58/t 0.333 N.S. 

AB 4 18.691 2 0~-09 0.05 

AC 2 10.991 1 .416 l\: • S • 

BC 2 5.299 0.683 N.S. 
-, 

ABC 4 26.554 3 .l~21 0.01 

'Nithin 438 7.760 

Total 455 8.246 

Table 3. 7 Analysis of va~iance for restricted sample 
of boys and girls by form level, ability and sex 
on Variable 3 (Finances, Living Conditions and 
Employment, ordinary level). 

3 2 
Groups ~\leans 2. 112 3.309 3.343 

3 2. 112 1 0 197 12'Z1-x--x-• :J 

2 3.309 0-.034 

3.3/+3 

** p = (0.01 

rrable 30 (3 . Neuman - Keuls test of differences beh/een 
means of scores on Variable 3 to deter~ine whibh 
form level factors are significant. 
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Source d. f. 1'''1. S ~ F ratio " r' 

II Fort] 2 3.101 1 .979 .~, 

lj •. 0. 

B Ability 2 2.3GO 1 .506 JoT c' 
J,. • • J...} • 

C Sex 1 .431 0.913 N.S. 

AB ~. 3.192 2.037 1.T C' 
1', • u • 

AC 2 0.282 . 0 0 180 1".' Q 
1 \~ • k.J • 

BC 2 0.615 0.392 l-J.IS. 

ABC '4 0.450 0 .• 287 1· T f"I 
1~ • 1"':) • 

V/i thin ~-38 1 .567 

Total 455 1 .572 

IJ:'able 3.9 _Analysis of variance for restricted sClI]T)le 
of boys and girls by form level, abi~ity and ;ex 
on Variable 4 (Finances, 1~ving Conditions and 
Employment, special levell. 

Significant differences exist between forms on 

the number of responses checked. Third form students 

have nost problems, fifth form students have fewest. 

The trend for 'special' problems is in ~he same 

direction but the difference is not significant. 

Form-Ability Interaction £ffects., 

For both sexes and for yo~nGer students, most 

problems are with the high ability ~roups, then low 

ability children; the Diddle ability group has the 

lowest number of problems. 

Students of high ability in form three have more 

probleos thari any other group. On the whole, students 

in fourth form have the most problecls and the number of 

problems for students in fourth and fifth fO'rms is 

greater for those students of low and average ability. 
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For all ability levels, the number of proble~s 

decreases the higher the form level (decreases with 

age). Fifth form students show considerably fewer 

problems than other ages. (See Table 3.9). 

4-

3 
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---- - Average 

_._._._Low 

Table 3JO Graph illustrating the interaction of form 
level and ability for males and females on the 
number of problems checked on Variable 3. 

Form-Ability-Sex Interaction E~fects. 

Differences due to the interaction of these three 

factors reached statistical significance on 'ordinary' 

concerns but not on 'special' concerns, although the 

trend was in the same direction. 

For boys, the greatest number of problems comes 

at the third form level. Third and fifth form low 

ability subjects have the gre~test number of problems; 

at the fourth form level, the average ability group 
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has the most. For older boys, the higher the ability 

the fewer the problems, but for younger boys it is 

both the high and low ~bility youngsters who have most. 

For girls,_ younger girls of high ability have 

most problems, older girls of high ability ha.ye fewest 

As for bojs, at the third form level, students of .low 

abj_Ii ty have most problems. High· and average ability 

girls show 8 decrease in the number of problems with 

age; low ability girls show an increase with age. 

(See Table 3.11 (a), (b)). 
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Table 3~11 (a) Graph illustrating interaction effects 
for form level and ability for males on the 

number of problems marked on Variable 3 
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Table 3e1 1 (b) Graph illustrating interaction effects 
for form level and ability fQr females on the 
number of problems marked on Variable 3. 

3. Discussion. 

Age appears to be a very significant factor in the 

number of problems marked in this category. Younger 

students of 13 and 14 have more problems than other age 

groups, the ~umber marked by 14 year olds being 

significantly greater. Students in forms 3 and 4 mark 

significantly more problems'than students in form 5. 

An analysis of age distribution shows that there 

are no students below the age of 15 in the fourth form 

group.· This lends weight to the suggestion that once 

the student turns 15 and more jobs are open to him, he 

is able to feel increasing financial independence. 

Subjects of 13 and 14 are restricted in the jobs which 

are available to them ane.. m·ust bear with parental 
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provision of pocket money etc. In addition, the 

greater freedom vlhich parents allow Ollce the 

adolescent turns 15 - apparently the turning-point 

in parent-adolescent relationships·-n.nd the increased 

mobility he has by car or motor-cycle, means that he 

spends less time at home and so is less ,concerned with 

living conditions at home. Since'he is freer to go' 

out tQ meet his friends, the problem of entertaining 

them at home is not as important. 

Age 14 seems to be the most crucial age for 

problems in this category. Such a finding may perhaps 

be related to the feeling of 'growing up' which most 

students in form four seem to experience. They are no 

longer the 'small fry' of the third 'form, nor do 

they have the status of a fifth ·former 'doing School 

Certificate'. In their in-between stage, social and 

interperson~l issues are considered to be more 

important than academic issues. There seems to be a 

sense too, of being 'so near and yet so far' - 14 is 

very nearly 15, yet the fact remains that until 15 they 

cannot drive a car and are restricted in the jobs 

available to themo The proximity of 'freedom' seems to 

multiply the frustrations of the present restrictions. 

No marked sex differences occurred in the number 

of probler:1s marked. Boys marked sltghtly more on 

ordinary concerns, girls slightly more on special 

concerns, but neither significalltly so. Tbia is not 

unexpected siEce the iSBul's are similar for both 



soxes. Doth are concerned with entertaining friends, 

buyj.ng and vrearil1fj clothes, having money to spend. 

It would appear thut as many girls have part-time jobs as 

as do boysQ The jobs are usually of a different kind, 

but neither sex seens to experien6e particular 

difficulty in obtaining employrnent once. tliey reach 15 
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CHAPTER 4 

Ul~DER.srrANDING ONE,s.t;LF 

1. Review of the Literature. 

How does the adolescent see himself? As what sort 

of person? As a child? As an adult? Someone in 

between? How do adolescents think others cee them? 

The biological and social chc.'..nges taking place 

during adolescence callan the individual to develop 

a new concept of the self which will incorporate 

theso changes, and this concern with developing a 

new self-concept gives rise to a persistent 'pre

occupation with who he is'(Hill & Shelton, 1971). 

Mann (1965) has demonstrated that adolescents see 

the~selves as belonging to a special 'adolescent 

world' which has little overlap with the characteristics 

of adulthood but considerable overlap with childhood. 

The adolescent reveals hir:1self as SODeone 'tor~l1ented 

with proble~s and perplexities'. 

Adolescence as a develop~ental period is concerned 

with the 8Gtablishment of one's ego identityo It is 

a composite of images gaiLed through interaction 

with others which refer to the self and thereby 

delineate the self. Erikson's (1950) concept of 'ego 

identityl involves seven elements: a sense of self -

an interior lmovlledge of 'what one is; a sense of 

uniqueness - a recognition of one's separate identity; 

self-acceptance; role expectations - the acquisition 

of appropriate interpersonal, sex, vocational roles; 
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a feeling of stability or permanence about oneself; 

goal directedness - knowing where one,is going or 

what one is going to do; and interpersonal relations 

which permit i~teraction and irivolve~ent with others. 

The items in this category deal with hon the 

individual feels about himself - the characteristics 

of his personality when he is alone by himself. It~ms 

such as '?IOl'rying', 'Getting excited too easily', 

'lvloodiness, feeling depressed', give us some insight 

into the strains imposed on the adolescent by the 

varying demands from his environment and the vJaY he 

responds to them and copes with them. 

Ausubel (1950) believes that 'the problem of 

emotional instability is the core problem of adol

escence. It cuts across practically every ~ajor 

manifestation of adolescent behaviour'. In general 

terms, the problems of the teenager reflect the 

changes taldng place within himself - physiological, 

hormonal etc. and interpersonal and societal changes 

taking place outside him because of the internal and 

chronological development he is experiencing. 

Adolescents aware of their increasing age and 

development begin to feel increasingly independent 

and bebome frustrated when their independence is not 

allowed. They become aware of their increasing respoh

sibilities - of their need to EIake decisions about 

education, employment, interpersonal rela~ionships etc. 

They' often have ambivalent feelings about forsakinG 
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the pleasures and freedom of concern of childhood, and 

frequently the apparent endlessness of decisions to 

be made causes them to withdraw into depression or 

lethargy or to regress to earlier behaviour. strang 

(1957) has suggested that the adolescent's teMporary 

image of himself is often one of depression. 

Leven.sCll and l{euringer (1972) investigated the 

'phe~dmenal ~nvironmental oppressiveness' of adol-

escents in an attempt to explain why some adolescents 

attempt suicide and others do not. They concluded 

that there was no quantitative difference in the extent 

to which they saw their world as being overwhelming 

and overpowering; what differed was their ability to 

handle the oppressiveness. They suggest that cognitive 

deficiencies - lack of clarity of perception, an 

inability to formulate problems or to make informed 

decisions - seems to be involved. Yusin (1973) suggests 

that suicidal behaviour may occur when the individual 

feels helpless, alone and completely isolated in a 

threatening world~'It may well derive from the adol-

escent's fantasy in which he sees himself as unable to 

cope with the environment and sees himself destroyed 

by it'. 

Frisk et al (1966), Mussen and Jones (1957), 

Schonfeld (1966, 1969) and others have 'shown the links 

between a distorted image of one's body or a pre-

occupation with health problems and the frequently 

concurrent or consequent emotional disturbance. Rogers 
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(1972) believes that 'for both sexes the sense of self 

is strongly modified by experiences w~th the body' 

and the evidence of Faust (1960) and Jones and Bayley 

(1950) has shown how out of place tho early or late 

maturing adolescent feels. The adolescent seeks to 

control his appearance in some degree through clothes 

and hairstyle, to modify the ult~mate shape of his' 

body-by wei~htlifting etc. The adolescent's body is the 

external presentation of hinself to the world and 

other persons continually remind him of it. If the 

adol~scent feels that his body or appearance is too 

strange, too out of phase with his peers, he may 

withdraw from social contacts and concern himself even 

more with himself. Douvan and Adelsbn (1966) found that 

for girls self-esteem is in terms of interpersonal 

relations rather than achieveusnt, work or skill. In 

the fantasies of adolescent girls who 'almost 

universally can think of some way they would like to 

change' (co:npared with 38 per cent of boys who could 

think of no V'iay. in vlhich they would like to be di~ferent) 

the recurring themes are femininity, personal attract

iveness and popularity. 

The interrelatedness of general personal adequacy 

and inadequacy as a student has been demonstrated by 

Crabbe and Scott (1972). In a study involving volunteer 

students who had all experienced problems either in 

school or in their personal lives, they f~und that the 

measures of the two variables 'were so highly inter-



correlated as to make distinction between them quite 

uncertain' • 

One of the tasks of the adolescent is to establish 

his appropriate sexual identity - noc. only in terms of 

its biolOGical func tions, but in terms of the· socially 

ascribed roles which accompany it: his role as a 

worker, citi7.en, father etc. Hore urgently, he must 

establish some role or identity for himself now: he is 

no longer a child but he is not considered mature 

enough to adopt a full adult role with its attendant 

responsibilities and demands. So he needs to adopt 

some pattern of behaviour which will enable him to 

be accepted by others of his own age and who will 

support hin as he faces other problems and difficulties. 

Much of his role-playing is in fantasy, in his day-

dreaming and in the acting of a part in his peer group. 

Many adolescents, in their attempt to cope with 

these problems, exhibit a high level of subjective 

tension or general anxiety. These characteristics 

have been shown to be related to self- estee~ by 

Manley and Rosemier (1972) and Garai and Scheinfeld 

(1968). In general it has been found that scores on 

items which reflect tension and anxiety show these 

factors to be highly negatively correlated with measures 

of self-esteem. Manley and Rosemier found that the 

anxiety levels of girls are significantly and invariably 

higher than for boys at each grade level, but that 

there was little variation between grade levels. Junior 



high school boys as a group had significantly higher 

levels of anxiety than senior high school boys. 

Where the adolescent and adult have different views 

on appropriate adolescent behaviour there are likely 

to be difficulties. AtJOS and \~,fashington (1960) have 

noted the' discrepancy between teacher artd student per

ceptions of student problems, and HesG and Goldblatt 

(1957) have shown that adolescents expect adults to 

describe them as 'impulsive, impatient, inconsistent. 

spoiled, frivolous, irresponsible and wild ' • They 

believe that adults will underrate them on such traits 

as co-operation, maturity and stability, and that the 

average adult has a generalized tendency to deprecate 

teenagerso Parents in turn were found to believe that 

adolescents have unrealistically high opinions of 

theuselves and undervalue adults. The study found 

that 'adolescents tend to hold higher opinions of 

adults than do parents, and adolescents' views of 

themseJves are not as unrealistically unfavourable as 

adults expect the~ to be'(Hill and Shelton, 1971)0 

Such a discrepancy is likely to lead to an 

intensification in the identity crisis. Lyell(1973) 

suggests that if a group is culturally valued, 

individuals in the group gain a sense of well-being; 

if they are not they cO:l1e to regard viha t they do as 

meaningless or routine, and who they are as inadequate 

or inferior human beings. In the adolescent's confusion 

about himself, with his tendency to dislike himself, if 
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he is viewed with disapproval he comes to feel ambi-

valent about himself. 

'The extreme effect of [:;tatus deprivation m.;ly be 

chronic frustration and an ag~ravatio~ of transitional 

anxiety' (Ausubel, 1950). General emot.ional reactivity 

(irritability, etlotional instability· etc) is likely 

to be intensiiied. Mann (1965) his suggested that the 

'marginality'· of adolescence in which the adolescent 

sees the period in unattractive, repellent terms, may. 

last for some time since adolesce~ce is not fleeting 

but lasts for several years. 

Fr~quently parents, teachers and often the adol-

escent himsolf, become concerned as to whether certain 

behaviours, feelings and problems are 'normal' 0 One 

8ajor difficulty in the assessment of adolescent 

personal problems is associated with the way in which 

data are obtained. Often there is extrapolation from 

clinical studies of 'abnormal' adolescents to provide 

interpretation or information about 'nor~al' adol-

escents. Gardner. (1959) assumes that the characteristics 

of the norm&l adolescent can be clearly seen by looking 

at the patient, and BIos (1961) says that 'it is an 

accepted fact that we learn about the normal progress

ion of ~evelopment throueh developmental disturbances 

and their· disruptive influences •••• '. Nixon (1966) ha~ 

suggested that 'psychological non.mlity occurs v.,rhen 

a person views himself with substantial objectivity, 

views his setting with substantial realism and then 
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lives his life in such a way that it is relevant to 

both views') but Offer (1969) has noted the difficulty 

in validating descriptions of adolescent 'turmoil' which 

derives fro~ the fact that emotional conflicts seen 

as normal by orieinvestigator are often regarded as 

psychopa tl1010gical processes by another. o Erikson (1959) 

suggests that a balance can be obtained by seeing 

adolescence itself as a 'nor:J.ati ve crisis' - a norual 
. 

period of increased conflict implying not chaos but 

typifying the 'kind~ of proble~s one sees in any of 

the major transitional periods of life'. 

Cle::1811ts and Oelke (1967) and Adams (1 ~6LI-) fOlud 

that problems of emotions and maturity \'Jere not !llajor 

problems for either sex. Girls mentioned such problems 

bvice as often as boys in both studies, and an increase 

in the number of problems with increasing age was 

apparent in Adams' study although no differences between 

grade levels was indicated in Clements and Oelke's 

work. The Item 30: '~orrying' WRS found to rank second 

in frequency in their table. Adams found that in most 

responses about maturity, lack of parental recognition 

of maturity caused the greatest concern, and 'moodiness' 

was of most concern in the 'e~otion' category. 
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2. Results. 

Sample Ordinary Rank Special Rank 

Full 3.786 3/11 1.000 4/11 

Restricted 4.072 3/11 1.043 4=/11 

Table 4. 1 l'lean number of problems checked and rank 
order af Persanal - Psychalagical Relatians 
categary far bath samples. 

The prablems in this categary are ranked in the 

same pasitian by subjects in'both samples and appear 

to. be relatively impartant. 

(a) Full Sample. 

Saurce d. f. H.S. F ratio. P 

A Age 4 5. 85L~ 0.503 NoS. 

B Sex 1 353.850 30.428 0.01 

AB 4 8.451 0.727 IJ./'3. 

Y/i thin 640 11.629 

Tatal 649 12.101 

Table 4.2 Analysis af variance far full sample af 
bays and girls by age and sex an Variable 11 
(Persanal - Psychalagical Relatians, ardinary 
level). 

Saurce d.f. H.S. F' ratio. P 

A Age 4 2.972 1 • 174 N.S. 

B Sex 62 .. 773 2Lt. 792 N.S. 

AB 4 1.459 0.576 N.S. 

Within 640 2 .. 532 

Tatal 6L!-9 2.621 

Table 4.3 Analysis af variance far full sample af 
bays and girls by age and sex an Variable 12 
(Persanal - Psychalagical Relatians, special 
level). 
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There uere no significant differences due to age in 

the number of problems Inarked in this categOry. 

Girls have significantly more problems than boys 

on both or~inary and special concerns, At both levels, 

the nunber of problems appears to rem~in fairly 

constant with age. 

(b) Restricted Sample, 

Source d.L 11.S. F ratio P 

A Form 2 6. f?'+3 0.510 I\J.S. 

B Ability 2 13.899 1 • 136 H.S. 

C Sex 379.201 30.985 0.01 

AD 4 ~ .• 9~-1 0.404 I\T.,S. 

AC 2 7.968 0.651 i'T Q 
1~ • >J • 

BC 2 ~.~232 0.346 I'~ • S. 

ABC 4 1 .520 0.124 I\J • S ~ 

Within 438 12.238 

Total ~-55 .12.813 

Table 4.4 Analysis of variance for restricted sa~ple 
of boys and girls by form level, ability and sex 
on Variable 11 (Personal - Psychological Relations 
ordinary level). 
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,sDurce d.f. l\l.,s. t;' 
1. ratio P 

A Form 2 0.528 . o. 190 lIT.S. 

B Ability 2 ~ .• 831t 1.738 jJ .S • 

C Sex 64.049 23.027 0.01 

AB 4 2'.923 1 .051 iII.S. 

AC 2 ~-.916 1 .'767 N.S. 

BC 2 3.207 1.529 N.S. 

·ABC 4 2.553 0.918 N.S. 

';'li thin 438 2.731 

Total 455 2.926 

Table 4.5 Analysis of variance for restricted sample 
of boys and girls by forw level, ability and sex 
on Variable 12 (Personal - Psychological Relatioll~ 
special level). 

Not only do girls have more problems than boys, 

but they apparently regard them as much more serious 

than boys do. The trend of the data i~dicates that 

this is 80 at each form level and for each ability 

group. 

30 DisCllssio~. 

An interesting finding is the non-significance of 

age and ability factors on the number of problems 

reported by subjects. rrhr:J ntl['lber of responses mar~~ed 

places the category before the mid-way mark, indicating 

that such problems are quite impor·tant as far as these 

adolescents are concerned. ~hile the number oarked 

appears constant over age, it may 0e11 b9 that subjects 

of different ages mark different items. More detailed 
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analysis of individual items would provide a clearer 

indication of the relationship of age to the particular 

items most frequently marked. 

It has been Guggested in an earlier chapter (ch.2) 

that a relatiohship appears to exist between ability 

and self-concept. The·assutlption is that if a subject 

has a negative image of hi~self this jmage will carry 

over into other areas of his behaviour ego academic 

or interpersonal behaviour, an~ that he will see 

himself as an academic or social failure etc. If this 

were the case we might expect that students of low 

ability would have a more negative view of ~hemselves 

and would experience more 'self' concer'ns than other 

subjects. That this is not shown to be the case suggests 

that students of different ability levels Dark 

different problems or, alternatively, that the 

generalization hypothesis is not su~ported. 

The significance of sex differences in the nuuber 

of probleEls marked (girls marking sign.ificantly Dore 

probleus than boys) is not unexpected in the light of 

other studies. Generally, most research work has 

revealed the same sex trend in the frequency and 

severity of problems. 
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CHAPTER 5 78. 

RELATING TO OTHERS 

'Many of the satisfactions and the distresses 
of adolescence are connected with making friends 
and winning a place in the peer group. Adol
escents have a dominant desire to be popular, 
to be accepted, to be well-thought of by many 
people, especially by their peers o Their 
concept of themselves also includes the quality 
of liking other people o ' 

(Strang: The Adolescent Views Himself) 

1. Review of the Literature. 

During adolescence there is a shift in import

ance from the small same sex peer group of childhood 

to the extended heterosexual peer group. The peer group 

serves several functions: it undertakes the organization 

of social activities, it provides the individual with 

the opportunity for extensive communication about 

peer relevant values and problems, it provides the 

adolescent with an environment in which to experiment 

with various roles, and it encourages and supports 

the adolescent as he attempts to relinquish his 

dependence on the family and become independent. 

Parsons (1956) notes that 'the family offers a wide 

enough range of role participations only for the 

young child. He must learn, in actual participations, 

progressively more roles than his family of orientation 

can offer him. ~t is at this point that the peer group 

and school assume paramount importance.' 

The nature of the influence of the peer group 

on the individual is complex. Many writers have tried 
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to explain the adolescent's willingness to accede to 

the norms and standards of'the peer group as a 'need 

to conform, but Wyer (1966) and Harvey and Consalvi 

(1960) have shown that suggesting an adolescent need 

to conform is not an adequate explanation of the 

process. Wyer found that conformity is affected by 

the need to maintain or gain group status and by 

the nature of the task undertaken. Harvey and Consalvi 

found that the degree to which one member's judgments 

were influenced by those-of others was a direct 

function of the level of status accorded to the 

individual. The degree to which any member could be 

influenced was related to ihe status he had within 

the group, high and low status members showing less 

susceptibility to group pressures than second-ranking 

or middle status individuals. The security of one's 

position, be it high or low, meant that non-conformity 

did not threaten a loss of status. 

The reasons for an adolescent's submission to 

the group are more than mere conformity. The peer 

group is important because it provides the adolescent 

with the opportunity to share his problems and 

concerns with others. Cognitive development in early 

adolescence with the development of a formal operations 

mode of thinking presents the individual with a variety 

of ideas and values to be evaluated. The peer group 

situation provides an environment in which he can 

disc~ss these new ideas and feelings without 'feeling 
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immature', and Dunphy (1963) has shown that in the 

'cliques' which comprise the larger 'crowd', in early 

adolescence the dominant activity is 'just talking'. 

Musgrove (1966) has shown how the peer group fills 

a vital 'expressive' role, because the school, which 

- is the onlY.institution of suffi~ient size and 

organization, is seen by adolescents as placing too 

much emphasis on 'instrumental' functions. However, 

there are important differences. between the types of 

schools wi thin the British system and they are viewed 

differently by their students. Grammar school students 

appear to get less 'instrumentality' t~an they want, 

whereas students at secondaty modern schools appear to 

get a surfeit. It is likely that the social class 

background of the students may be a significant factor 

in the difference in viewpoint; grammar school students 

. come., in the main, from the upper middle classes where 

a more expressive, relational approach exists and they 

see home as a positive, helpful place. They want the 

school to fulfil other needs. The reverse is true for 

secondary modern students and it may be that they feel 

less competent to cope with the academic (instrumental) 

- functions of the school. Douvan and Adelson (1966) 

see the importance of the peer group in the expressive 

demands it makes on its members: that they acquire an 

'elaborate code of tactfulness, sensitivity to others, 

and prohibitions of impulses and emotions. In doing 

so, it socializes the youngster toward t~e achievement 
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of self-control.' Mlott (1971) believes that the 

peer group 'teaches adol~scents to get along with 

others' and sees empathy as the greatest gift of the 

peer group. 'They can understand each other's problems 

and offer sympathy and advice that would not be 

- appreciatedfrom parents and teachers'. 

Much has been written about the conflict between 

parents and peer group, but there is little evidence 

for such conflict. Several writers have noted the 

support which the peer group gives to parental values. 

Bandura (1964) notes that adolescents tend to choose 

friends who share similar value systems and behavioural 

norms, so that membership in the peer group not only 

did not generate familial conflicts 'but in fact 

upheld and reinforced' the parental norms. The peer 

group functions as a source of control in situations 

where the parents are absent. Offer (1969) agrees 

with Douvan and Adelson (1966) who believe that 'for 

most adolescents there is, appearances aside, no great 

dissonance between what parents and friends believe.' 

Douvan and Adelspn suggest that the differences that 

do exist'are not fundamental differences in ideals 

and values but differences in valence: different 

values are stressed in eac~'group. 

Early or pre-adolescence sees the move from 

single sex to heterosexual peer groups; middle adol

escence sees the peer group at its most important and 

influential, but there is a decline in i~s significance 
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durinG" later adole Be ene e. Costallzo all d Sha\'1 (1966) 

de:nonstratec1 that conformity to the p~er group for 

both nales and fei]ales reaches a pec'll: betvreen 11 - 13 

years, and ~y the time the individual is 19 - 20 

conformity levels resemble those of 7 - 9 years. 

stern's (1961) study of adolescents' views of their 

futureinclicated that while durihg adolescence peet 

group ,norE1S are dominant, the adolesc en t is at the 

saDe time aware of the norms of the adult world and 

interprets future adult life in terms of adult values. 

His study of 15 - 17 year old boys showed that in 

the forecasts they made of their future, they had 

already 'settled down' 0 Adult values predominate, 

peer group values are not as i8portant. Life is 

visualized in adult and not in adolescent terms. The 

extent to which adolescents see the peer group as 

beine an isnlated 'for now' part of their world 

hns been demonstrated by Friesen (1966) who found 

that they related one set of values - popularity and 

athletics - to the current peer group, and another 

academic v~lues - to their ~nticipated role in the 

larGer culture. Horrocks (1970) commented thut while 

the need to conform appli0d to all age groups of boys 

and to'all but the oldest girls (19 years), there 

was a distinct age trend towards increasing nonconform-

ity. Such a trend could be assumed to take place as 

individuals begin to relate to the opposi~e sex in 

terms of marriage. By lata adolescence the individual 



has tused' the group's support and stability and 

has become autonomous and independent. 

Several researchers have noted sex differences in 

the individual's relationships to the peer group. 

Iscoe and Cardon (1961) noted such differences in 

the relationship between conformity and popularity. 

Among girls, those who showed initiative tended to be 

less popular than those who were subaissive, whereas 

boys' popularity depended upon the extent to which 

they showed leadership and initiative within the 

boundaries of the group .. Their findings are supported 

by' those of Dunphy (1963) who indicated that leaders of 

adolescent peer groups are thos~ who show the greatest 

heterosexual maturity. Rothaus (1969) compared results 

for both sexes on accuracy of self-perceptions in a 

sensitivity training groupo He found girls of all 

ages to be more accurate and consistent in their 

self-ratings compared with the group rating. Young 

boys on the other hand, consistently overrated their 

participation and older boys showed little consistency 

at all. 

Douvan and Adelson (1966) believe that the peer 

group is much more important to boys than to girls. 

The boy needs it to 'orient and support' him as he 

attempts to break free from parental authority. 

The girl, on the other hand, does not have the same 

fight for independence and can usually find the under

standing she needs within the home. The p,eer group is 

.1 



important to her because it provides a social 

environment where she can meet member~ of the 

opposite sex with a view to marriage, at least in the 

long term. It is for this reason that Girls see 

correctness of behaviour as Dore important than boys 

(Horrocks, 1970). Girls want to kno~ the correct forD 

of behaviour so that they can us~ it in social inter

coursa and in building their own self-cQncepts. Boys, 

however, are less concerned with propriety of behavio~r 

than with getting along with others. ~hereas 'social 

status' was the stronr;est need for girls, group j;leuber

ship was most important for boys. 

Leidy and starry 0967 ) indicated that of their 

sample of 2000, 59 per cent believed that having 

friends was the only way cf developing one's personality 

and 68 per cent wished they had ~Jore friends. Schrlluck 

(1963) found that 30 per cent 0: his sample indicated 

peer relationships as causing so~e concern especially 

rrhere the subject perceived a conflict between his 

personal value system and that of his friends, or uhere 

he experienced difficulty in retaining friends and 

popularity. 'lhat individuals ~]ay be rejected by the 

peer croup because they do not confor~ to the standards 

of the "group has been shown by Allen and Eicher (1973). 

They found that a positive relationship does exist 

between an adolescent's popularity and social accept

ance and the appropriateness of his dress. A girl wo~ld 

be rejected by others in the Group or not chosen as 
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a friend if she wore outdated clothes. Goslin (1962) 

has shown that adolescents"rejected by their groups 

are not only unsure of their relationships with the 

group, but showed a significantly higher disparity 

between their self-ratings by peers and between their 

prediction of peer ratings and the actual ratings, 

"than did accepted subjects. The clarity of an individ

ual's self-image and the absence of what Brownfair 

(1952) has c~lled 'self-conflict' is important in 

establishing strong peer group membership. 

Social and Recreational Activities. 

Dunphy (1963) has indicated the differentiation 

within the peer groups of 'cliques' and 'crowds'. 

Cliques were small neighbourhood groups several of 

which comprised a 'crowd'. An adolescent could not 

belong to a clique unless he belonged to the crowd, 

but the reverse was not the case. The two groups 

had quite distinct functions: the clique, because it 

was smaller, was a more intimate group and its members 

spent most of their time 'just talking'. The clique 

operates, acc~rding to Dunphy, to provide an environ

ment in which the adolescent can discuss his probleBs 

and concerns and tryout new roles. Because it is 

smaller, it is less impersonal and an adolescent can 

identify with it more easily than with the larger 

crowd. The crowd was responsible for organizing social 

activities th~ough which individuals could meet a 

a wider range of people. An important function of 
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the crowd was to direct the individual'into approp

riate heterosexual behaviour and relationships. The 

frequency and time of meetings indicates the relativB 

importance of the two groups: 16 of ,25 crowd settings 

took place at the weekend and only nine during the 

week. Of the clique settingsi 47 occurred during the 

week and 22 at the week-end. The two groups complement 

each other. 

Douvan and Adelson (1966) noted differences in 

dating patterns between suburban and city or rural 

adolescents. The suburban adolescents began dating 

earlier and preferred activities which did not dis

tinguish between the sexes. -All sorts of activities 

were important- sporting, hobbies, creative interests. 

Rogers (1972) has suggested that it may be that the 

adolescent recreational skills are functional only 

Y within the peer group, and Friesen (1967) has confirmed 

that adolescents see their athletics activities in 

this way - they have no significance in the adult 

world. 

Much of the information we have about adolescent 

recreation comes either from studies of the peer group 

as a social entity or from the literature (fictional) 

about adolescents. Even in the literature, perhaps 

even more so, social class differences are observable. 

X In Fifteen (Cleary, 1956) the main character comes 

from a lower middle class family and she enjoys 

going with her boyfriend to the drugstor~. This sort 
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of situation has several advantages 1., t . requ1.res 

little activity and little money, the participants 

can spend their time 'just talking' and at the same 

time it informs the rest of the group of this 

special relationship between two of its members. 

The main character of QE a Road SlovTly (Hunt, 1966) 

although of much the same age, comes from an 

academic background. She enjoys concerts, the theatre 

and good films. 

Sex and age differences in desirable activities 

emerged in a preliminary investigation by Small (1974). 

Older girls dated more frequently than older boys, and 

all girls attended concerts, plays and orchestral or· 

choral concerts more frequently than boys. Boys were 

more likely to report that they had been involved 

in 'anti-social' behaviour than girls. 

The pattern of activities and interests changes 

during adolescence with a shift from the crowd during 

early adolescence to a single couple towards the end 

of the period Vlhen marriage becomes more likely and 

.is the aim in heterosexual contacts. Early adolescents 

tend to be more interested in sports and boisterous 

activities and Strang (1957) has noted that in early 

adolescence girls tend to be the ~ore sociable; in 

later adolescence boys 'tend to dominate the scene'. 

Offer (1969/ and Douvan and Adelson (1966) have noted 

that in early and middle adolescence, family activities 

take precedence and occupy more of the adolescent's 

· , 



timo than organized peor activities o 

Uncertaint.y about what makes a person popular 

is of great concern to Dany adoleccents~ The concern 

about physical appearance, clothing and general 

attractivenoss is an attempt to mal(e onoself ~s 

'popular' as possible. This -particularly ap'plies to 

girls although boys are often concerned with the 

adequ0-c;y of the maE.culine iraagf: they present. Friend-

ship appears to be easier for girls and more straight-

forward; boys frequently become jealous of their 

friends or envious of their sporting ability-(Douvan 

and Adelson (1966). 

The earlier age of physical maturity for girls 

frequently brings conflict between the sexes over 

social activities. Uhen girls are ready for dances 

boys are still primarily interested in athletics 

or sinilar recreational activities. 

The peer group thus provides a situation in 

which the adolescent can learn to relate to people 

under a varIety of situations and exporiences. He 

learns to accept others and to share with others in 

joint activitios, all aspects of developing his 

'social self'. 
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2. I{8sLl.l ts; Social -"-- Ps;yc'o.olo£,icc:tl Relations. 

Sample Ordinary Hank Special Rank 

Full 3.917 2/11 1.103 2/11 

Restricted 4.192 2/11 1.137 2/11 

Table 5.1 ?lean nunber of probler:ls checked and rank 
ordef of Social-Psychological Relations cateeory 
for both samples. 

On both the full and restricted sa~ples, problems 

of Social and PsycholoGical relations are ranh:ed very 

high and it appears that subjects consider probleus 

in this area as of considerable concern. 

( '"l '\ 7 1111 ~a"'Dl e -":"'~...!.. t.. _ I>..J .lJ.
j 

• __ • 

Source d.f. 1-" n F ratio D i:l.I...J. .!. 

It Age l~ 66.337 4.7519 0.01 

13 Sex 387 .6l~2 27.768 0.01 

12 0 849 0.920 l'Y • E';, • 

:.Hthin 640 13.960 

Total 6l~9 lll_.852 

rr '1 5;) t. l' f . +' n 11 l.co __ Clo.e o~ Hna YSlS 0_ varlance .Lor IU sal:1p.e 01. 

boys and sirls by age and sex on Variable 9 
(Social-Psychological Relations, ordinary level) • 

. . 
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5 4 2 ::; 
GroFp LIeo.n;c' 2.060 3.509 ll. 1 62 4 '0" ,.0 '--I 4.762 

.'L -:~ r- 2.[;60 o .6L~9 1.302 1 .7 4C" 1 .902 / 

LI- 3.509, 0.653 1 .099 1.253 
') Lh 162 0.446 0.600 '-

3 4v602 o. 15~· 

Table 5 • .3 l';eUl:1~n - Keu13 test of differences betv:eel:' 
~eanG of scores on Variable 9 to deteruine the 
S:LCllificanc e of aGe c1ifi'erences. 

,source , n 

Ci. 0 1 • r'I. I~: • n ratio 1:) ,I 
J. 

lLh 115 '+.294 0.01 

.31-1·.790 10 v503 0.01 

AB ~. 1.527 0.'+65 I'I ./S • 

\"Jithin 640 7 2"7 :J. c! 

Total 6L~9 3.392 

Table 5 ;1t- AnalY8is of variance for full sa;,~ple of 
boys a~ld Girls by aGo [L:;.d se~;: O~'l .variable 1 J 
(Gocial-Psyc~0106ical ~Glations, special level). 

5 Lt- 2 3 
Gr·oup l,:ealis 0.597 1 .023 1 • 191 1 .350 r:::'-c:: 

9./0..J 

5 .0.5907 
+:. ,.. ,'" f) .>~ 

O. '+26 0.59LI- 0.753 O.';;ou 

LI. 1 .023 I 0.168 0.327 0.5L12 

2 1 • 191 o. 159 o • 37LI-

3 1 .350 0.215 

1 r-' 5 ./0 

~~. l' -<t 11r-.!.' _ •• J o v ... ' 

Table :.5.5 JIGWl1a:a - leonI,s test of differ'8~lc0S beh[eel~ 
moans of scorbS on Variable 10 to deto~uine the 
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Youncer ,stude~lts have sicn1ficantly j,lOre problems 

than older Gtudents on both ordinary ~nd special 

levels of concern, and there is a mL1r);:.ed decline 

with age. 

On both ordinary and special levels of concern, 

eirls have nOTe problems than boys. At every age lev(31 

girls report more problems than boys. 

(b) 

,source d..f. ..... r1 
fl • ,:~) • F rD.tio P 

A For:i1 2 7.7 '")2 n 
:J .L_(J 2.636 H.S. 

D fdJili ty 2 19.299 1 • .36(~ ""-I ~ 
1'~ •. I~ • 

C Se)~ LI-91 .29 l l- 3LI·.776 0.01 
~~ 

111) ~. 16. 19L~ 1 • HI-7 l\~- • ~S • 

AC 2 32.350 2.290 IT. S • 

ZC 2 1Lh 64Lj. 1 .037 tI.,S. 

ABC LI- 15.200 1 .076 - r rf 
1'; • . ~J • 

Jithin Lr3G 14. 125 

Total 455 15. LI-JD 

Table 5.6 AnalY3i8 0 f variane 8 of restric ted ;:::a;,ll)ls 
for boys and girls by for;: level, Li.oility Clx.d sex 
on Variable 9 (Social-Psychological ~elatiOilS, 
ordinary level). 
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Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A Form 2 0.782 0.203 N.S. 

B Ability 2 3.597 0.932 N.S. 

e Sex 1 45.494 ·11.787 0.01 , 

AB 4 6.200 1.606 N.S. 

Ae 2 6.996 1 .813 N.S. 

Be 2 0.585 o. 151 N.S. 

ABC 4 7.100 1.840 N.S. 

Within 438 3.860 

Total 455 3.985 

Table 507 Analysis of variance for restricted sample 
of boys and girls by forQ level, ability and sex 
on Variable 10 (Social-Psychologica~ Relations, 
special level). 

The only factor to reach significance on either 

ordinary or special levels of concern in this 

category \'las that of sex. Girls narked significantly 

more pro ble::ls than boys on both levels 0 f conc ern •. :.1 t 

each form level and for each ability group, girls 

express more concern than boys. 

2. Results - Social and ~8creational Activities. 

Sample 

]'ull 

Restricted 

Ordinary 

3.385 

3.595 

Rank 

5/11 

5/11 

Special 

0.744 

0.816 

7/11 

6/11 

Table 5.8 Mean number of problems checked and ranl-c 
order of Social and Recreational Activities 
category for both samples. 

On both the full and restricted samples, problems of 

Social and Recreational Activities are ranked as 

relatively important. 

/ 
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~'J .I.J • p 

4 20. 133 2.103 

2.2L[-1 

AB It 2.692 0.201 1-; • tS 

·~'Hthin 9.571 

Total 9.612 

Table 5. 9 1\11D.l~y:3is of varia11ce foj' .i:u.ll s~mple of 
boys and girl,s·by aGe c..nd sex: on Variable 5 
(Social and TIecreational Activities, ordinary 
level). 

Bourc e d ;f • 1-1. S • F ratio P 

A J\ge ~. 6 "()!::: .u,.,/ 4. 4L~Lr 0.01 

B .Sex~ 9.650 6.302 0.05 

AB L~ 1 .089 0.711 ?J • ,S • 

1 .531 

Total 6L~9 1 • 57 L~ 

Table 5.10 Analysis of variance for full saople 
of boys and eirls by ace and sex on Variable 6 
(Social and ~ecreational Activities, spacial 
level). 

5 l~ 3 2 
Group' ~;oans 0.1~53 0.60Lj. (1.005 0.915. 1 • 1 C3 

[- o. L~5D 0 .. H:.6 0.3L1-7 0.457 o hh5 / • ~ I 

4 o. 60L~ 0.201 0.311 0.499 

3 0.805 o. 11 0 °.298 
2 0.915 d. 1 G3 

1 .103 
.~- p =.(0.05 

~:. 

Table ·5.11 Neuoan - Keuls test of differences between 
ncalW of scores on Variablo 6 to deterDine the 
significanco of age differences. 



ACe Das not a significant factor on ordinary 

concerns but chfferonc8~-; due to ace do reach sig-

stude~ts regard their problems as Dare serious than 

do older students. A clear decline in the fr~quency 

of problems occurs with i~creasing age •. 

Girls have significantly Dore problems than boys 

on spociRl concerns althOUGh not on ordinary concerns, 

that is, girls appear to have.~ore serio~s probleos 

than boys. Girls have more probleo3 than boys at 

each age level. 

~b) R8stricte~SaDple. 

,so'c1rce d.f. -.,;," Cl 
.:..!.0. :" ratio P 

II ?orlil 2 15.310 1 .1.1·3L~ IT • ,S • 

B Ability 2 1 .613 0.17~· n.s. 
r< ,Sox 35.351 3.309 0.05 '--, 

1\13 4 7.056 0.760 "T C' J't _.v • 

J\.C 2 18.610 2.006 ";I,T ('f 1< .~; • 

BC 2 1 .590 O. 171 ~T C~ 
l'l • tJ • 

P~BC L. 5.223 0.56;,> -T .. 
r 1, .IJ • 

','Ii thi:'1 438 9.280 

Total 455 9.273 

Table 5.12 Analysis of variance for restricted 3a0~le 
- of boys and girls by foro level, ability and cox 

on Variable 5 (30cial and Becreational A~tivities, 
ordinary level). 
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Source d.f. H.S. F ratio P 

A Forr.1 2 1.300 1,,003 N.S. 

B Ability 2 5.155 2.872 N.S. 

C Sex 7.792 4.3~·1 0.05 

AB 4 0.546 0.304 N.S. 

AC 2 2.603 1 • L~50 N.S. 

BC 2 1.267 0.706 N.S. 

ABC 4 0.328 0.183 N.S. 

Within 438 1.795 

Total 455 1.800 

Table 5.13 Analysis of variance for restricted sample 
of boys and girls by form level, ability and sex 
on Variable 6 (Social and Recreational Activities, 
spec:Lal level). 

The findings from the restricted sample confirm 

those of the full sample with regard to the influence 

of sex factors~ on both ordinary and special concerns, 

girls have Elore problems than boys. 

3. Di.se Hssion 0 

An interesting f~nding is the distance between 

rankines of these two presumably related variables. 

Problems related to how one gets on with other people 

(ranked 2nd of 11) are considered far more important 

(or at least students experience far more problems in 

this area) than problems related to what one does with 

other people (ranked 5th of 11). It may be that students 

of this age are concerned to relate to others since 

once one has been accepted by others into the group, 



there are plenty of informal and more organized 

activities for one's leisure hours. 

96. 

The data appear to support the proposition that 

it is getting into the group and staying there which 

are most impdrtant since younger ~ubjects have more 

problems in this area than older students. This 

would suggest that as students get older, a larger 

proportion of them have become part of a group and so 

are less concerned both with group membership and with 

social activities. 

Age differences clearly suggest that younger 

subjects have more problems in both socially-oriented 

areas. This supports findings which indicate that the 

peer group is most influential during the early years 

of adolescence. It is in these years that 'making' 

the group is most important. 

The significance of sex differences in the number 

of problems adolescents experience is the most obvious 

finding from this section. In line with other studies, 

sirls are found to have more 'social' or interpersonal 

problems than boys and apparently conside~ that their 

problems are more important than do boys. Social 

pressures on girls, particularly the long-term 

pressure to marry which influences most adolescent 

girls (Douvan and Adelson, 1966) lead girls to become 

increasingly concerned with getting on with others, 

particularly with the opposite sex. The problem is 

not as acute for boys where more emphasis/is put on 

,J 
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CHAPTER 6 99. 

COURTSHIP, SEX AND MARRIAGE 

1. Review of the Literature. 

Two of the goals of adolescence are to relate 

oneself to peers of the same and opposite sex, and 

to establish one's appropriate masculine or feminine 

role. In addition to learning to deal with the 

dramatic physiological changes that accom~any puberty, 

the adolescent faces a variety of other problems some 

of which are relat3d to his increased physical 

maturity, others which are primarily dependent upon 

the environmental influences to which he is subject. 

Concern among adolescents with the desirability 

and appropriateness of their physique and physical 

appearance has been demonstrated by Schonfeld (1966, 

1969), Stoltz and Stoltz (1944) Jourard and Secord 

(1954) and others. While one's biological sex is 

clearly obvious, other features may 'be almost as 

influential in the wayan adolescent feels about the 

image he presents. Boys who-are overly short or thin 

or who have poor eyesight or are not athletically 

inclined may consider that they do not really measure 

up to the image of the male as it is presented in our 

society. Biegel (1954) has noted the prevailing 

attitudes towards height: girls are preferred and 

prefer to be shorter than males. Hany adolescent girls 

refuse to participate in sports because they believe 

they will become 'muscle bound'. The lar~e-framed 
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girls often suffers because of her mQre masculine 

appearance. Whereas adolescent males are mainly 

concerned to impress other males, teenage girls are 

concerned to make themselves attractive to gain the 

attention of the opposite sex. 

The 'instrumental' and 'expressive'difference 

. in children's orientations has been noted by Erikson 

(1963) in his study of their play activities. Girls 

see the world as concerned with a home in which people 

relate to each other, boys as a wider world in which 

people function and perforr1 particular tasks. Douvan 

and Adelson (1966) have shovrn that this orientation 

continues and is intensified during adolescence. In 

their concern for the future, boys reveal a consistent 

preoccupation with choosing and preparing for a career 

whereas girls are much more concerned with ideas of 

marriage, hO{;1e and far1ily. 

stern (1961) showed that boys of 15 - 17 were 

future-oriented. Vhen asked to describe what they 

would be doing in ten years' time, nineteen of the 

twenty-four in the s~mple [lade a COml:"lent about their 

marital status and future family .. Perhaps this 

suggests. that boys see marriage as something which 

they will 'do' in the normal development of their lives 

and as a state to be achieved rather than as a need 

for fulfilment or satisfaction such as girls seem to 

experience. Douvan and Adelson (1966) found that of 

their sample, 96 per cent of 0irls indic~ted that they 
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hoped to marry, only 3 per cent statin~ emphatically 

that they did not wish to do so. 

Rate and ease of physical dev610pDent have an 

important influence on the way in which the adol

escent acc~pts the consequences of his sex role. For 

girls generally, the changes are relatively abrupt 

and to cope with the~ girls tend to repress their 

impulses (strang, 1957) and continue to exercise 

restraint throughout their dating years. There 1S a 

much stroncer ele~ent of social control in the girl's 

handling of sex implllses than the boy's. 

For boys, a sharp increase in sexual impulses 

occurs between 14 and 18, and there is a lesser 

tendency to repress such i:qmlses. kinsey (19LI-8) has 

shown that 90 per cent of adolescent boys engage. in 

wasturbation while less than half that nu~ber of Girls 

do. 'The boy has little trouble in understanding his 

own sexuality. He experiences the erotic as direct, 

discrete, i:~lnec1ia te and 'cE1COu)lj_catec1. :Us sexe.wl 

ir.1)uls8s are una[:lbigL~OlLS, the ors.:m of sexuality 

fal!1iliar· ••••• rrhereas the girl's sex'claJ_i ty is not ~:.:ne\'!ll 

to her quito so simply. ?or the girl the erotic is 

diffuse, re~ote, aDbieuous and complex'(Douvan and 

Adelso~,(1966). ~he novelty of these neD sexual 

hlp'cllses and the ;,wthods of gratifyill[; ther] fr-eqv.e:ltly 

present probleas to adolesce~ts. Jhile masturbation 

is vJidely practised ill our- society a~ld 1)r0110UllCec1 

by the exp~rts to be 'normal' and 'ha~Dlessl, Dany 
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adolescents become aware of the embarrassment and 

disapproval of parellts and feel guilty. BecaUse 

their parents are e~barrassed, the adolescent feels 

he cannot aak them about the questions which trouble 

him. Nor can he turn to the peer group to ask questions 

which require a factual answer. 0hile plenty of 

'information' is available to him through the talking 

about sex which is so frequent and open, to -admit that 

he lacks information is to run the risk of ridicule 

and rejection. He prefers to suffer his fears in 

silence. Shipman (1966) has shown how,for both boys 

and girls infor~ation given by the peer group is both 

inaccurate and inadequate. 

The importance of family relationshir.~, in 

particular the father-daughter rel~tionship, has 

been stressed by Johnson (1963), Kagan (1964) and 

Biller and Weiss (1970). Both boys and girls learn the 

expressive behaviours from the mother, but whereas 

the girl has to shift her expressive attachment from the 

the Dother and form another exprGssive attachment at 

a more mature level, the boy's task is to learn 

another completely different 'instrumental' 'role and 

shift his ~xpressive attachment to a female other than 

the mother. The father is the representative of the 

independence to which both boys al1d girls must aspire 
\ 

if they are to develop into autonomous beings. Biller 

and Weiss 0970) buggest that the father's influence 

~ppear to be expressed in both direct and indirect ways. 
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'The relationship which he maintains with his wife 

affects their children in terms of the balance in the 

parent-child relationships and the emotional climate 

of the family.' Johnson (1963) believes that it is 

identification with the father that is critical for 

determining sex~role orientation in children of b~th 

sexes. Identification involves the·acquisition of 

appropriate sex-linked behaviour and attitudes. 

Heilbrun (1968) and Heilbrun and Fromme (1965) have 

shown that well-adjusted girls tend to identify with 

masculine mothers, poorly adjusted girls with a 

feminine mother, and that the nurturance of the 

mother is an important factor in the adjustment of 

their daughters. The importance of the 'image' of 

masculinity-femininity which one gets primarily from 

parents has been noted by Garai and Scheinfeld (1968) 

who have suggested that the masculine image as powerful, 

active, manipulating the environment is perceived as 

more ~dvantageous and positive than the female image 

which is seen as reactive and passive, having little 

real powero They believe that the critical issue in 

adolescent sex-role development is the adolescent's 

perception of the amount of power held by his parents. 

Many of the problems which adolescents have 

are concerned with interpersonal relations o The fact 

that Eirls generally mature earlier than bOys with 

consequent change 'in interests creates problems for 

all involved. Boys in early adolescence are still 



concerned with their same sex group - in fact 

Horrocks and Weinbeig (1970) f~nd him still mainly 

interested in the same sex.group until 18 years of 

age, whereas girls want to move towards hetero

sexual groups at about 15 years of age. Goldman 

(1969) showed these differences in the context of 

the peer group in which 'girls wanted at all times 

to seem well-dressed and sophisticated. The 

stereotype of the mature· feminine image often had 

a limiting effect on their interests even though 

the majority were J.ittle mOre than' fOl1rteen years old. 

Boys, by contrast, had no such inhibitions ••• '. 

Strang (1957) has pointed to the problems girls 

have regarding dating at different ages. In junior high 

high school the problem is how to make a date, what 

to talk about, what to do on a d~te. S~nior high 

school girls are concerned about whether to go steady, 

whether they are really in love, whether they would 

find a suitable mate and they expressed a desire for 

more information about sex matters. In vocational 

high school the girls were concerned about how to get 

a man, hold him, find out why he acts as he does and 

they had to endeavour to modify parental attitudes 

to boy-girl relations. Dating patterns have been 

shown to differ according to whether adolescents 

viewed their parents' marriage as happy or unhappy. 

(Landis, 1963). Those from happy marriages have 

more active dating histories, but their dating was 



not on as serious a level as was the dating of the 

respondents from unhappy marriages. Children from 

·happy marriages appear to have more positive self-

esteem which would make it easier for them to 

establish early and confident associations with 
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the other sex than children from unhappy marriages. 

Respondents from happy marriages report themselves as 

having more confidence in establishing relationships 

with the opposite sex. It is probable that adolescents 

from unhappy marriages look for the security which 

which serious and steady dating provides. 

Social class influences also affect sexual 

behaviour, more so for males than for females. Bene 

(1958) has shown that in a sample of English boys, 

those of lower class origins admitted to much 

greater interest in girls and heterosexual behaviour 

than middle class boys. Mus~en et al (1968) have 

suggested that one of the reasons for this is that 

it is 'likely that the lower class child is more 

frequently exposed to adults who openly boast about 

sexual conquests and promiscuous relations. Thus the 

lower class adolescent who is attempting to identify 

with these adult models will be motivated to have 

sexual experiences in order to strengthen his 

identification with them.' 

Surprisingly, stUdents do not mark a large number 

of p~oblems in the Courtship, Sex and Marriage category. 

They do however consider the prolllems they do have as 

very important. 
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Clements and Oelke (1967) found that girls marked 

significantly more problems than boys, and Adams 

·(1964) found not only that girls had more problems than 

than boys, but that the number of problems experienced 

remained relatively constant with age for both sexes 

until the age of 16 or 17 after which problems with 

the opposite sex decreased markedly. Such findings 
~ 

suggest that it is the early stage of adolescence 

when the change from same sex to heterosexual 

attachments and orientations is being made which 

causes more concern than problems which arise after 

the initial change is made and relationships with 

the opposite sex become more statle. The fact that 

such problems are relatively unimportant even in the 

early years may suggest that many adolescents 

assume that in the natural course of events they will 

have dates and get married and tbat there is little 

cause for concern until the years of late adolescence 

and the early twenties make the problems more urgent. 

2. Results q 

Sample Ordinary Rank Special Rank 

Full 2.975 8/1'1 1.012 .3/11 

Restricted 3.235 8/11 1.134 3/11 

Table 6.1 Mean number of problems checked and rank 
order of Courtship, Sex and Marriage c~tegory 
for both samples. 



From the rank; order of problems in this category 

it would appear tha-t; while stuclents do not have as 

many problems in these areas as in many others (ie. 
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ranked only 8/11 on ordinary concerns), those which 

they do have are considered to be very important (they 

are ranked 3/11 on special concerns) • 

(a) Full Sam,Ele. 

Source d.f. H.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 15.323 1 .LI-47 N.S. 

B Sex 6. 97L~ 0.659 N.S. 

AB L~ 1 .436 o. 136 N.S. 

VIi thin 640 10.587 

Total 6L~9 10 0 555 
.. 

Table 6.2 Analysis of variance of full sample of 
boys and girls by age a~ld sex on Variable 7 
(Courtship, Sex and l-larriage, ordinary level). 

Soc:.rce d.f. >1. S • F ratio P 

A Age ~- 10.935 3.336 0.01 

B Sex 3.565 1.088 N.S. 

AB 4 2.Lf-68 0.753 N.S. 

Within 640 3.278 

Total 649 3.320 

Table 6.3 Analysis of variance of ful~ sample of 
boys and girl~ by aBe and sex on Variable 3 
(Courtship, Sex and Marriage, special level). 
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5 '-I- 3 2 

Group >;eans 0.582 O.8L:.6 1 • 193 1 • 199 1 .381 

o. 2GL~ 0.616 0 0 617 
or. 

0.799 5 0.532 

~- 0.846 0.352 0.353 0.535 

3 1 • 198 0.001 0:1 S3 

2 1 0 1 ~9 o. 132 

1 .381 

-x- p _ = (0.05 
. 

Table 6.4 ~euman - Keuls test of differences between 
means of scores on Variable 8 to deterMine 
which D.c;e differences are significant. 

~hile ace does not appear to be a significant • 
factor in the nwnber or ordinary Goncerns marked by 

these subjects, younger students appear to have 

sienificantly Dore serious proble~s than older 

students. That is, younger students consider their 

probleoG to be more serious than ol~er students. 

Subjects age 13 years have significantly ~ore 
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_( b) Ecn:;tricted c""']p]e ._}I_\..:.:_.; _ • 

Sonrc'3 cl.r. I·l.~S. F ratio P 

]I. Form 2 7() 27 h .JU. "/ 3.5L1-4 0.05 

B Ability 2 21 .641 2.004 N.S. 

C Sex 36 0°5 • c;u 3. ~.16 N.S. 

liB 4 15.735 1. .~57 N .IS. 

AC 2 30.838 2.860 N.S. 

Be 2 17.41+L1- 1 .615 II. S • 

ABC 4 10. 192 o. 9L~4 1{ • S • 

Within 438 10.799 

Total 1+55 • 11 • 1,s0 

. rrable 6. 5 Analysis of variance for restricted 
c&ople of boys and girls by form level, ability 
and sex on Variable 7 (Courtship, Sex and 
Marriage, ordinary level). 

Groap 1(eo.n8 

2 

3.729 
-----------------------------------------------* 

3 0.630 1 .095 

o .lr65 

2 3.729 

·x· p =(0 .05 

Table 6.6 Neuman - Keuls test of differences 
between means of scores on Variable 7 to 
deter~ine whicih age differences are significant. 
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,sotlree d. f. l"'i • /3 • "(jl ... ratio P 

II i?orn 2 '+.085 1 • ()LI_l y C' 
.... \J •. 0. 

B 11 l)ili ty 2 0.854 0.218 ~T C' 
l'~ • l:J • 

C ~)ex 7 .33~" 1.368 N.S. 

AB L~ 13.761 3.506 0.01 

Ae 2 6.445 1 .642 ,.! r' 
i'~ .0. 

BC 2 7.820 1.992 I\J • S • 

ABC L~ o. 3L~6 0.0138 H.S. 

Within 470 
JO 3.925 

Tctal LI-55 4.003 

Table 6.7 Analysis of variance for restricted 
suuple of boys and girls by for~ level, ability 
and sex' on Variable 8 (Courtship, Sex and 
~arriaGe, special level). 

students in form five appear to have signif-

icantly fewer problems than those "in forDs three 

and four, and while the difference is not significant 

for special concerns, fou~th forn students mark 

signific::mtly :-!lOre probleTs on ordLlary COllcer1l3 than 

either of the other two groups. That is, fourth for~ 

students consider that they have ~ore proble2s than 

any other group but apparently do not consider their 

problems as more serious than other groups. 

An interesting interaction effect between for2 level 

level and ability reaches significance for special 

concerns. ~ith bricht and average students those in 

form thr"ee have most proble:ns r/herea,s for low ability 

students, those in form five have the greatest nunber. 

( .. T b"l 6-" \ IJ e e _ D. __ e • u) • 
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---- --- --High 
--_ Average 

_.-.-. -. -'-.-._.-/' 
,.- -'-'-' Low 

z 3 

Table 6.8 Graph {llustratinG the interaction of 
foro level and ability for Dales and females 
in fon1S 3 -'5 on the nunber of probleus marked 
on Varia:ble 8. 

3. Discussion. 

An interesting findine is the non-significance 

of age on ordinary problems when differences on 

specio.l or r;lOl~e serious probleus are significant ':lith 

younger students marking ~ high number of more serious 

prob18ns. This findin$ is supported by form-related 

factors with the more ~enior students (those in for~ 

fi ve) havinG fe'\.[est pro bIens, e 

One possjJJle explanation of such findings is that 

to younger students, problems in this cateGory are 

much uore recent, much Dore urgent than older students 

who have leanmed to handle proble:J.s related to 

heterosexual relationships and who feel more 'coufort-

able' with their bodies nOIT that they have had a chance 

to get used to the changes that have taken place. 

There is also the possibility that with age, s~udentG 
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'have more immediate problems to resolve: passing 

School Certificate,and having a steady girl-friend 

may not be compatible. The fact that students in 

fourth form report more probler.'ls than those in form 

three or five may be accounted for ~y the likelihood 

that more students will be more physiologically 

:llature than in the third form, and that they do not 

have the demands and status of the fifth form year. 

Analysis of age differences between individual items 

might reveal distinct age trends ~ith younger students 

being more concerned about such problems as 'Having 

dates', 'Avlkvlard in malting a date' and 'Not being 

allowed to have dates' and older students more 

concerned about such problems as 'Afraid of close 

contact with the opposite sex', 'Jondering ~ow far 

to go with the opposite sex' and '~anting more 

information about sex matters'. Older students seem to 

to take a [:lOre relaxed view, able as they are to see 

courtship, sex and marriage in a longer time 

perspective. 

The pattern of interaction' between ability and 

form level suggests that students of average and high 

ability have more problems when they are young, but 

that age brings an increase in problems for those 

of lower ability. Whether this is due to a generalized . 
slowness in the rate of maturity among lower ability 

students so that they are not aware of the problems 

until a later age, or to a heightened awareness and 

• 
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sellGiti·vTity or o[).rlier maturity amonG Plore. able 

studcHts is not clear. 
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CHAPTER 7 115 ~ 

HOI'~ AND FAHILY 

1. Review of the Literature o 

The view of adolescence which ·comes from the 

mass media deBicts adolescence as the time par 

excellence ·when parents have to .90pe with their 

children: the time of communication breakdo·wn and 

generation gaps. It is seen as the period when child

ren reject any suggestions of advice from their 

parents, brid~e at criticism, spend as little time 

as possible with their families in favour of the 

peer group whose values they e~thusiastically 

espouse to the consternation of their parents, and 

treat their homes like boarding houses. 

Toffler (1970) has drawn attention to the diff-

erences between the world of the teenager and that of 

his parents. Firstly, there is a fundamental diff

erence of time perspective:' ','lhen a fifty year old 

father tells his fifteen year old son that he will 

have to wait two years before he can have a car of 

his own, that interval of 730 days represents a mere 

4 per cent of the father's lifetime. It represents 

over 13 per cent of the boy's lifetime.' Secondly, 

he recognizes the differences between their 'material' 

worlds. The doubling of the total output of goods 
, 

and services about every fifteen years means that 

the 'child reaching teenage ••• o.is literally 

surrounded by twice as much of everythin~ newly man-
• 
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made as his parents were at the time lie was an 

infant.' 

Contrary to popular opinion which suggests 

parent-adolescent conflict as the n.orm or at least 

as inevitable because of rapid social changes, 

problerls with home and family do not loom very large 

for most adolescents. 

Generally, Offer (1966) found that 'the teenagers 

did not express feelings of hatred toward their 

par~nts' and the majority of his subjects felt that 

the ideal parent was very similar to the parent they 

had described in reality. He found that the adol-

escent boy saw his mother as warm and understanding, 

and felt that they always understood each other. On 

the other hand, his relationship with his father 

was basically one of 'respect and distant admiration' 

concerned mainly with the son's educational and 

vocational plans rather than emotional issues. 

Meissner (1965) found that adolescents rated· 

their parents more highly than the parents rated 

themselves on every item of his questionnaire which 

involved the handling of adolescents. Host (74%) 

felt proud of their parents and liked to have them 

meet their friends, while 62 per cent thought that 

their parents were unnecessarily careful or concerned 

about them; 85 per cent felt that their parents 
, 

were not too strict. Similar findings by Moore and 

HoltZman (1965) suggested that 73 per Cel1.t of high 

.l 
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school students valued their· parents highly, and 

Husgrove's (1966) investigation found that 72 per 

cent of the adolescents in. his sample felt that 

their homes provided a sense of being needed, feeling 

secure and having a chance to talk over personal 

problems with parents. Offer (1969) found that the 

rebellion and antagonism between adolescents and 

parents was worse in the pre-high school years between 

ages 12 and 14. Both parents and sons agreed that by 

the time the boy reached high school age, conflict 

had almost reached an end. In common with Gaier 

(1969) and Douvan and Adelson (1966) he found that 

the issues over which conflict occurred were 

considered by both parties to be insignificant and 

trivial. With regard to parental approval about 

their future plans, 80 per cent of Offer's sample 

believed that their parents agreed with their plans, 

only 2 boys in ·the sample of 73 felt that their 

parents did not approve. He sees the purpose of 

early adolescent rebellion as initiating a process 

that leads to emancipation from the parents.Apparent

ly once the parents have noted and accepted the .new 

behaviour of their adolescent sons, major conflict 

disappears. Kohn (1963) has shown the importance of 

social class differences in parent-child relationships, 

and it may be that the middle and upper class 

composition of Offer's sample maY'hB,ve influenced 

his results since these classes place more emphasis 

• 
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on the achievement of freedom and independence than 

other social classes. 

Douvan and Adelson (1966) present a picture of 

adolescence as a period of 'disengagement' by the 

adolescent from his family. He strives towards 

autonomy in three areas - emotional, behavioural and in 

his set of values, but the achievement of autonomy. 

is, they believe, rare g 'it needs more than ordinary 

intellectual gifts because it requires a moving 

encounter vii th values and ideas contrary to those 

one has grown up with, either in their own experience 

or through reading, or as they are represented in a 

loved one or idealized figure; above all because it 

involves a willingness to endure the loosening of 

identifications with significant others and indeed 

with one's sense of the community as a whole. 'During 

this process of disengagement, the family has the task 

task, on the one hand, of being prepared to let the 

adolescent go, to move out from the family in his 

ideas, values, beliefs, ofteri in a physical sense to 

a flat or commune where he feels that he can discover 

who he is and where he fits into society, and on the 

other, of showing him that they support him in his 

moves in the understanding that he must do this if 

he is to become a fully mature person. 

Weiss (1973) in a detailed case study of a 

psychiatric patient points out that the family is 

important in the way it distributes rew~rds and 

.1 
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reinforcement as the adolescent tries" to work out his 

identity. "Albert came from a middle class background 

found school easy and was popular at school, but 

his parents favoured a younger sister and ignored 

Albert's school aChievements. He was confused about 

his sexua1, identity and his search for 'depth' 

relationships led him to a series of superficial 

entanglements,' drugs, long hair and. the giving away 

of almost all his material possessions. Finally 

he becarle so confused in his· search and so alienated 

from his family that because of his general disturb

ance he ViaS admitted to a psychiatric hospital. 

The importance of the family in encouraging 

adolescents to hold a healthy attitude to the 

changing shape of their bodies has already been 

mentioned_ (see eli. 2). Frisk et al (1966) have noted 

the probleos faced by both early and late maturers, 

both boys and girls, in the hODe arid fanily environ

ment. The early maturer vlhose slower emotional and 

social developGent related to the more rapid sexual 

matura:tion makes for a [10re prolonged crisis during 

early puberty which diminishes 'the capacity for 

family ••••• adjustment.' The late maturer suffers 

too, especially boys whose appearance and performance 

lag behind their peers and who cannot give the 

assistance around the house which seems to be expected 

of the adolescent boy. Early maturing girls often 

suffer at the hands of their mothers whQ fear that 
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the girl's sexual precocity will lead- to trouble, and 

so may attempt to restrict her social activities or 

to play down the girl's maturity by continuing to 

treat her as a child. Smart and Fejer (1972) have 

also drawn attention to the role of the family in 

providing an environment in \'fhich the t*ing of 

pills by parents encourages drug tru~ing among 

adolescents. Whil.e drug taking by both parents 

was important, adolescents more frequently reported 

on drug ta...1,.dng by the mother. A mother v.J'ho used 

tranquillisers was eight times more likely to have 

children who took tranquillisers. The more frequent 

the use of a stimulant (especially alcohol) by the 

parents, the more likely the drug use of their 

children. 44.7 per cent of students who re~orted 

that their fathers were daily stimulant users 

used stimulants themselves, only 4.7 per cent of 

those whose parents did not. The influence of parents 

who smoke on the smoking behaviour of their sons and 

daughters has been noted by Baer and Katkin (1971); 

parents who smoked more per day and who did not 

attempt to restrict the number of cigarettes they 

smoked were more likely to have sons and daughters 

who smoked than those whose parents smoked fewer or 

limited their consumption. 

It has long been the popular view that adol

escents ,vho experience difficulties in growing up 

come, in the main, from broken or disturbed ho~es • 

• 
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In tllO Frisl;;. (1966) study, Ewny of tho tcel1aeers 

came from ho~es which had been broken by divorce or 

a highlerel of marital disharmony and this ~as 

considered by the observers to have been an important 

contributin~ factor in the maladjustQent shown by all 

but tvo of the sa~ple.· However, ~urchinal (1964) 

studied the effects of divorce usirig a cOQparison 

of five. groups of adolescents including those from lin-

broh:.en fa!!lilies, those living with Elothers only and 

those livinG in three types or reconstituted fanilies: 

those consisting of mothers and step-fathers, those 

in which both parents were divorced and had reDarried, 

and ti10se headed by fathers and st81)-;~lOthers .He fo\ud 

no significant differences in the personality 

characteristics of the adolescents from each type of 

fafilily. ~hile slight social differences were found, 

Burchinal suggests that 'there is no question that 

(for the Broup studied)in terus of the variables 

seasured, fauily dissolution and, for 60me families, 

reGollSti tution, ,':ras not the over':iheLling L1fluentic..l 

factor·inthe children'S lives that Dany have thought 

it to be.' 

Huch has been written about the conflict betveen 

l)arents and peer group, but the '-'lork of BRlldl1ra (1964), 
\ 

Douvan and Adelson (1966) and Offer (1969)would 

sngge,st that such conflict has been overrated. 

Bandura suggests that by the time the boys reach 

adoleccence, they have 80 internalized the parents' 
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values and standards of behaviour that litt1e 

conflict exj.sts because adolescents tend to choose 

friends who share similar valuo systems and behav-

ioural norms, so that, in fact, the peer group 

reinforces parental norms o Douvan and Adelson 

(1966) found that although the boys in tha study 

devoted an increasing amount of tiDe to peer group 

activitiec, they nevertheless 'retained close ties 

to their parents and readily sought out their help, 

advice and support when needed o ' For most adolescents 

there is, appearances aside, no great dissonance 

between What parents and friends believe. Reiss' 

(1964) study of sex values among high school and 

college students, shO\,Ied tllElt tyro-thirds of the 

subjects felt that their sexual standards v/ere at 

least similar to those of their IJarents, although 

1 .l.. ( 77','v') a _ar8Gr percen~age . felt, that their st2,l1darcls 

were even closer to those of their peers or very 

close frieEds. IIm'tinsoE (1967) oelieves that 

considera~le evidence exists which indicates that 

youth prefer to get their values for important life 

decisions frOD responsible adults, primarily their 

parents, rather than from their peers or the !:lass 

media~ Douvan and Adolson (1966) found that when it 

ca:-.1e to cilOosing mode:_s for their behaviour aIld life 

style, l~5 per- cent of bo;ys chose a famil;y member of 

V/hoEl 25 IJer cent· were fathers, and 55 per cent of 

girls chose a family 1::1e:-:1oe1' of vrho:{l 32 per cent were 

nother-s. 
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Ada~s'(196L~) investigation found that students 

ranked fa::lily I-1.f'oblerJs ninth out of fourteen. Eis 

results 3ug~ested that problsu8 involving relations 

with either or both parents or with siblings were of 

uajor concern for girls who listed twice as Dany prob

lems TIith siblings as did boys. He found that when 

boys mentioned problems with parents, ·it usually in

volved both parents, whereas girls VJere more likely to 

mention only one parent - usually the nother. In addition 

addition, problems with siblings which were mentioned 

frequently prior to age fourteen decreased with age. 

Ee found no significant differences in total scores 

which could be ascribed to sex, age, form etc o 

Clements and Oelke (1967) found no significant 

differences due to sex, grade, education of head of 

househoJd or population mobility. MusGrove (1966) found 

SODe differences due to sex. and age - boys of all ages 

and girls over 16 years place more emphasis on the 

instru8ental functions than do younger ~i~ls (p = (0.01). 

~!is recults also showed a siGnificant difference due to 

aGe on dissatisfaction at home with younger girls 

expressing nore dissatisfaction than older ones. 

IIusgrove conc ludes that.' home et:1Grges on this •••• 0 • 

schedule as a pre-eminently satisfyin~ social institut

ion for young people.' 



2. Results. 

Sample Ord.in9.ry 

Full 2.893 

Restricted 3.268 

Rank 

9/11 

7/11 

Special 

0.921 

1.043 
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Rank 

5/11 

4=/11 

Table 7.1 Mean number of problems marked and rank 
order of Home and" Family category for both 
samples. 

Relative to other categories, this one is not 

ranlced high numerically f but the problems are felt 

to be quite serious. 

(a) ::Tull Samr>leo 

Source d.fo I'I. S • F ratio P 

A Age 4 260711 2.216 N.S. 

B Sex 164.6L~7 13.942 0.01 

AB 4 390 148 3.314 0.05 

',h thin 6~"0 11.810 

Total 649 12.306 

Table 7.2 Analysis of variance of full sample 
of boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 
15 (Home and Family, ordinary level). 

Source iJi. S • F ratio P 

A Age 4 14.774 4.974 0.01 

B Sex 65.002 21.88Li· 0.01 

AB LI- 190551 6.582 0 0 01 

Within 640 2.970 

Total 649 3.241 " 

Table 7.3 Analysis of variance of full sample 
of boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 
16 (Home and Family, special level). 
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4 5 3 2 

Group ;',~eans 0.5(,2 0.662 0 0 923 1.228 1 .41+0 
-

4 0 .. 582 0.080 0.341 0.646 0.08LI· 
-K. 

r:. 
/ 0.662 0.261 0.566 0.80~. 

3 0.923 0 •. 305 0.51+3 

2 1.228 0.238 

1 0 l~66 

7:' 
. p = (0.05 

Table 7.4 Neuman.- Keuls test of differences between 
means of scores on Variable 16 to determine 
which age differences are significant. 

Significant differences due to age were found 

for special concerns and alGost reached significance on 

ordinary concerns. While there is a general decrease 

in the number of problems as students get older, 

there appears to be a decrease for girls across all 

age groups. Boys show an incre8.se through ages 11+ - 16, 

and then a decline. 

Girls have significantly more problems in this 

area than do boysi they mark more problems than boys 

at each age level. 

Age-Sex Interaction Effects. 

The pattern of interaction effects,significant 

at (0.05 showed that a different pattern of responses 

appears for boys and girls (See Table 7.5, 7.6). Girls 

reach an earlier peak frequency of problems than do 

boys Dho have most problens at age 16 and then show 

a decline 0 
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__ ~!\1alE) 

Female 

Table 7v5 Graph i1lustrating the interaction of 
age and sex for males and fenales aged 13 - 17+ 
on the number of problens marked on Variable 15. 

__ .... !··iale 

____ female 

4-

Table 7.6 Graph illustrating the interaction of. 
age and sex for Dales and females aged 13 - 17+ 
on the number of probleuG marked on Variable 16. 
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(b) Eestricted Sm1ple. 

Source (1. f. !-1 • ,~; • F ratio P 

A FOr-!il 2 17 0 070 1 .316 TT C' 
1 . • 0. 

B Ability 2 26.902 2.073 "'," (1 1\ • 1.J • 

C Sex 141.016 10.06'1 0 0 01 

AB 4 21.702 1~673 lIT. S • 

AC 2 13.387 1 .032 N.S. 

BC 2 1 .910 G.147 "\y 0 
l'~ .• k). 

ABC L~ 7.5.91 0,,582 IT • S • 

Within 438 12.976 

Total 455 13 .• 319 

rEable 7. '7 Analysis of variance for restricted sC3.1]J!Jle 
of boys and gir-ls by for~ level, ability and ~ex 
on Var-iable 15 (Home and Family, ordinary level). 

Source d.L N.S. D ratio P l' 

A Form 2 11;209 ? 9Cl l ~. -' 0.05 

B Ability 2 O.62LI- 'J.167 rT • S • 

C Sex 39.991 10.G7'J 0.01 

AB Lt 2.557 0.682 o~ ,., 
l'J .0. 

AC 2 7 • '-~L~O 1.985 '1\,T 0 
1~.'.J. 

DC 2 0.132 0.049 IT.S. 

ABC 1+ O. 9~·6 0.253 N.S. 

1,'li thin 438 3.7 lt8 

Total 4-55 3.812 

Table 7.8 Analysis of variance for restricted sauple 
of boys and eirls by form level, ability and sex 
on Variable 16 (JIOl:le and Fauily, special level). 
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Group 

3 

2 

p 

l~eans 

0.735 

1 0 048 

1.330 

3 2 

0.735 1 G048 1 .330 

0.595 

0.282 

Table 7.9 ITeu:nan - Keuls test of differences 
between means of scores on Variable 16 
to deter~l:ine which for:n differences are 
sienifiecl.l1t. 

;}hile not siGnificant on ordinary level, form 

-):-

~ifferences did reach significance on special level 

of cone ern. stud en ts in forr.l three have rlore problems 

than student in forms four and five. 

Girls have significantly more problems than boys 

and there is a marked decline with age. High ability 

fourth form girls have more problems than any other 

group. 

3. Discussion • 
., W==Y·· SC:~ 

In line with the findings of Adams (1964), 

subjects in this investigation considered problems 

wi th home and family as fairly serious. i'lhile subjects 

did not mark a great number of problems (9th of 11), 

they did consider them to be quite important (5th of 

11). As well, age differences were sie;nificant 

(not so j.n Adams' study) wi th older girls showin8; fewer 

problems. Boys reach a peak of concern between 14-·16 

and then for them too, home related problems lessen in 

importance. This is in contrast with the work of Offer 

(1969) and Douvan and Adelson (1966) who f·ound a peak 
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of eX1Jressed concern between 12 - lIt years and there

after a decline. 

The difference in maturity levels between boys 

and Girls of the sanle chronological age ElaY provide 

a partial explanation of these findings. Boys are 

generally slower in maturing than girls· and until 

they beg.ill to 'feel' lit.e adolescents rather than 

children,. they nay no:t experience conflict with 

parental deuands. Jhile they still reGard ~heDselves 

as children, they do not object to being treated as 

children. But ':'[ith pubertal.develop::1ent and ~;1aturi-ty 

CO:"ileS an euotional growth and the av.rareneSfJ of the 

necessity for increasing independence fro~ parents. 

The difference in age of Greatest concern betDeen 

the hlo sexes may beaccouEted for by developnental 

and maturity factors but it is difficult to accouEt for 

the substantial differences bet~een the findings of 

investigations in the United states and this study in 

l;en Z.ealanc1. Differences of this sort l"liay be due to 

cultural factors but apart from a general difference 

in sophistication or more rapid social a~d emotio~al 

development which would require considerable cross

cultural conparisons to be acceptable, it is dlffisult 

to explain such a discrepancy (in results. 

The very significant differences betTIeen the tuo 

se~es on both ordinary and speCial concerns indicate 

that not only do ~irls have ~orG problems .than boys 

but that they also regard tho~ as Dore serious th~n 
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do boys. Musgrove's (1966) finding that younger girls 

are more dissatisfied with home than older girls is 

supported by this investigation if the assumption 

that problems related to,or con~ern about,home are 

indices of dissatisfaction is accepted. 
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11ORAL.3 ~~l;D R~~LIGIOl; 

1. Review of the Literature. 

Alongside physical growth in·adolescence, there 

occurs a development or progression i~ the individual's 

methods of thinKing, The child who thought in concrete 

. terms of right and wrong, good and bad, has become 

the teenager capable of thinking in more abstract 

terms. With the extension of his activities to more 

groups outside the home, the adolescent becones aware 

of the differences in beliefs and behaviour of his 

family and others. He begins to perceive differences 

betvveen what adults say in theory and what they do 

in practice, and he loo~s behind the words and actions 

for motives and reasons which expiain them. As he 

becomes aware of himself as an individual independent 

of other~, especially his parents, he feels driven to 

search for a system of values and attitudes with 

which he feels comfortable. 

Adolescence is seen as a 'decisive period for 

the fate of personal morality' (Douvan and Adelson, 

1966). The teenager must consolidate his pattern of 

internal controls and move towards adult status. 

Havighurst (195.3) sees the development of a set of 

values and an ethical systel:l to guide behaviour as 

one of the tasks of adolescence. Such a system 

encompasses societal and political attitudes and values 

in addition to personal) moral and religious 



ori8ntatioYlr;. 'rhe eGtabllshnlGnt of 'valL.e autonomy' 

the capacity of the illdi vidual 'to managE:) a c lari ty 

of vision whic]l permits one to tr&n~cend customary 

structurings of reality'(Douvan and Adelson, 1966) -

is seen as developing during late adolescence, follow-

ing the resolution of vocational, educational and 

sex-role concerns. 

John Wilson (19GB) has said that the ability to 

ac t !Ilorally der~Jands various cO:l1ponen t skills - the 

insight into one's own and other people's feelings; 

a concern for what o~her people actually do feel; 

knowledge of the likely consequences of one's actions; 

the ability to fuse the insight, the concern and the 

knowledge into so~e policy for acti6n, and sufficient 

resolve both to do the fusing aDd to actually carry O',.lt 

the action one has decided is morally right. 

The f<,,,',liJ-y and the IJeer grou~ are the in}Jortant 

social groups which influence such developlilcn t, but 

recent researcb. in the fj_eld has clel;lO~1Gtrated the 

i~portance of the individual's level of cognitive 

fUIlctioninG, many studies sflOv.Jins the marked 

differences in value oaturity between high and lOTI 

ability subjects. Kohlberg (196.3) ho.8 demonstrated 

the sequential nature of moral and religious thinking 

which parallels Piaget's theory of intellectual 

development (195G),and other studies have emphasised 

the wide differences in responses and devplopment 

between the sexes. The in~rease in concern about 
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about moral issues with increasing age has also been 

frequently discussed. 

Research concerned with the wafs in which 

children &nd young people acquire and develop 

value and moral systems, has pointeJ to the s~gnif

icance of the family. LaVoie and Looft (1973) believe 

that moral behaviour is acquire~ in the same manner 

as an~ other. form of behaviour: it is learned. 

Parental reinforcement and modelling are seen as the 

two important mechanisms by which the child learns 

conformity to social and family values. Steward (1971) 

has emphasized the importance of parental example to 

the child: 'The function of the parent for his child is 

most importantly to permit and evoke the internalization 

of value and meaning out of which mature interaction 

with other persons and the world emerge'. Teaching 

is much mo~e than the verbal transmission of inform

ation; it is a form of 'living toward another'. 

The importance of parental example has been 

de~onstrateJ by Rosen (1964) who stresses the import-

ance of early independence and responsibility of the child 

for his own behaviour. Where such 'independent mastery' 

has been acquired early in life, the similarity of 

parent- child values in later life is almost twice 

as high as where ~uch mastery has developed later. 

His evidence pointed to the importance of the mother's 

role - her use of affection to reward the child and to 

express pleasure results in higher similarity scores 



than where mothers use verbal and material rewards. 

The significance of strang's (1957) description of 

values as 'ideas - tied - to - feelings' is se0n as 

the adolescent comes to associate certain ideas with 

a feeling of warmth and 'goodness'. LaVoie and Looft 

(1973) concluded that the mother was usuaJly more 

important than Lhe father in influencing the child's 

moral development because she handled infringements 

and minor behaviour disturbances in an 'expressive' 

wayo 

Many studies have provided evidence of marked 

differences ~n maturity of religious and moral attitudes 

at early and late adolescence. Goldman (1965) proposes 

that age 13 sees the beginning of changes in religious 

thinking, a change that parallels similar changes in 

other school subjects, and believes that the occurrence 

of change at this time is in line with a change from 

concrete to more abstract, relational forms of 

thinking. Hyde (1959) found a tendency for favourable 

attitudes to religion to deteriorate in the first 

three years of secondary school and to improve after 

the third or fourth year. The second and third years 

showed greatest deterioration. Richmond (1972) reports 

significant differences in attitude with wore positive 

scores being apparen~ with 16 year olds and less 

positive scores belonging to younger groups. LOl~teS 

(1961) found that 'beliefs about particular religious 

propOSitions change radically between 12 and 18 

years. Most 12 year olds believe in hell; most 18 year 
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aIds do not'. Groups of utudents report that ~ost of 

them lmderwent a period of rebellion or doubt about 

their religious upbringinG in adolescence, the median 

age being 15} foi men, 141 for women. Remmers and 

Radler (1957) found that older teenagers vvere less 

willing to accept religion unquestioningly, but 

that they were also more roady to cdndemn atheists as 

'bad people' than most younger adolescentso~uhlen 

and Arnold (1944) showed that the percentage of 

adolescents believing in such propositions as 'only 

good people GO to heaven' decreases with age between 

12 and 18 years o Havighurst and Taba (1953) reported 

a rapid increase in the frequency of lying as adol-

escence progresses. 

Sex differences in the amount of concern shown 

. with moral ~nd religious issues have been frequently 

demonstrated. Loukes (1961) has shown that boys have 

less favourable attitudes than girls, and DeBord (1969) 

sllOwed that churc~1. at te!lc1ance ':ms higher- for Girls 2, t 

all ages than for any group of boys. AmonG boys, those 

with older sisters had the highest level of attendallce 

while boys with older brothers had the lowest level. 

Golduan (1965) found that Dare girls than boys realize 

their ~rowing potential for moving towards adult 

conceptions of religion,. and Stone and Barker (1939) 

found that older girls became more flexible in moral 

standards. 

Adolescents of low ability tend to reject Christian 
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faith more frequently than those of higher ability; the 

attempt to acquire an adult religion is 'realized 

more by brighter pupils, more by older pupils, more 

by girls and more by grammar school students' than 

other groups.(Goldman, 1965). Hyde (1959) found that 

in the first two yearA of high school, lower ability 

children recorded more favourable responses than 

brighter children, but by the fourth year the situation 

was reversed. Argyle (1958) explains this trend: '3tudies 

of children show that the more intelligent children 

have a.more accurate knowledge of the meaning of 

religious·concepts. On the other hand, the more 

intelligent children st&rt questioning these beliefs 

at an earlier age •••• ' 

Goldman (1965)believes that adolescence is not so 

much a period of increased religio~s activity as a 

period of decision. 'By school leaving age (15) most 

young people have made up their minds to reject the 

Christian faith.' Coe (1900) found that conversion 

decisions were usually made at 16, Moreton (1944) that 

cessation of church-going begins at about 150 Loukes' 

(1961) investigations revealed that most of the converts 

in Billy Graham's 1954 campaign were clustered round 

the age of 15, and that in general, 15 for girls and 

16 for boys are commonly found to be the peak ages for 

religious conversions of the 'critical' kind that can 

be pinned down to a particular event. 

How does the adolescent view religion? Loukes (1961) 
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believes that he wants religion to solve his personal 

problel18 i11 the same VIaY that he wants English a~ld 

lIa the~£laticG to sol vo his vocational ones 0 Goldt'lEll1 

(1964) suggested that although adolescents may be 

disillusioned about religion, they ShOD an interest in 

in learning Dore about it; Remmers and P~dler (1957) 

found that 3~ per centof adolescents questioned indicatod 

that they wo~ld like to know more about religion. 

~hile Loukes((1961) believes that this interest is a . 

sincere one, Bealer and ~illets (1967) apply the 

label 'hedging' to the religious orientation of 

teenage youth, cOl'luenting that 'adolescent religion 

is characterized by ritualistic perfoToance and overt 

sll.oscrilltiol' .. to Judaeo-Christian dogua.' Hany of t.he 

contributors to lI:dward Blishen's The ,School That lId 

1-,ik.£ (1969) r::-.;pol::e very negatively about reliGion as it 

appears in the school, but indicated a real interest 

in learnin~ Dore about. religions in general and a 

philoso~iy for living. 

Clemepts and Oelke (1967) found no significance for 

for sex or age on the number of proble~s marked by 

subjects on problems in the Eorals and Religion 

category Oll the I100ney Problem Check Lists. rrhey 

. found that schools with a low pupil-teacher ratio 

reported fewer problems than others and students from 

schools where there was no counsellor reported a 

significantl;y higher llarnber o-~ IJroblel!is than schools 

IThich had a counsellor. The students in the stydy who 
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showed the greatest concern in the area of Morals 

and Religion were those who nost often indicated a 

'desire to talk to someone about their ~roblems. 

Adams (1964) found that problems of ethics were of 

minor concern, ranking only eighth out of fourteen. 

Girls mentioned many more problems than did boys, 

and at almost all ages girls mentioned problems of 

religion and in the formation of moral standards. 

Clements and Oelke (1967) noted that Item 196: 'Can't 

forget sone mistakes I've made ranked eighth out of 

the ten most frequently marked. 

2. 1~esL11 ts. ---
Sample Ordinary Rank Special Rank 

l i1ull 3.110 6/11 0.869 9/11 

Restricted 3.496 6/11 O. '740 9/11 

Table 8.1 Nean number of probleos chec~ed and 
rank order of Morals and Religon category for 
both sa!':1ples. 

Problems in this category were not considered 

very importu:n.t in terms of frequency or severity by 

students in either sample. 
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( a) ji'D.ll Sal:lple. 

Sourca d.f. 1·1. S • F ratio P 

A Age 4 56 .It 17 5 .I~03 0.01 

B Sex 20.430 1 .957 IT • S • 

AD L~ 1 .4'+0 0.'138 N.S. 

Ylithin 6L~0 10.L1-42 

To;:al 649 10.685 

Table 8.2 Analysis of variance of full sauple 
of boys and Girls by age and sex on Variable 
13 (Morals and Religion, ordinary level). 

5 2.357 

4 2.632 

3 3. LI·15 

p = 0.01 

5 
2.357 

LI- 3 
2.632 .'3.415 

0.275 0.068 

0.783 

2 
3. iI-59 II-.196 

1 . i 02 1 .339 

0.827 1.564 

0.04~· 0.781 

0~737 

*,:" 

Table 003 }Teut:'1an - Keuis test of differences betvres::! 
ueans of scores on Variable 13 to detor~ine 
which age differences are significant. 

SOlEce I·l •. S. 1:' ratio P -

A 1\(;e l~ 6.388 3.748 0.01 

J3 Sex 100LI-91 6. 155 0.05 

AB It 2.098 1 .231 ~,-:- r1 

1'J •. 0. 

1.705 

Total 649 1 .7L1-9 

Table 8.4 An~lysis of variance of full s~aple of 
bnys and girls by age and sex on Variable 14 
(Morals and Religion, special level)o 



1 Lf 1 • 

5 4 ~ 2 :.) 

G.r-oup ile<JD 0.'+06 0.539 0.703 o.e22 1 .100 

5 o. L~36 0 0 053 0.222 0.336 0.61Lf 
-l~ 

~. 0.539 0.169 0.2,'33 0.561 
• 

3 0.703 o. 1 1 L~ 0.3S!2 

2 O.[)22 o ')7° .c.. u 

1 .100 

.y,. 

::: <0.05 

Table 0.5 Deuman - Keuls test of differences between 
il10anS of scores on Variable 111' to deter-nine 
which age differences aresicnificanto 

Younger students were found to have sisnific8rtly 

more problems than older students , and there is a 

steady decline with increasing age on both ordinary 

and special concerns 

Girls were found to' have significantly ~ore 

problel11s than boys on speci3.1 concerr.s althOUGh not 

on ordinary concerns o That is, girls consider their 

proole:',1s to be nore serions than do boys. Girls have 

hlore probleus than boys at all ages 

boys have more than girls on special concerns. 
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(b) l~ G[~t; ri c;.:,(~d 3e >"'11 e , l'_l~9 

SOUrC(; d.f. 
. , r' "H' ratio P .!,"l • ,,~) • 

A Font! 2 7~ 41 r.; :XJ. + ... 392L:2 0.05 

B flbilj_ ty 2 5.782 0.561 rl • ,S • 

C ,~3ex 67.105 6.506 0 9 01 

AD 4 27.253 2 .6L~2· 0.05 

AC' 2 3.738 0.362 fT • ~S Q 

Be 2 16.339 1.5G4 "'\T 0 
l'i .,:) • 

.I\B8 '+ 9.176 0.890 "?-J rc 
l'~ .IJ • 

\'[i thin L~3S 10.315 

'llotal 1;·55 10.658 

Table 8.6 AnalYEic o~ variance for restricted GCtwlle 
of boys and girls by for:Jl level, abilj. ty and ~ex 
on Variable 13 (Gorals a~d Religion, ordinary 
level). 

2 

... ':.eans 3.553 3.370 

3 

3.658 

2 3.870 

p 

Table 8.7 ~euman - Keuls test of dif~ere~ce8 bet~8e~ 
Deane of scores on Variable 13 to determine 
which form differences are siGnificant. 
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,~)OLCrCO cl.f. 7", ~ C' F' ~_~3. t io 1) 
J.. -1 • 1-,1 • 

A F'or;;} 2 1 • LI-O 1 o. 7L~G i~ ".~3 • 

B J\ bilj. ty 2 2.5LI-7 1 .357 -T (1 

t~ .0 • 

C Sex 16.262 8.662 0.01 

AB 4 5. L1-03 2.331 0.05 

AC 2 0.522 0.278 1'1. S • 

BC 2 0.539 0.287 H.S. 

ABC 4 o. 174 0.093 i·T.~S. 

':ii thin 433 1 .877' 

'Total LI55 1 .914 

Table 8.G Analysis of variance for restricted 
sample of boys and girls by form l~vel) 
abili ty and sex on Variable 1 LI- (l ioralG anc1 
PeliSion, special level). 

students in forms three and four had significantly 

~ore problems than students in for~ five on ordinary 

concorns althou~h_not on special concerns. 

Girls had significantly Dare proble~s than boy~ 

on both ordinary and special concerns. The frequency 

':lith rihich lJroble~;ls arc J;larked clGclJ.nes as students 

reach the Dare senior foro. 

Interactio~ ~ffectso 

Interaction effectl3 Jetwee~1. fOr!:l level 8.:1.d ability 

reach significance on both ordi~"lD_ry and special 

concerns. 0hird and fourth form students have more 

problems than fiftl) foroers on ordiLary concerns, vith 

lower ability students narking ~ore probleos than 

average or hieh ability students. Low fourth forill 

students have more probl~ns than any other single croup. 



However, whereas students of low ability in forms four 

and f:L-ve have lilore problens on ord:Lnc:u.-y concerns 

than the corresponding groups of hiGh abilit;y studerlts, 

students of high ability have more rroble~s on 

cpecial concerns; that is, high ability students 

have fewer problems than lower ability students but 

. regard those they do have as moroe serious. 
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8.9 Graph illustrating the interaction of 
form level and ability for males and females 
in forms 3 - 5 on the nunber of problems 
marked on Variable 13. 

__ .....J;lHigh 

- ---1\ verage 
_o_o_o.Low 

Table 2.10 Graph illustrating the interaction of 
form level and ability for males and females 
in forms 3 - 5 on thenuciber or problems 
marked all Variable 14. 
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I t has beell frequently shO\vn tho. t earl~r ado 1 ... 

esconce brings ';rith it an illcreasiEt; desiro for 

independence from parents in behaviour, attitudes, 

beliefs etc., and writers like Havighurst have 

propo~3cc1 that t;~18 dev~lol>mcmt of an indepenc1er:t 

perso~al value system is one of the important devel-

op~ental tasks facing the adolescent. Problems of 

:r1or·al~' al1d reliGion rank near the Diddle of the 

hierarchy in this study and appear to be conparatively 

uninporta.nt to· ~-!lost students. 

The iterus on the Mooney Problem Check Gist 

clearly indicate the interrelC:ttectEes3 of fal'lily, 

school, behavio\.~ral and interlJersonal issue.s in the 

develop:18~lt of a l)orsonal nOTal codG and reliGious 

philosophy. ~~e overlap between several factors 

accuracy of int&rpretation. ILens such as 'parents 

well. Item 199: '~roublect by the bad things other 

~idG do' refle:ts interperconal issues in attit~de 

forma tion, and '3eing teI.1]~ted to ch8at in classes' 

(Ite::l 2(0) :nay well be a reflection of the pY·ess'J.res 

froQ school or hODe to obtain high narks, as much as 

the honesty of the child. An item by item analysis, 

correlated with expressed concerllS in other. categories 

would ind~cate nore precisely the areas of conceru, 

\ ., 



but tho probler:ls as the~r are listed do re;',1ind the 

user that issues of tnorality and religion cailllot be 

isolated fro:'n fal'lilial a;ld other fa..::tor~'J. 

l;ot unexpec ted than, are the fi'1dings 'which 

indicate that YOl.l11.?er s1).bj ects have siGnificantly 

more proble!rrs than older students, since young 

students have, or report, more ~roblems than oldei 

grouI)f:!. ill interpersonal and familial relationships. 

An interosting finding is t:lat while younger stUdents 

have ;:3iCllificantly more problems on ordinary concen~s 

and special concerns when age l' ,... 
Cl the variable used, 

the older students are found to have ~ore probleus 

(although not significantly so)on special concerns. 

It lilay be that this is a purely statistical pheno:(181101), 

that those students in for~ five who are older may 

have a dis~roportionate nu~ber of Drobleos, perhaps 

indicating a sliGhtly retarded (of social dovelop-
{\. 

mente This could load the scor~s whereas the 

inclusion of Dore older students in forDs six and 

seven, ~robably of more than averase intel~i~ence and 

gener-e.l de-volopuent and r:12.tu:rity gives more accurate 

information regarding D.3e differe~ces. Such an 

eXl)lanatiol1 involves a cOl:sideratj_oil of ability 

differences vlLich :i.ndicate that on ordinary concerns 

low ability students have more probleos than Dore able 

students. However, the finding that hicher a~ility 

students have Bore proble~s (though riot s~snificant) 

on ordil1al"Y concernS may lndj.catf; that while more 
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issues concern low ability students, higher ability 

sh6jects regard their problems as more serious. Such 

an explanation casts dougt on the significance of 

age differences suggested above, since it was 

assumed tha~ brighter students in forms six and seven 

had comparatively fewer problems than those in form 

five and so corrected the loading on form level scores. 

The proposition that increasing age and greater 

intelligence leads to a greater ability to evaluate 

issues and handle problems, accounts for age and 

ability differences and is supported by many writers 

who have noted that older students, equipped with the 

skills of analysis and evaluation, are more interested 

in·, but less vlOrried by, issues of morality and 

religion. 
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1. Revie~ of the Literature. 

150 • 

r In ge::-leral it is tho illD,bility to settle on an 

OCCUIJational identity vrhich ;:lost disturbs yOUDG 

people, (Eri~son, 1968)q Many other writers have 

considered the e8tablishme~t of voc~tional identity -

the preparation for and choice of a career - as one 

of the Llost iupor-tant taskr::; cOllfronti~l(; the adolescent. 

lIarcus (1969) COLluents on the broad significanc e of 

such a decision; 'Jork deci~ions are, in a sense, 

• soci;}l tension points bec&use they are Dade rrit"hin 

a socie,-l context.' .!\chievej]8~1t throuGh woI'll:. \"/ill 

influence one's future social status and the many 

concreto ~nd indirect rewards available in our 

r.:;ocioty. 

'The issues illv01ved in o.rriviLG at Olle' 8 occurat-

ional ic1e:lti ty are l":1allY and varied. 1'11e1'e are }")8rr-30l1al 

factors such as intellicence an~ p~~sunality, education-

'1):J.-(''--''''~2~ l' "l'CC-c 8"'t ""1el -··oJ l' "'J' ro::"~ ~- a' eCO',Oi'j-L' I~ f<:'cLo·_-co J.-""- "Hl., ,_ • .-1_ '"-' ,CA. i? L, .V,",'..L ~_1l_ L _. __ '-' _'" l., ,l,-, 

such as full employnellt,depressioD or booc, and th3 

chanGing e~phases and require~ents of the job ~Qrket. 

J'lusubel (1950) has suggested th2..t the essentio.l eleli18nts 

of vocational guidance - of helping young people to 

choose their future vocation - are not difficult to 

und8rstEt~ld: Jchey 'consist of vocntiOllD.l Llterest, 
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vocationaJ. aptitude and. jot) dc::w.nd. ''iTocntio(lctl 

to mal;:e 1J0ney [incl. the app2.rG~lt rro:d;<d ty of Gctting 

stranc (1950) secs the issues ~s bacically 

related to 'self-realization.' tach person's ';ath 

toward a worthy vocational coal is haset by a 

nul ti tude of con flle ting interests and point s of 

vleVT involving f8.t:lily relc.tioll:::;) eCOl:o;llic status, 

health,personal preferences, attitudes of associates, 

restrictions on entry to certain vocational fields 

2.Ed other cliffj.cGlties.' .,SUlK'Y' (1950) has SflN:ll how 

educatiOl"!.<1.1 and vocational deV8101)f,18~YC continues 

cOl1siclerat~oTI of personal goals and consideration of 

job opportunities. 

su.bj ects o~. 

their study a direct 

eXl)ecta tioES for the future, and :Lr~. addi ti0l1 as~:.ec1 

thet;l what \"iE:'re thc Sl.l bj ec ts of t~lGir ciay-c1re2.!ls. 

The boys c!lo':ied a naTkecl -:-;i;::ilari ty in their plans 

and iri their drea~s - they showed a consistent pre-

occupation with choosirg and preparing for a future 

vocational ro16. EiGhty-six per cent of boys refer 

ei tiler to a diree t voeatiolJal decision ,or to a 

dccisioll. about Llili tary service. Only one boy in 
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thirtoo.l lwd no idciJ. 1,'!ho.t he ':Jould do, and ver·y fe':[ 

boys chose Glamorous jobs or had unrealistic a~]itioTIs. 

Girls ~ere more concerned with marriaco and 'girls 

choose jobs which peroit expressions of traditionally 

feminine themes and jobs that will provide a 1)leasCl.nt 

social setting i~ which they can m~~e friends and 

meet yo~ng Den to marry.' The content of the job is 

less iUIlortallt to girls than to boyt." and girls are 

less realistic than boys in th~ir plans for job 

Horroc~:;:s a.nd i)einberc (1970) found that 'work 

SUCCGSS' appeared to be an10ng the most enduring of 
• 

adolescents' nee~3. This cluster of items ITas the 

only one to reach statistical significance in all 

boys' and girls' groups. stern (1961) found that voc-

tional concerns ITere mentioned Bore often than any 

other ite~'l in allsner to the questiO:i '."Ihat wiLl. you 

oe doir;.G i:c tell years' tic!e?' ~e 10Lmd that 23 OL1.t 

of 24 boys aged 15 - 17 years made a reference to 

:uture occ~rations and 8any boys ;o~ the spur of the 

iO.";18n t "\;cre able to na;:18 an eXac t career eg. assist-

c,~1 t chc'list L1 a fertilizer conpany'. :-re fOLElc1 tho. t 

there vas a fair decree of consistency over ti~e; 

eight of the t~onty uho ~ere located terr years later 

:lEl.d chosen c:areerB in close harLlOny '\7ith thei:c' eal~lier 

)redictiollS, six had different b:,t still related 

careers and six had radically different careers. 

Douvan and Adelson (1966) found in relation to 



vocatiollul choice that bOy3 1 uGpiratiol!G ~ere chnracter-

ized by a [J crol1G c1cr;ire for acll:Leve:,18l:.c Gludconcrete 

rODliGt~c ~lanDinG. Those buys TIho chose unrealistic 

or glamour jubs were generally younger and 'not yet 

sensitive to ~ork life' ie. in Super's (1950) fantasy 

,schuidt and fiothney (1955) o1.u"v·eyed 3L~7 students 

uho had received 'fairly intensive counselling' during 

their las~ three years in hiGh school. They were 

followej up six months after graduation. He found 

a uarl;:ecJ. Incl: of cor:.sistency betvi8en choices in school 

c.r:d after leaving school. T\'lo-thjrds of the group ~lad 

chaJl[';ed their vocatio~li"-'1.1 pla:l,<:; at lea3t 0~1ce in the 

three years [1:t schoo 1 and one-third after leaving 

VOCc1.tiOl:al C:~lOices are consi;::::t02'lt enough to v:arrc:'.n-c 

lonG-ranee planning of high school programmes is thus 

applicable in less th~n half the casGs.' In the light 

':ias un,sui t.able. .S tern's s9.ul)le ';fere grau;'jar school 

Rnd it nay be that t~is factor contributed to their 

:lOre cO:l:3i':;'cent choice. ':locatiOl~al 0niclr.'..llce ane: 

counsGllL~:; 1:800.S to be COilCGL:cc1 ','lith j?oI'sonal 

80.:;e iil8iC~t int:J the vmy he fHl~ctiollr3 allcl vlhat hi.s 

interests are, before any detailed consideration 
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stranE (1957) has commented that few udolesconto 

Give 'adequate' reasons for their choice of occupation, 

but rOuvall 211cl Adelson (1966) fOlUcl that I!1any- of the 

subjects in their sample had a work model or ~new 

soneone in the line of. \'IOrl~ they had chosen; soven 01._l t 

of te:l save 'personal interest' and 01'2.e in fonr cho;:~e 

jobs oecau_.se of certaii1 rJorl: style feah:res, ie. they 

wore quite well-informed about ~he precise nature of 

the job. 

All oxperi~~nt by Lieberuan (1966) underlines the 

importunce of the interrelationship of a h~althy 

self-concept and. vocational identity. He tool: te:1 

high school drop-onts, trained theu for six weel:::s Oll 

a s::~all_ stip211d, gave them six: neo~:.s of salaY·ied 

elllplo~I!.lGnt aild then per:i:anent placeuent as 'CO:.lillxoi·cy 

apprentices'. They were drawn mainly from the social 

classco which they would be helpi~G. ile fonnd that 

they Decade Dore autonO:lou.S a:id involved a11:::1 caii18c1 

clarificatio~ of their independent sex roles. He 

concluded that 'Their intens~ involvement as helpers 

conpled with (the) sellSO of inportance and respol1si lJ~.li ty 

illade ~any previously senseless chores into Qeaningful 

skills •••• Factlwl knowledge o.bout 0;'1eself acco:npanied 

by the feeling necessary to convert facts into under-

sta!~ding - that kind of ::nowledge is a~1. ingredient of 

co~p8tence and self-esteem in everyday life.' 

Hayes (1967) has sho\'ln thCJ.t the subj ee tIs soc~o-· 
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ecollonic bach:.c;rolllld is OEe of the ~llajor deteriilinantB 

of the anount of occupational infOJ.·mation he 1'ossess8s 

and thus a deterr.1inant of how infor;'t8d he is vlhen he 

m~:es his job choice. He believes that an individual's 

self-concept can only be satisfied where he has a job 

that meets the occupational self-concept.he has built 

up through his knowledge of the working world. 

Adolesl.ents may mal:e inadequate vocational choices 

for oany reasons. Frequently pressure fro~ parents, 

teachers or peers may cause the teenager to decide on 

an occupation rather than put up with continuous 

nagGins about 1'.'l3.1dn[; such a deci.siolc.. Parents frequent-· 

ly indic&te either directly or impicitly throuch their 

attitLdes to particular jobs what they would like 

their son or daughter to choose, and this may be a 

,stroDg factor in the ul tiua te choice :uade. L'1 :nany 

families tr~dition dies hard and becoming a doctor or 

clergyman or lawyer may seem inevitable to a third or 

fourth generation adolescent from ~uch a line. A son's 

attitude to his father may well influence his choice: 

some want to follow in their fathers' footsteps, others 

do not. ~here a boy identifies strongly with his father 

he may choose a vocation which is inappropriate for hin. 

If he is hostile toward his father, he may reject an 

otherwise suitable occupation because it is associated 

vii th his fa ther Q 

TIousselet's (1969) study of young people about to 

start work indicated that 35 per cent of the subjects 
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were dic,sati:::;.Lied wit.h their choice of Llture 

occupation D.lle! perceivEd the 1'ole of their pare~lts in 

their choL::e of wor:~ or in guidinG their behav~our 

as weak or non-existont. Those who are dissatisfied 

are also those who are most alone 'in their studies -

those whose parents were not interested ur did not 

have enough education or time to be ·interested in 

their son's work. Herford (1969) also feels that 

parents should take a more active role in guiding 

their children and that their efforts should be 

supported and supplenented by s:;ervices bridging the 

schools and the work field. 

'1;'raditL:nally schools, to the extent that the;y 

have approached the issue of vocational guidance, 

have done so largely in terns of~ helpi-ng the ind.ivid

ual to choose one job for which he see6s suited and for 

which he has the appropriate qualifications. ~riters 

such as Toffler (197oJ) and Par~\.er (1971) f!.ave pointed to 

to the need to change our traditio~al approach and 
. 

brine it int~,line with what is actually happening i~ 

the world of work.parker believes that emphasizing 

the fune tiollal nature 0 f work - simply to earn money in 

in order to live - means that both employer 8.Gd 

employee tend to ignore the possibility of uG1.kinc; 

wor]i, itself a meaningful expertence. Toffler draws 

attention to the blindness of training an indilid~al 

to do one job. He quotes the United states of America 

Labour Department as reporting that'undor conditions 
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prevailing at the beginning of the 1960s the average 

twenty year old man in the work force could be 

expected to change jobs about six or seven times' _ 

and mentions the need to think not in terms of fa 

career' but in terms of 'serial careers'. To do so 

means to train individuals to be flexible, since 

any job change entails a certain amount of stress. 

The individual must strip himself of the old habits, 

the old ways of coping and learn new ways of dOing 

things. Erikson (1950) points out that'identity 

1s never gained nor maintained once and for all'. 

During a work career, changes in social position 

affect personal identity, and behavioural stability 

in turn influences work patterns. The function of 

vocational guidance should be to encourage the student 

to be aware of the issues involved in choosing a 

career, what his interests and strengths are and 

how tho two are related. 

2. Re,sults. 

Sample Ordinary Rank Special Rank 

Full 3.044 7/11 0.774 6/11 

Restricted 3.085 10/11 0.780 8/11 

Table 9.1 Mean number of problems checked and rank 
order of Future:Vocational ani Educational 
category for both samples. 

There is a notable difference in the frequency 

with which members of the two samples r~spond to 

problems in this area. Those in the restricted sample 
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(:Blorms 3 - 5) rank these problems much lower than 

do those in the Full Sample (Forms 3 7). It Vlould 

appear that the increased concern of senio:r students 

accoun·ts for the difference in rank orders. 

(a) Full Sarrl·ple. 

Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 9.201 1 .26LI- N.S. 

B Sex -0.213 0.029 N.S. 

AB 4 1 .610 0 0 221 N.S. 

Within 640 7.280 

rrbtal 649 7.246 

T~ble 9.2 Analysis of variante for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 17 
(Future:Vocational and Educational, ordinary 
level) .. 

Source d.f. 11.S. F ratio P 

A . Age 4 1.384 1.005 N.S. 

B Sex 1.320 0.959 N.S. 

AB 4 0.896 0.651 N.S. 

VIi thin 64.0 1.377 

Total 6LI-9 1 .374 

TabJ.e 9.3 Analysis or" variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 18 
(Future:-Vocational and Educational, special 
level). 

NeithGr age nor sex was a significant factor in 

the number of problems marl~ed at either the ordinary 

or the special level. 
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(1) f' G '~t ,- i c· ted (', <Jill J e • .) ...L. .. j .- '_' t. ... J __ • 

,SolJrc e d.f. :"1. S • 
.,-, rEttio p " -

A Form 2 1 1 .235 1 • 63l~ .... \- 0 
J..l • ,~' • 

13 II. bili ty 2 3.303 0 0 567 ' . ~ 
.,;,'i • "-..;' • 

r1 Dex 3.76 l l- 0.561 iT. IS. v 

AB ll- 2.20?, 0.329 I'~ • ,S • 

AC 2 21 • '-I·G5 3.?00 N.S. 

BC 2 7.553 1 2r:'} • ,/L 1-:.5. 

ABC II- 8.096 1 .206 .,.'";' (""I 

r~ .;:; • 

\'1i thin Lr33 6.731 

Total ll-55 6.75 l j 

Table 9.4 Analysis of variance for restricted saMple 
of boys a~d eirls by foro leval, ability and sex 
of Vai~iable 17 CFu.tur e: Vocational and l~c1ucatioL
al, ordinary level). 

,sQLlrCe d.f. C' F ratio F ... ..;.- ... ~ .. 
A Forn 2 0.852 n.6'3LI-

". ,~ 
1.',; .;,:) • 

B Ability 2 o. T15 0.632 ..... ,,7 (j 
1, .0. 

C .Sex 3.752 7. or=r; ./ •. ..J, 
...... ~ c' 
1 j • ,'.) • 

AB 4 1 .767 
., 
.4~·O 

n , 11. () • 

AC 2 4.936 Lj .• 063 0.'J5 

n'" 2 2 0 180 1 7r."7 -.- ,.< Dv • u.J .:.,'; • U 0 

i\BC It 3.216 1 .206 0.05 

':Ii tbin Lt38 1 .227 

Total 455 1 .272 

Table ').5 Jillalysis of variance foY' restricted sa~~lple 
of boys and girls by form level, ability and sex, 
on Va:ciable 18 ( Future: Voca tio1:Etl and .belUCa ti(Y'l_ 
aI, special level). 
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-Hale 
__ _ :remale 

Table 906 (a) Graph illustrating interaction of form 
level and sex for males and females in forms 
3 - 5 on the number of problems marked on 
Variable 17, 
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---Hale 
____ Female 

Table 9.6(b} Graph illustrating interaction of form 
level arid sex for males and females in for~s 
3 - 5 on the number of proble~s marked on 
Variable 18. 

-- .~ 
- --::-:-?/.:.-----...:~-...::::-; - ,-
.~ . .,.. .,. 

I 2 

-...;". -A verage 

-·-,-Low 

Table 9.7(a) Graph illustrating interaction of 
foro level, ability and sex for males in forms 
3 - 5 on'the number of p~oblems marked on 
Variable 10. 
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Table 9g7(b) Graph illustrating interaction of 
form level, ability and sax for females in 
forms 3 - 5 on the nurnber of problems elarl~ed 
011 Varia.ble 18. 

Foro-Sex Interaction ~ffects· • 

. On both ordinary and special concerns girls have 

more problet:ls than boys. Girls in 'fifth forn have 

significantly Dore than other groups, and girls in 

foro three have the fewest proble~8. There is a 

tendency for the nuober of proble~s to increase 

with form level. 

Forn-,S ex-:rbili -;:;y IE terac tiC2..p ~ffec ts. 

A differ-eut pattern is observable for boys and 

girls. For girls, fifth form students of average 
o 

ability ha~e Bost proble~s, low ability fourth foro 

and high ability third form girls have fewest. c9tudenst) 

Students of average ability show an increase with 

seniotity1low ability students show a decrease. 

For boys, high ability fourth form students have 

J.ow ability third forDers the te~est~ 
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3. Discussion. 

Perhaps the most interesting findj.ng for this 

category i3 the non-significance of age and sex factors 

on the full sample analysis and the interaction 

between form level (approximately ~ge) and sex factors 

vrhich reaches significance on the analys.is for the 

restricted sample. 

It ~ight be expected that as students ~pproached 

the end of their school career they. would express 

more concerns about their future work and the quali

fications needed. ~hile £here is a tendency within the 

data for an increase in concern with increasin[!; age, 

the dj_fference is not significant. rfhe f-act that fifth 

form girls indicate ,a significantly greater number of 

problel[ls than any other group rimy sUGGest that atti tuclos 

towards a career are mare influenced by the form 

one is in rather than one's age. Such an explanation 

is supported by what appear to be prevailing attit~des 

m"1O:16' students to their anticip3.ted. date of leavinG 

school. Jhile a minority of students, frequently those 

of low ability or who are dissatisfied TIith school, 

indicate that they will l~ave as soon as they turn 15 

(the statutory minimum lea~inB age) most students 

indicate that they intend to leave after the fifth (or 

sixth) for~, irrespective of their age. 

The intetaction pattern of form level, sex and 

ability demonstrates some interesting differences for 

~oys and girlsj Table 9.6 shows that girls in for~ 



three a.nd five have I]ost pr01)lci'IS and girls in form 

four have fewest. For boys, the fourth form year is 

tho one with the most probleus. It may be that this 

finding illustrates the generally later level of 

development of boys - that in for~ four they are faced 

with the problems that girls face in form 3. It may 

be that problems of voca. tional and educational :)lai18 

may be as m~ch a reflection of general personality 

formation and persoaal identity as of a specific 

concern with vocational identity. The. finding that 

girls in form five have more problems than any other 

age group may indicate a cultural phenomenon 

which still exists - for more fifth form gitls tha~ 

fifth form. boys the third year at s~condary school 

will be their final year and the problem of what 

work they will choose and whether they have the 

necessary qualifications and can find a suitable job 

beco~es mo~e urGent and pressing. 
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THE SCHOOL ElfVIROlDCET 

'The school that I would like would be perfect 
in every way, where you wouldn't worry yourself 
to death over thinGs, wo~ldn't get bored, and 
yot wouldn't Get lethargic. It would be a 
friendly sshool, everyone fauiliar with every
one~ everyone co~operative, with, ambitions, 
biG ideac for the future.' 

(in The School That I'el ~Gil,-e ed. :t<;.Blishen: 

The School That I'd Like - a collection of student 

conmentG about the sort of place a school shou"ld be, 

its functions and methods, is an indictment of the 

present systeu of mass education. The students see 

schools as irrelevant and out of date, they accuse it pf 

beill~ too academic on the one hand and insufficiently 

de~andinG in the standards it sets ~n the other. They 

its uethods as inappropriate to people of curiosity 

and intelligence, its courses as boring and uninterest-

ing and its attitudes towards students as uncaring if 

not posi ti vely har;]ful. SnaIl .... 'lOnder then, that 011 

3tudie.s by strang (195?) ,::lenents and Oellc8 (1 ")67), 

"Adams (1964), Douvan (1956),'Douvan and Adelson (1966) 

and lJany others, students ra:,ll::. IJroblens and concerns 

with school ,as the tlost important they have. 

The factors which appear to contrib~te to this 

widespre&el concern vary frou those over which the 

student has soue control such as the a~ount of study 

he does, to aspects of school policy such as examin-

c,tions, to school aduinistration, the relationship 
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bcd:ueen to":'.chcrs and stu.dents .::1.~ld ! [.,chool r;:cxir-it' 

which flre leos open to his control. 

In a~ditiOll there are forces outsido the bchool 

system which influence the OUtC008S of what happens 

within the school. To a quite conbiderable degree, 

the L1~1i vidD.al' s perforrJance in school is af fec ted 

by his social cluss and fanily bac~Ground. Be6ker 

(1961) sees schools functioning as possible. channels 

of social ['!Obili ty in the society wit:l1in which they 

operate, but ~!lD.ny I'lriters have shonll how, in l)l-actice, 

the educatioll system perpetuates c}_a,ss status and 

social stratification (Douvan, 1956; DouGlas, 1964; 

Jac~~son, 1962; j'lllsgrove, 1966). D01..~.glas has shown 

that c:'l.ildren fron worl:;:ins class bac1:;:5rounds do less 

VIell at 11 + and gain fewer cra;il'11ar· school l)laces 

than ~;dGht be eXIJectecl frOlcl intelliGence scores, and 

that t~ley al"e nore inclined than J"liddle class children 

to leave sc11ooJ_ at the ti1i~li!:lUm ~eavillg ace. JacJ(so~1. 

has noted. that for \'[orki~1C; c 1aGs children ':[1w have 

been e:rl.coUra.30d by both the hO:-le CcEcl the school to 

en ter zranrlar school and uni 'lersi ty) ther·e is a lJoint 

at rillieh the~r rej oct neich GOl.-u--hood Vo.Lles ill. favour 

of a nar~ow concern with 'schoolwor~) certificates 

and mar~ability' with the result that their parents 

are fae ed \'lith a situation in ':Thich their chi:'_dren 

becOMe strangers to then. 

Douvan (195;;) has sUGGested tlwt social class 

differences are larGely responsible for differences 
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in ach:Leve!;:ent motivation - the desire to succeed 

for its m'rn intrinsic value - v!hich r)lle believes to iJe 

conditio;~!.cd EUld approprinte to the C:l~ltur2,l context 

in which it develops. The middle clcss child is urged 

to inc1i vidEal achievement, and hif3 future workinG life 

will involve him in individual tasks, wh3reas the 

workinG claGG child is not taUGht to compete on an 

individual basis and his working life will be bound 

up with that of a croup working together. ~hereas 

the :11id(118 class child is trained to respond to 

symbolic r-e:.'[a}:,ds, the vlorldng cla8s. child IS motiv-

ationto succeed i8 Dore clearly related to the 

rewards such succeS8 brings. Thus schools, with 

their long tero and relatively intangible rewards 

encourace the ~iddle class child and alienate the 

'(!orl::.L1G clacG chiJd. IIus[;rove (1 S;:~6) exaj]i~led the 

needs of youns people in relation to the school. He 

found that a;]ong t}lOse stud 8nts 1:r110 at tended sra::Llar 

school (pr-i_'~C1.ri2.y of lilic1dle cl['css 1Jac'-'::'r'0~1'''lL~1) t- 12-'l'/ . \... i "'u '-- ~. ~- \.- V 

very f~~ctiorrs which would enuble theu to gain hiG~ 

~obility. Such stude~tG considered that the school 

cras ?lacin~ too much i~portance on expressive fUllctio~s, 

the horte 1;las providint~ ndcqy<Jtel;y. Or:. thE. other 

hand, ctu.den-cs at cecondary ;;]oder;-l schools (primarily 

-- ---- -\----
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lJlacillC too l.lU ch e;;lphasis on il:strU;:le~ltal l'ac t,ors 

l en 
00. 

~::hich they could not uJ.lderstcmd and ':JhiGh they 3D.':! 

as irrelevant, v.'11i18 payL1G too little atte2rtio~1 to 

8xpres::::.,ive functions v!11ic11 they felt their hOLlOS did' 

schools providing ~hatthey most needed and in the 

Ions ten; it VJould be the secondary ;"oc1ern students who 

'''[ould be :Jost at a diso.dvantCtce. cinee neither' of 

their Deeds was being met o 

eelLlca tion' - a terr,l \'[J.1ic11 inc1uc1es I tlle affE1ctive 

evaluation 0 f an ecJ.llca-ciol1 ill :L ts br'oac1est sense and 

the leve=_ 0 f expec tell at taiE'J8~lt of socio-ecor~ocj.c 

coals which are largely dependcnt Oil cducation' - is 

:,~ost acc:H'ately prec1ic ted by sociO-CCOI:O'ilic status. 

A bili ty ) intelligence or educ 3.tional ae:1ievemen t do 

not predict it accurately. 

The Crowther Eeport (195J) d18W attention to 

one of the fa~ily-related factors which influences 

educational achievement: that of falliily size. 'The 

less skill the occupational'group, the larger the 

family is likely to be; and the larger the family 

the shorter is the expectation of school life. It is 

perhaps less generally known that inside each 

occupational group it is a disadvantage to belong 

to a large family if one hopes to stay at school 

after 15 •••• ' In a New Zealand study, Prenter (1972) 
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found that a~ong fourth form girls who were members 

of families with more than four children, educitional 

and vocational aspirations were considerably 

depressed. Whereas 75 per cent of eirls of high 

socio-economic status had 'high' educational 

aspirations, only 40 per cent of those from lmver 

socioeconomic status did so, and foi both middle and 

working. class girls, a greater proportion of girls 

fro~ large families expected to do unskilled work. 

Morrow and ~ilson (1961) have shown how 

important family influences are on adolescent school 

achievement. After controlling for grade in school, 

sex and intelligence, they compared forty-eight boys 

of superior intelligence who were obtaining high 

grades with boys who were obtaining poor grades. They 

found that the significant factor was family morale 

_ a positive family morale fostered positive 

attitudes toward teachers, school and interest in 

intellectual activities. Unfavourable attitudes have 

freque~tly been expressed about the effects on a 

student's educational achievement when both his 

parents work, but a study by 'ilade (1962) suggests 

that it may well be the case that where both parents 

work pupils become more independent, resourceful, 

self-reliant etc. In spite of a significant difference 

in measured intelligence in the sample between students 

with one and two parents working, there was 10 signifi

cant difference in educ&tional achievement. 
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Dul<;:e (1969) has sLlge;e::3ted that the influence of 

the home may be not so much an attitudi.nal or social 

one as a d~velopnental one. 'The school leads the 

child to take an increasing meaSLlre of responsi bili t.y 

for hiuself. In this he is facing a double standard 

which l;}ay seem nnfair. He is beine pulled tv/o way s. 

The educational system always tends to lead a person 

to the stage ahead. The natural tendency of-parents 

is to hold on to what has been achieved in the past.' 

In his study of American high schools, Coleman 

(1960) draws attention to the overt conflicts 

between the 'intellectual' official climate of the 

school and the anti-intellectualism of the adolescent 

society to which its pupils belong. Eggleston (1967) 

comments that the 'relative unimportance of academic 

achievement suggests that adolescent subcultures. in 

these schools exert a rather strong deterrent to 

academic achievement. He believes that the result 

of this pressure is that those students who see 

themselves as 'intellectuals' and behave accordingly 

are in fact not the most able students, but those who 

choose not to conform to the adolescent society and 

are prepared to work hard at relatively unrewarded 

activity. Thus the schools are facing a wastage of 

their best talent because they cannot counter the 

demands and pressures of the peer group. Parsons 

( 1961) sugGests ·~hat while the adolescent culture is 

anti-intellectual, too much emphasis is put on this 
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aspect of their rejection of academic valuGG. He 

believes that 'one of the reasons for the dominance 

of the anti-school side ••••• is that it provides a 

means of protest against adults who are at the opp

osite pole in the socialization situation. 

In,contrast to the criticism of the peer group 

for its anti-intellectual, anti-schtiol values, 

significantly favourable relationships have ,been 

shown to exist between membership of the peer group 

and academic success. Schmuck (1963) found that 

'adolescents who experience successful and secure 

relationships with their peers achieve more highly 

on academic tasks, have higher self-esteem, and more 

positive attitudes toward the school than adolescents 

with poor peer relations'. Spady (1971) found that 

by far the greatest facilitator of college success 

is the extracurricular involvement of the student 

during high school. Such students have a 37 ~er cent 

greater chance of fulfilling their coll~ge Goals thaG 

do non-participants. Coleoan's (1960) findings 

that participation in athletics rather than academic 

achievement was the main way for boys to receive 

recognition and satisf~ction suggested that the norms 

of the adolescent group prevail in the school. He 

found that girls often achieved at lower levels than 

their dapabilities because they did not wish to be 

known as 'brains' by their peers. Friesen's (19~7) 

study found that in fact, the most satisfying activity 
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for the adolescent seems to he much more closely 

reJ.ated to acadenic achievement than to athletics. 

Almost 43 per cent of his Garnple found most satis

faction in academic work, While almost 45 per cent 

admitted that social interaction was most satis

fying for them. Doys tended to find the.acadeoic 

area more satisfying than girls. Of the total sample 

82 per cent claimed that academic acnievement 

was the nost important issue for their future. 

Friesen also investigated what significance students 

attached to three types of values - academic, athletic 

and popularity. He found that boys conside~3d that 

academic values had most significance in school, 

and in the future. Girls considered that academic 

values were more permanent and of greater importance 

for the future, but that povnlarity Has nore iml)Ortant 

in the school context. Students havo in fact taken 

long term values into consideration and see them as 

more i~portant than adolescent values. Numa (1968) 

also found that students ~ho are highly accepted ~y 

their peers are more successful in their performance 

and class achievement than th6se who are rejected by 

their peers but the reverse was not found to be the 

case. 

~orking from within the Istudent group'as a 

partici}ant observer, Cusick (1973) noted the relative 

uninportance of the school progran;:le o ,students 

accommodated the school organization in terms of 
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work rc~qu:Lrcmenb3 ':111ile pursu.inLi their oVln conceY')lS and 

activities. Academic issues were not ~atters for 

dicu8sion. He f01.ud that thc[G was l~ttle student 

involveLlent in the school prograume and that the 

organizational affairs 6r the school meant that the 

student spent almost half of every day ih non-acadeQic 

affairs. 'if one is left to his own devices for half 

of the . day, he has to do something, o.:iclwhat t~lese 

students did was to associate with one another. 

r;:'he school did not !]ake sufficient of their ti:J.e 

a.'.ld enerGY. The group becam.8 their veilicle for 

participation and social expression.' Other writers 

) have supported theirbelief that fa8tors within the 

school situation are re sponsible for t:rle alienation 

of many of itG students. Anderson (1973) and Spuck 

(1973) have indicated that differencGs in outlooL. 

and attitude and discrepancy of perception of student 
I 

attitudes by teachers may be at least partly resl~on-

8i ble fer- the I conf:Lict I •. :3pucl~ found that teacl18rs 

believed that students' attit~des IT8r8 far ~ore 

extrene a~d leuergentl than they actually were and 

therefore ~ore in conflict uith the teachers' Dare 

Itraditio~all values. Ande~son believes that there 

is. a lack of realization by faculty members of the 

studell ts' vis\'JS of the school orcanization and 

bureaucratization. Such negative views are bound to 

influen.ce :o;t'C.den.t atti.tndos and achievenen;: ft 

The correlation betvieell acceptance by the Deer 

- _.- --- _.- \-- - -- -- - - -----_ ... 
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group anrl acadeMic success foints to the significance 

of a pODitive and stable self-concept in one area 
, 

for cO:llpete~lt and confident fUl1cticllling in other 

areas. rChe confidence 7!hich studentf' 1l(:we in their 

ability has been shown to override such factqrs as 

intelligenC~where the student is sufficiently 

motivated. Bruck and Bodwin (1962) found a positive 

relat~onBhlp between educational disability and 

immaturity of self-concept, and Entnhistle (1972) 

found that stability of self-concept was related to 

acade:llic success. Gawronski and :·inthis (1965) 

studied over-achieving, nor:::al achievine clB.d under-

achievine; boys a~ld concluded that over-achievers tend 

to be generally better adjusted both in relation to 

school c1 ~';lland s and in personality func tioning. Over-

achiever.s '.'lere found to have !j~ore e f fec ti ve study habits 

habits) ~ere more perseverant, mora interested in 

sC~lOol "lOr> .. , Dore organized in their 2.}Jproach, more 

capacity for leadership and s81f-~eGJ~ation than did 

underachiEvers. The fact that underachievers indicated 

that they had fe,'Jer pro bIens or:. tile 2Iooney Fro blen 

Checl: List Elay sugGest that they had simply I o~Jted 0;-"- t I , 

a,l thOUGh they acbd. t ted to being uore lJessL:l:l.::.,tic about 

the future and fo~~d less enjoy~ent and satisfactiri~ 

i.n inter::;ersonal relationships. FiE5er and .silvernan 

(1966) question whether attitudos are the cause or 

- - -\-
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levels of saticE8cLion in school create attitudes 

attit~de }ead to dissatisfac~ion an~ failure? ~hey 

fmbi3est thG'-c if, in fact,. poor per·forl;l::1.ilce leads to 

the fon.lcd.;iol1 of unfavourable attitudes, a'rej?er-· 

coire of rationalizations' is built up to j~stify 

the stuc1cn J
.:;' spoor perforn;ance. ·These rationaliz-

aCions. tal,.,.c 'Jwn;y forms such as changinG the 

conception of what one can do (I just can't do maths), 

and failing to recognize the self as responsible for 

low perfor~ance ('The test wasn't fair ). If this 

is the case, then it lends support to the findings of 

Gmnons>.:L cmd ;lathis (1965) since stuc1en ts would 

consider that the problems lie outsi'd8 ther.1 and 

beyond their control. 

l:an:y researchers have reported Oil the specific 

cOnCe1'11S ol student::". Sch:;}Gcl~ (197'1) found that 
.C> , , oJ.. IllS 

-.:' '" -C·tl· "=' ll' .'_'" -for 0 t'ler- ",·t-] c1 "'1' J... c~ J-..Jc.... ("..~ __ . vJ _ 1 .J L_t:_..1. L..!_. Ada~s (1964) fou~d that 

the over·~:.rllGlLlir:g :':1aj ori ty 0 £' sel, 001 pro bIens \'!O:ce 

ull.Iavotlre,ble cOJ1.!Je:_l't,,, on proble:'ls I'rith toachers, c)Jl.d 

of the' girls reported that their greatest personal 

proble;-l YlC',S so~]e academic difficult;),. C18J:lents nne, 

- -- - -- \-- - -
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Oelke (1967) found that Item 50 on the Mooney Problem 

Check List, 'Xot spending enough time in study' was 

,marked, mor-e frequently than any other item (103 

ahead of the second ranking item); two other items 

from this category, Item 270: 'Worrying about exam

inations'(6th) and Item 159: 'Can't keep my mind on 

my studies'(10th) appeared in the ten most frequently 

marked responses. 740 students were involved,in the 

study, so well over half the students marked Item 50. 

Offer (1969) found that students ranked school and 

studying as their most ioportant area of conflict. 

Leidy and starry (1967) found that students' attitudes 

to school were generally favourable; 73 per cent 

adnitted that they lil~ed school most of the tiue, 

and 75 per cent indicated that earning high grades 

waS extrenely, or very iuportant. 

2. Results J\ d j ustnen. t to School "r 1_ .. orl',. 

Sample Ordinary Rank Special Rank 

Full 5.404 1/11 1.388 1/11 

Restricted 5.719 1/11 1.474 1/11 

Table 10.1 Mean number of problems marked and rank 
. order of Adjustment to School Work category for 
both samples. 

On both samples students ranked problems in this 

category as the most important they face. 
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,( ,':1, ) ;I'll ] 1 r~ .... "'1'''1 8 "........ .!.. __ ,_)"':;ll_ (J __ - .. 
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Source d.f. H.3. F ratio '2 

A Age 4 24.478 1 .377 N.S. 

B ,Sex 77. LI,43 4.356 0.05 

AB 4 24.745 1 .3Y2 N.S. 

Within 640 17·778 

Total 649 17.Y54 

Table 10.22 Analysis of variance for full sample 
of boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 
19 (Adjustment to School Work, ordinary level). 

Source d .-f. 1',1.3. F ratio. P 

A Age 4 2.512 0.598 N.S. 

B Sex 50.506 12.023' 0.05 

AB 4 5.274' 1 .255 i'i • S • 

4.-201 

Total 61+,9 4.268 

Table 10.3 Analysis of variance for full sample 
of boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 
20 (Adjustt!1ent to School ,jork, special level) 

No significant differences for age occurred on 

either ordinary or special concerns. There was an 

observable decrease in the number of proble~s marked 

as students got aider. 

Sex WQS found to be a significant factor on both 

ordinary and special concerns, with girls marking more 

probless than boys. 

--- ------------------
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(b) T\cstric h::~c1 S~1l:lple . 

OOLirce d. f. " S l".:. .,' • F ratio P 

A Fcrm 2' (1. 102 o .~-59 1\~ • S • 

B A bili ty 2 39.51 1 2.237 I'T.,S. 

C Sex 116.943 6.620 0.01 

AB LI 31 .395 1 .777 J>J.S. 

AC 2 3.275 o. 185 N.S. 

Be 2 8. 118 o. ~,Go n.s. 

ABC 4 5. 139 0.29 1 i'T • S. 

Within 433 17.666 

1~otal 455 17.843 

Table 10.4 Analysis of variance for restricted 
sample of boys and girls by form level, ability 
and sex all Variable 19 (AdjL;sV'llent to School 
Work, ordinary level). 

,'30urce d.f }1. S. F ratio P 

J\ Form 2 1 .382 0.297 y C" 
l~ • D • 

B Abili ty 2 20.455 It. 395 0.05 

C Sex L~1.310 o 0,77 U .l, 0.01 

AB 4 5.781 1 .2422 N.S. 

AC 2 0.222 0.005 N.S. 

BC 2 8.111+ 1 • 7l~3 H.S. 

ABC 4, 4.272 0.913 I\T •. s . 

Within 438 L~. 654 

Total 455 L~. 791 

Table 10.5 Analysis of variance for restricted 
sample of bats and girls by form level, ability 
and sex on Variable 20 (Adjustment to School 
Work, specIal level) 



Group 

3 

I'Teans 

1.235 

1.260 

2 1.943 

* p =(0.05 

1 

1 .235 
3 

1.260 

0 .. 025 

179. 

2 

1.943 

0.708 

0.683 

* 

Table 10.6 Neuman - Keuls test of differences be 
between means of scores on Variable 20 to 
determine which form level differences are 
significant. 

Significant differences for sex were found with 

girls having more problems than boys. Only at one age 

level did boys have more problems than girls, at age 

17+, but the finding was not significant. Such 

differences apply on both ordinary and special concerns. 

While ability related factors were not significant 

on ordinary concerns, ability was a significant factor 

in differences on special or more serious concerns. 

Average ability students have more problems than either 

bright or dull students. 

2. ~esults: Curriculum and" Teaching Procedures. 

Sample Ordinary Rank Special Rank 

Full 3.633 4/11 0.515 11/11 

Restricted 3.985 4/11 0.524 11/11 

Table 10.7 ]/fean number of problems checked and rank 
order of Curriculum and Teaching Procedures 
category for both samples. 

Stuclents mark a rela ti vely- high number of problems 

--bu--G-dQ--nQ-G-app&-];'@-ntJ.-y-cong.;.d€-r-tll-em-to-be-V8X'-y----iuIpoX'-tant 
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( a) Full Sc:ullple. 

Source d. f. 1\1. ,5 • F -ratio P 

A Age 4 80.673 5.019 0.01 

B Sex 7. 11 1 OoLt43 N.S. 

AB 4 23.512 1 .463 N.S. 

Within 640 16.071 

TotaJ 649 16.501 

Table 10.8 Analysis of variance for full sample 
of boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 
21 (Curriculum and Teaching Procedures, 
ordinary level). 

5 Lj. 2 3 
Group Heal1B 2.970 3.38Lt 3.522 3.970 5.246 

5 2.970 0.41L+ 0 .• 552 1.000 2.276 

4 3.384 o. 138 0.586 1 .862 

2 3.522 o . Lj·48 1 .724 

3 3.970 1 .276 

5. 2Lt6 

.x- p Qo 05 .-

~. 

Table 10.9 Neuman - Keuls test of differences 
between Deans of scores on Variable 21 to 
detormine'which age differences are significant. 
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,sourco d.f. 1\·1 •. S • F ratio P 

A Age 4 8. 113 4 .• 722 0.01 

D Sex 00629 0.366 N.B. 

AB 4 2.791 1.463 N.B. 

'ili thin 640 1 0718 

Total 6~·9 1,,762 

Table 10.10 Analysis of variance for full sample 
of boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 
22 (Curriculum and Teaching Procedures, 
special level). 

5 3 2 ~. 

Group I1ea.'.1S 0.313 o 7,9° \.. ........ -" 0.540 0.625 1.028 

5 0.313 0.086 0.227 c .312 0.715 

3 0.399 o. 141 0.226 0.629 

2 0.540 0.085 0.488 

~. 

* 

4 0.625 0,,4·03 

1 .. 028 

-)(. p = <::>.05 

Table 10.11 Neuman - Keuls test of differences 
bGt,'leen l~lea.'.1S of scores on Variable 22 to 
det8ruine which age differencea are significant. 

Age was found to be a significant factor on both 

ordinary and special concerns. There was a uarked 

decrease with aGe and in general girls had Nore 

proble~a than boys. 
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.::ourco eLf. \,1' 0 
1'1.0. F r.:Jtio p 

A ii'oY';u 2 17.936 0.9'71 I'·f • S • 

B Ability 2 7.995 o .L~30 i~.:3. 

C Sex l' 7°5 0.;;0 00085 1\7 c' 
.1.~ • ,:; III 

AB 4 270231 1.470 II • ,S • 

AC 2 390 11 1 2.. 1 12 ~\T ('V. 

..i.:.~ • ,.) • 

BC 2 1 .l+72 0.030' -',r C' 
11 • IJ • 

ABC LI' 26.264 1.L~13 H.S. 

~:ri thin 438 18.520 

Total L~55 18 r')7 .O{-

~ 

Table 10.12 Analysis of variance for restricted 
sa:,l})le of boys and girls by for::) level, ai:;ility 
and sex O~l Variable 21 (Curriculum and Teac hLIG 
Procodures, ordinary level). 

ISOL~r'C e d. f. n.s. F ratio P 

A Form 2 1 .060 0,,585 
-.... 0 
l'-j .;:) .. 

B Abi~.ity 2 0.929 a.513 1\1 :-~ 
.... oj • ,- • 

C Sex 0.807 o. 4l~5 
,- ~ 

1', • tJ • 

A:3 Lf- 2 ()4r) ! .571 
... T r~ 

• 0 0 l"~ • ~J • 

l\.C, 2 1 .489 0.821 ,- CI 
1'·, .:.:J • 

BC 2 1 ?7C 
0- j 0.705 l.1" ("1 

..L I • .....;; • 

ABC 4 0,,234 O. 129 
-:'" T rt 
1J.,::. 

\'/i thin L~38 1 .813 

Total LI·55 .1 .795 
-, 

Table 10.13 Analysis of variance for restricted 
saclple of boys and Girls by for:'11 level, ability 
and sex on Variable 22 (Curriculuu and Teac~i~g 
Procedures, special level). . 

No significant differences were found. 
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, 
3. Discussion. 

~hile no significant differences. due to age were 

found for the frequency of problems Darked in the 

Adjustment to School Work category, there was a 

marked decline with increasing age and form level. 

Younger students and those in form three I:'mrked more 

problems in this category than older and later year 

students, This finding may indicate the operation 

of two faTItors: firstly, the younger students are in 

a new school situation; they are having to learn new 

rules, new subjects, ne\v ways of relating to teachers, 

an entirely new syste~. They are the most junior 

~ellibers of the school after having beeo the oldest in 

their previcus schools. Secondly, older students, those 

in form five, those of 16 and 17+ are by virtue of 

their continuing presence in the schoo]., ~ore 

committed to the school systeM. They have passed the 

minimum leaving age and so are free (parental restrict-

ions notwithstanding) to leave school when they wish. 

Presumably they believe that they have so~ething to 

gain frOQ the school - qualifications etc. and so 

continue to attend. Having decided to attend voluntarily 

many of the problems whict once seened so important to 

the studer:.ts have ceased to annoy, and the student has 

wor~ to do and a goal to ~trive foro 

Differences due to sex reached significance for 

girls who have more problems' than boyso,dbile boys of 

17+ have more problems than girls, at all other age 

-



levels and at each form level, girls are found to 

have more problems than boys. A closer analysis of 

sex differences in items marked by boys and girls 

might well roflect the 'expressive - instrumental' 

uichotoUlY with girls indicating 1:10re concern on 

'relational' issues, boy~ on the functions the school 

undertakes. The school environment 'poses r:1.any 

proble~s for girls who seo too much emphasi~ put on 

its instrumental functions. Many girls want to leave 

school to go to work since they feel that if they 

are 'only going to get married' much of what they do 

at school is irrelevant. Others are torn between the 

desire for a very ac ti ve social life and the recogni tiUrl 

of the nec essi ty for study and cOi!lmi t:llent if they are 

to gain the qualifications necessary for the careers 

they have chosen. Frequently ma~y girls feel that 

they do not want to leave school - it is a secure 

enviro~~ent and they fear that they will be unable to 

fi t :Lnto t~lC outside ';!orld. Girls Ll t'cie fo,.Hth for" 

indicate that SO'Je of their y;roble::ls 'l!ith E:chool ctre 

related to the slmver t'laturation rate of the boys ir.c 

their classes. The boys still 'behave li~e children' 

when the girls are trying to prove that they en-e gro~,'m 

np. As a social environment the school is ullsatisfactDry 

for many girlso '1'hi s particularly ar'l)lies where 

schools have adOIJted an 'horizontal' eli vision into 

'schools wi thin schools'. Under thi,s system all fourtil 

formers are me~bers of the fourth for~ 'school' with 



its OVhl head and r:!Ucll of its oVln ad~ilill-i_stration. 

1 "~-07. 

Contact with more senior classes is ninimized and many 

t';irls feel that their social contacts are liiflited o 

Ability is a significant factor j_n the mnnber of 

serious problems students mark. While there are 

no significant differences in the number of ordinary 

problems they face, students of average abili€j mark 

more serious problems than either the high or low 

ability groups. One possible explanation for such a 

finding is that for students at either end of the 

ability continuum, the issue of school is relatively 

'cut and dried' 0 Students of high ability have few 

problems in coping with the demands of the school 

or with peer relations within the scihool if Numa's 

(1968) finding of the positive relationship between 

academic and social success is accepted. Students of 

low ability have frequently'opted out' of the school 

system - they attend with reasonable regularity but 

'nai:e litt~e attempt to meet the de~lallds of the sc~oo~. 

They pretend a lack of interest in the school 

programme Dnd usually say thet ~hey 'don't care' about 

getting good marks and that the demands are too great, 

rather than admit that they can't cope with those 

demands. 

Average ability students however, are in between 

these two groups. They are aware of those students who 

are more able than themselves, who can do well with a 

':1inimur:l of effort, and they see hOYI without consistent 
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effort, thoy the'flGel ves cou.leI i'ai 1 to achieve 

satisfactor,Y resul t3. They feel under pressu.re fro!] 

parents t.o do vrc~ll and froi~ teachers to do better. 

Often the de:lwnds of the school seeal irrelevant to theLl, 

and they wOMld like to withdraw, but they feel 

guilty because t.hey know that they have· the ability 

to succeed, and the guilt often exacerbates the 

problet:1s they face in' meeting the deuands of the 

school environment. 
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SU~WARY A~D DISCUSSIO~ 

Forw Differellces. 

To 

FOr!!1 3 Highest FIrL HF AS'~V 

Biddle HPD SRA o (c-",-
0uJ."l SPIt ppn HR C1'P 

Lowest FVE 
-l(- * * Form 4 -~lighest HPD SRA CSI'l SPh PPR l·m CTP 

lJliddle FLE HF FVE 

Lo-aest A c"" " 0)1 

Form 5 Highest FV~ 

l'hddle AS,'! 

LO\'lest HPD FIJE SR1\ CSH .cPR PPR 1m 
HF C'l'P 

Table 11.1 Rank order of all categories for restricted 
sanple, boys and sirls iYl for;~lS 3 - 5 indicatillG 
different order at different form levels. 
* indicates significant difference. 

Severai features are quite obvious froD this taDle. 

Firstly students in form four ~ark more problems (tbat is 

ran:,- hi[~1est) than third or fi fth fOL'l sh,-den ts: on 

seven of the eleven categories ~he fourth forx rar~{s 

highest. SeGondly, third foruers have the second greatest 

number of problems, and fifth fOY::ler-s mar?;: fewer thaE 

either of the other for~s. 

Th-er-e is a ;;lar~<;:ed reversal of the distribution 

pattern of problenH3 through the three form levels. FOE::! 

four students have Dost in the hieh ratings, form three 

in the ~iddle frequency range and moie at ~he high than 

low positions, whereas fifth fOT!:lers rallk only one 
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category in the hiGh l','lnge, one in the l'liddle YD.Ese and 

the remaining nine categories aye in the lowest range. 

Closer examination of the placeuent of categories 

TIithin for~s reveals some inter~stinG but not unexpected 

differences. Third form students ma~k problems with HOffie 

and Family, Adjustuent to School '.'Jork and .. £i'~l1ances) 

Living Conditions and Earning as the most frequent 

problems areas both onordin~ry and more serious levels 

of concern. The fact that problems in the HF category are 

~arked so highly brinss to mind the findings of Douva~ 

and Adelson (i966) and Offer (1969) who found that 

pl'oblems of this nature were mOE,t frequent during the 

early years of adolescence and then showed a mar~ed 

decline in importance. Apart fro~ the fact that many 

students are well into the period of rapid phYEiological 

development uhich in itself leads to other and inter

lJerSO~lal chanGes, the significance of Going to hiGh 

r:::chool is i:Jportant. Once a child is attend':;"nt; hi(")': school 

j.-ather th211 priGID.ry or Inter:1:cc1iate school, he is on 

the ':lay tmvarc1s Growin6 ul-). He becones i~lcreasint;1y 

cOllaciolls of this,but because· he is at the ~ottou of the 

~adder ~ithin the school he calillot assert his increasinb 

:leeds and desirs3 for indepel1c1Euce rrithi~l the school 

r:ystell. l'.he m:ly place he can really feel freo to 8.,ssert 

1li:118e1f is ',7i thin the fauily, since he rUllS the ris~: of 

rejoction if he forces hi~self all to the peer group. 

lIany pare:nts fail to appreci9.te the difference that 

attendin~ high school has on the adolescent at this tiue, 
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and continue to treat hin as a child. '1'his reinforces 

his desires for independence and almost inevitably 

brinBs conflict when he attempts to gain any freedom 

of thought or behaviour. 

third form students mark cignificD.ntly ElO,re probles 

problems on ~LE than other groups. 1'11es8, proble:tls are 

closely linL:ed to the adolescent "s desire for inde:p':" 

elldenc~, to liis desire to 'do his ovm thing r. Ee vJan ts 

a room of his own, his own money to spend on the thinGs 

he wants and sees financial independence as one of the 

\"fays of achieving status and freedot] fro.ll parental 

restrictioll o The third former is also faced with the 

prospect of being dependent upon his parents for these 

things for several more years, since'uutil he is 15 

he will usually experience so~e difficulty in getting a 

. j 0'0 which will pay enoueh to meet ids needs. In t~ie 

il1securi ty cClgendered by his nov: 1)osi tion and role, the 

third forner often feels that the Oilly ':'o.y he has of 

~1avir:.g allY 8tatus is to Get it thrOt:gh t?J.e signs of the 

l111e high ranldng of AS':! 'for third for:!l studenJcs is 

not really surprising. At Prinary and Inter~ediate school 

these adolescents had been the oldest in the school -

they were the prefects, had the responsibility for 

'!lany featu.res of school life and or[;cmization, and VleTe 

recoC;l1ized by other students as the ](jost senior and as 

having the hi~hest status. They have become, with e~try 

to high schooJ_, the insign: ficant, junior and ullitl1lJOrtant 



{:lembers 0 f a 'ilU ch larger Ol'Ganization. rl.'hey have 

lost their sta tUG, position and power. They find them' 

selves in a numerically and spatially larger organization. 

Because they have joined a new group, tl~ere are ne,:\' sets 

of rules to learn, new obligations to fulfil. He must 

learn the rules of the foroal organization and the infor~al 

rules of the student groups. In addition, new concepts 

of work. and s~udy appear to apply. The student finds 

that his day is organized differently. He moves around 

the school more than previously as he goes to various 

classes; he is likely to be taught by more teachers 

than in the })ast and he may Eliss the Clore personal 

attention· he received at Intermediate school. The high 

Gchool is J"1.1.lch bigger and he is often' unable to adjust 

to the differences this brings in responsibility for 

~iuself and the greater degr3e of anonymity. Unable to 

adjust to the new situation, the student begiris to find 

that school has beco~e a major problem for hi3. 

In the middle frequency range are those p=ob~e~s 

~hich are oainly related to the i~terp8rsonal r8a~2 of 

his life. Ri3 changing physiqi..le and appearance B.nd his 

sel~-consciousness about it, his uncertainty rezardi~s 

behaviour in social situations) his awareness of new and 

different ba;s8s for decision maki~lG fro!·il the acceptallce 

of his parents' ways, are all apparent in this frequency 

ranGe. His proble~s in these areas are only just 

beginning, or at least he 18 only just now ~ocooing 

aware of them. ~rext ·year,. v.hen he is j_i1 the fourth forLl, 



tlJey '.';ill ClSSLHae f,-lT greater inporto.l"cc. 

It :Ls to be OX1)!3cted that prob18i't[~ of the future, 

those related to vocatlonal and educational plans 

should be unimportant to third formers. They have only 
, 

just entered high. school, most of them will stay for a 

minimum of three years. and they have not.really begun 

to think of the possibilities and opportunities ahead. 

They also have a far more urgent problem: to deal with 

the school situatioll adequately' so that later, w~en they 

come to choose courses and careers they will have many 

school and going to university or to work io very vasue 

to those \'rho have 'just started hig11 school. 

Fourth form students appear primarily concerned 

about illterpersonal relationships. They 8ark si8~ificantly 

~hile in the third forn many students TIill have begu~ to 

develo) a:ld :ilature, it is the fourth IOrr;] year in ':[hiel":. 

especially importa~t. In the ttird fOl~, there ~ere 

conparatively few boys who were really tall or girls 

"::~1ose figures ",ere ;·;lD.turi~1G, but suc10Emly by tllG fOur-til 

for;:l year those who have 210 t started to :~lature staEd out 

q"J.ite clearly froill their class;r;2.tes. rJ:'hc 1:1ideLi'12 of 

~nterp8rsonaland social relationships, the peer group and 

associated activities all beco'.W iUl)Ortallt at this tii::e. 

Teachers have in tui tt vely fe1 t that the .fOl.u·th fOY':,l 

year VIas the 'problelYl year' - the year in wIlieh bell·wioHr 
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Goey!wd at its 1.1Of; t all ti-soc ial, '--~ t ti tudes 2, t their lllO[;t 

neGuti V(~. It llDS boen considered the year when. the 

student:::: lJC.'coue 'pro bIe)'}s not 1)80ple'. The findings 

from this study suggest that perhaps students are 

'problens' at this tiue because they apparently face 

sO many problexs themselves. AdjustinG oneself to 

onesel:f is hare) enough, getting along vrith fr-iends may 

be even ~ore difficult, and BeetinG the demands of the 

school as v/ell ulay seer:J. iupossi ble. 

Fourth for~n students, vlhen asl\:ed to account for these 

findings, sUGgest that it is related to their status and 

position TIithin the school. They feel quite strongly 

that they are an 'in-bet'.'/een' year. In the third for~J 

they were new and the school was new; the novelty of 

the sit~ation TIas enough to keep them interested. They 

~ad new subjects, new teachers, ~ew rOQus, ne~ organiz-

ations. ~:O\'l in the fourth form 'J'ear, the fam:Lliari ty llCl::: 

i)red boredoLl if not cOllter:lpt. ':ihe:1 they ner-e ill the 

as irderior, 

teachers Ge~erally showed SODe co~cer~ so th&t they 

did not feel cOMpletely lost~ that they did settle in. 

Teachers Dere concerned to 'socialize' themOinto the l1er-i 

situation. But noW that they are in the fourth foro, 0, 
-eDGY 

feel that no-one cares Dhat they feel like. There is a 

new batch of third formers Who need attentioll. There 

does appoar to be sooething of the sibling rivalry 

pro bler.t preGen t joll the at ti tude and behaviour of :aany 

~ourth for~ers. They have been upsta~ed by the new third 



'older iJr'other' the fifth fOl'!;1Gl'. ~"our-th foru s·cl.ldent,s 

;;Oel":1 to Gon::c,ciou.8 o L" 
01 L.i18 

.'c:ociet;y (,:,:~!.d the school accord to those who arc.; 'doi::l[; . 

~chool Cort.' It is a status which they long to attain. 

They aye also a\Vi:U'e th0t. t!lcy do Hot really Gai.ll ver;,! 

uuch fro:.! the fourth fOr~jl year 0 'J:.lhey [5ee little )oint 

- ~ 

Ll the \"forl: they do; i t ii:~;.ll t going tu be nec essary for 

,3choo1 Ce:ctificate arld it lac~'~8' the interest ai'let l~ovelty 

three e~w.l.li::~Q tiO:l lorus - fifth, Bixtll and seve~l t~l for ::18 -

and 'aorl: .for the tb.ir-d for:]; :clllst oe pr-e~-3ell teo :L: C'..Y1 

:r~paraticu is 8hort, it is the fourt~ formers Dho are 

t!lO 10Gors o 

~ou;letely reversed. Proble~s of interpersonal relations 

etc. are no longer of great 60ncern. There may be 

several r'eaSOl1S for this. There is a develol)mental 

reason: oy the time students have reached fifth for~, 

DOSt of theD bave ~nderGone considerable physiolosical 

C:WllGe ailc1 !laVe had cLue for tile r'ate of chE'cllge to [.310".'l 

c1m'!n and enable them. to cot [;.sec1 t.o the changer.3 ':ihich 



PQrel~tf3 tOG, TeQct differently to a fifth fOL:l stl'.cleEt. 

They cive hi.8 More status: he is sittinG his first 

exami.:12,ttOll alld his perforPlanc 13 ill it .will indicate 

his potential as a me~ber of adult Gociety~ Presentin~ 

for SUCll an eXc'l.uination forces hi:!1 to take the 

respol~L)ibility for hil;1£581f '.'.fith reg2,rel ~to studyi~GC1.~lc1 

learnine. Parente note the increased responsibility and 

ycmard it. Y.ri th increased status, pri vileces and great~\:;r' 

freeclO:J. The .school too, treats thel] as l~~ore lila ture, 

creclitiLg the~ ~ith the ~otivatio~ and self-direction 

to aC~1iGve Si.1.CCGSS. 110re 18 expected of tlle;] in teLlS 

of behavionr a~ld :posi ti ve contri b'cltiol1s arom~d the school. 

·.','hile there are f8\'1 overt ways in '\'[hich thiG statr:s i.3 

cxprencecl, fifth form students arc continu~l~y being 

re~indcd of their responsibilities anel the i~portance 

of the year. ~he constant e~phasis on the .. Eece;3sl-cy 

J.~or .!l.s.rc1 wor:: etc. leads uc:tny stl,der:.ts to bOCO(l8 

ability to cope ~ith particular subjects, about whether 

or not they v!ill pass ,School Certificate. It i-.J not 

surprisi~g ~herefore to fi~d that fifth for~ers ra~~ 

For Qany ctudents the third year at hieh school 

is cr~~cial: if tlley gain School C ertifica te, they ~.'li~l 

j.'etur?l for D. year 1:1 the sixth for~J and possibly lon~er. 



If t'.1cy fail, InEtny \'Jill not retl).rn to rnpeat the year 

but viII GO out to worl~. Fassing the appropriate subjects 

to enter th3 field one has chosen is especially 

ioportant. On the other hund, if the student has not 

decided on a career after he leaves' school, the probls8 

coupounded Q pot only .does he not know .\'Jh.3.t he vlants 

to do (he has EO goal) but he does HOt 1m 0 '.'1 what sU'bj ects 

will be relevant and important. Because he lacks a goal, 

the stud ent Day lacl~ ;TIoti va tion, and b0come worried as 

he sees his chances slipping away \'Ihile he is yet unable 

to do a;wtiling to help hinself. '1'11e proxini ty for the 

world of work for the average fifth form student creates 

ffiany problens and it is not unexpected to find that they 

,1ar~,- l;roblei:1s in this category nore frequel"ltly than a'lY 

2. Age Diff~rences. 

~he patter·n of resr,onses vJhicn en~erge3 frOl] the f,-~ll 

sa~ple coveri~3 ages 13 - 17+ is similar in 8any 

such a siLililari ty is to be expected. The trend toward 

increa;::;ill[:; aGe is supported by the L,,-.:lusioll 0= the 16 

G~ll(l 17' ~ce rr·Ol'~~ :.\. ..,.. C"' o :; 6 '·1 .... 0 0 

Stuc1G~ts i~ the 16 and 17+ Groups express most 

cJl1cern about problens related to vocational C'.rrd ec~.uc-
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:30me concern about adjuott,1ent to school vwrl:. ~J:he 

subjects in these age groups from others in the sample 

in that they appear to be more 'committed' to the school 

- they have passed the minimum leaving age and for 

reasons of obtaining q~alifications have ,decided to 

remain at school. The problems which most concern them 

are those which are the most immediate and pressing~ 

their need to obtain qualifications to enable them to 

get the sort of jobs the,y v/ant, their need to decide 

what they are going to do wi~h their lives. Problems 

with others, with m~~ing deci~ions, with understanding 

themselves have declined in import~nce as the adolescents 

have matured and discovered adequate methods of coping 

and effective methods of relatin~. At these ages, 

students are held to be responsible and are expected 

to behave in a mature manner both at home a11d at 

school. Society recognizes their increasing ~aturity 

and this gives thea status and recogllition. If the 

,looney Froblem Check List is used as an aid to dia~~osis, 

any student in these age groups ~Tho marks a high. 

l1U1?lber of probleii1s in areas other than FVE could 

reasonably be considered to be having more than 

average difficulty in growing up • 

. :2. A bili t;z Dlffere21ces. 

,Students of low ability have more problems than 

students of high or average ability. In ceven of the 

eleve~ categories, they mark the greatest number of 
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problems, although only in one category (HPD) is 

statistical significance reached. The number of 

problems marked by average ability students tends in 

the direction of the low ability rather than high 

. ability students who mark considerably fewer than the 

other two groups~ 

No clear pattern of problem types emerges for these 

groups except for the frequency with which problems in 

the ASN and CTP categories are marked. Low ability 

students mark more than average ability students who 

in turn mark more than high ability students. Tills it 

would appear that higher ability students are better 

adjusted to the demands of the school than lower 

ability students and thus experience fewer problems 

associated with it. 

It would appear that low ability students face 

more problems than other groups in a variety of 

categories. It may be that they have a generalized 

negative attitude or feelings of inadequ~cy and being 

unable to cope, which include many areas of living 

besides those which are dire6tly related to the school. 

These students have greater difficulty, and sigQificantly 

so, than other groups ~n coming to terms with the 

phYSiological changes they are experiencing. They 

also indicate more problems at home, in malting decisions, 

in gaining financial or other independence, in accept

ing themselves o It is difficult to account for such 

Bcores on so wide a variety of problems unless the 



assumption of a generalized ability to cope is 

accepted. 
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The fact that the same lack of a pattern applies 

to average and high ability students suggests that 

there many be a sound basis for such a proposition. 

If students of high ability have a correspondingly high 

ability to cope with problems and dlfficulties, and a 

high degree of self-confidence, then the results which 

indicate that they rank lowest on six categories 

with only one (SPR) in the high frequency range, would 

not be unexpected. 

40 Sex Differences. 

On all categories, girls mark more problems than 

boys and the differences reach significance on either 

or both ordinary and spec~al concerns on six of the 

eleven Mooney categories. Such findings support 

other similar work whic,h has shovm that girls express 

more concerns than boys, often twice as many. 

Parsons and Bales (1956) have proposed that girls 

are more concerned with'expressive' functions of 

behaviour, boys with 'instru~ental' functions; that is, 

girls are more aware of the 'feeling' or subjective side 

of life, boys with th~ achievement or 'doing' side. 

On a check list of this nature, it is not surprising 

to find that girls mark more problems than boys, 

since the very recognition of an issue as a problem in 

itself is an exrressive function. 

Girls mark significantly more problems than boys 



on SRA, SPR, PPR, MR, HF and ASW - a variety of 

problem categories but all (except perhaps ASW) 
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involving interpersonal situations and relationships. 

The significant difference on ASW is interesting 

but difficult to interpret. It may be that girls see 

the school as too oriented toward the instrumental 

functions so that their expressive needs are not 

being adequately met,or that they recognize the 

school as being too expressive when they are aware 

of the need for a more ins~rumental training if they 

are tb cope with the demands of the working world. 

5. Summary of Findings. 

Generally it can be said that younger students 

have more problems than older ones, that students of 

low ability have more than high ability students, 

that fourth formers have more than any other form, 
Ii 

and that girls have more problems than boys. 
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CHAPTER 12 202'. 

STUDENT. ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE SCHOOL 

The purpose of this minor pa~t of the study was 

to obtain some preliminary information regarding the 

students' attitudes towards the school. It was assumed 

that students would evaluate the effectiveness of the 

school's attempts to help them to understand and cope 

with the problems such as those listed on the Hooney 

Check Lists in the light of their own attitudes 

towards the school. However, the re$ponses of the 
. ,·>41'4 

students are difficult to interpret. Even/tngue who have 
. .\ .J 

a positive attitude towards the school many feel that 
) 

there are areas in which they do not want the school to 

be involved, and so they may mark 'School shouldn't 

be concerned'. In su~h a case, it· cannot be assu~ed 

that the response indicates their general attitude to 

the school. Any conclusion can only be drawn within the 

restricted range of the statelJlents marl:ed. 

It may be that a student sees th) school doing an 

effective job and responds accordingly: 'what school does 

is about right', but may still mark 'shouldn't be 

concerned'. Thus without a much closer analysis of 

individual responses and attempts to correlate within 

individual ranges of scores as well as between individuals 

which would provide more precise information, the 

amount of valid interpretation possible from this study 

is limited. 
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An analysis of variance was carried' out for the 

odd-numbered items since the alternatives formed a 

continuum. The even-numbered item ,responses did not 

form a logical continuum and the analysis of variance 

procedure was not appropriate. Instead, the percentage 

of responses to each alternative was computed. It was 

assumed that where the highest score on an item was 

20% or more above the next highest score, the difference 

could be assumed to be significant.Since only the full 

analysis (ages 13 - 17+) covered the entire sample, 

only that data has been examined although similar trends 

appear for the restricted sample on odd-numbered items. 

Tables 12:1 - 11 indicate the relevant analyses of 

variance and Tables 12: 12 - 13 the psrcentage of 

responses to each item for males and females in each 

age group. (These tables appear at the end of this chapter 

chapter not in the Appendix.) In Tables 12:12 - 13, the 

highest scores on each frem have been underlined to 

indicate the consistent pattern over age, and an * 

indicates a significant difference. 

1. Age Factors. 

Perhaps the most obvious 'feature ap.arent from the 

analyses of variance for items related to the extent of the 

the school's helpfulness in the eleven problem areas 

is the consistency of responses over age. of the eleven 

variables age is a significant factor on six variables 

but the differences are quite small. On all cases, the 

influence of age is generall;y: in the direction ~~u __ _ 
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~ean scores with increasing age indicating that 

.they felt that the school does reasonably well in 
, 

helping them to understand the problems mentioned. 

The information available from an analysis of variance 

is not particularly useful here as it precludes. 

a finer analysis of scores on each alternative'. 

All that can be said is that, for example, age seems 

to be a significant factor in th} attitude of students 

and that it would seem to suggest more favourable 

attitudes to the school at least in so far as the 

school's involvement in major problems areas of 

adolescent developm~n~ is concerned. This same 

consistency over age is apparent from Tables 12.12 

and 12.13 where students indicate a desire for the 

school to become more involved in 'social education'. 

On only one category, that of Ite~ 16 dealing with 

home and family, for 13 year oldcboys, does the - . 

high£st score appear on the item 'School shouldn't 

be concerned'. Patterns over age are a most identical, 

--again demonstrating marked consistency of attitude 

for boys and girls. 

2. Sex Differences. 

On only three of the eleven items in the analysis 

of variance was sex a significant factor in differences 

in scores, ~nd in only one case, for Item 17 which 

is concerned with future vocational and educational 

plans do girls score mOre highly than boys. This is an 

interesting trend, since in the analysis of 'frequency 
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of problems marked on the Nooney Check Lists, girls 

marked many mor_e than boys, yet it is boys who 

apparently most Vlant the school to be involved in 

educatioil about problem areas. This may reflect a 

cultural phenomenon: boys are not prepared to, or 

encouraged to, admit tha t tl?'ey have problems, even 

to themselves yet obviously do feel concerned about 

many issues. One way out of the dilemma they face 

of beine unable to ask about their problems is to 

have an impersonal agency, such as the school, teach' 

everyone about developmental problems so that there 

is no reflection on the individual's ability to cope 

with issues which concern him, and neither does he 

have to admit his uncertainty (and failure?) in order, 

to get help. The fact that girls do not indi~ate 

such a need for the school to adopt such a role 

may indicate that there are other agencies open to 

girls Vlhere they can obtain assistan ~ with their 

difficulties. 

Preliminary e~amination of the analyses of 

variance for the restricted sample appear'to confirm 

the findings with regard to age and sex, and also 

indicates that ability factors are involved in, 

student attitudes to the role of the school, with 

low ability students scoring lowest, suggesting that the 

they want the school to become more involved ,',in such 

programmes than do the more able students. 
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Information available from this section of the 

study requires considerable clarification, but the 
, 

finaings of a willingness, even a desire, on the part 

of the students for the school to bebome involved 

in new 'social education' programmes ave. very 

encouraging in the light of new programmes under 

discussion for secondary schools. Further investigation 

is very obviQusly needed. 
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Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 1.476 2.882 0.05 

B Sex 1 2.657 5.187 0.02 

AB 4 0.201 0.392 N.S. 

Within 640 0.512 

Total 649 0.520 

Table 12. 1 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 1 

Source dof. M.S. . F ratio P 

A Age 4 1.089 1 .866 N.S. 

B Sex 1 0.067 0.115 N.S. 

AB 4 0.916 1.570 N.S. 

Within 640 0.583 

Total 649 0.588 

Table 12,,2 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and s·ex on Variable 3 

Source d.f. M.S. F ratio ' P 

A Age 4 2.476 3.79 1 O~Ol 

. B Sex 0.101 0.154 N.S. 

AB . 4 0.093 0.148 N.S. 

Within 640 0.653 

Total 649 0.660 

Table 12.3 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 5 
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Source d.!. M.S~ F ratio P 

A Age 4 0.611 0.889 N.S. 

B S·~x 2.715 3.953 0.05 

AB 4 0.669 0.974 N.S. 

Within 640 0.687 

Total 649 0.689 

Table 12.4 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 7 

Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 5.014 6.700 0.01 

B Sex 1 0.495 0.662 N.S. 

AB 4 1.320 1.764 N.S. 

Within 640 0.748 

Total 649 0.778 

Table 12.5 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 9. 

Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A· Age 4 0.788 1 • 2L~ 3 N.S. 

B Sex 0.317 0.50·J N.S. 

AB 4 0.495 0.781 N.S. 

Wi thin 640 0.634 

Total 649 0.634 

Table 12.6 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 11. 
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Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 0.404 0.528 N.S. 

B Sex 1 1.497 0.156 N.S. 

AB 4 0.515 0.673' N.S. 

Within 640 0.766 

Total 649 0.763 -
Table 12.7 Analysis of variance for full sample of 

boys and girls by age and ~ex on Variable 13. 

Source d.f. M.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 1.078 1 .183 N.S. 

B Sex 1 0.267 0.293 N.S. 

AB 4 0.653 0.717 N.S. 

Within 6~0 0.911 

Total 649 0.909 

·Table 12.8 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 15. 

Source d.f. H.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 1.058 1.445 N.S. 

B Sex 1 6.064 8.281 0.01 

AB 4 0.938 1.280 N.S. 

Within 640 0.732 

Total 649 0.744 

Table 12.9 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 17 
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Source dof. M.S. F ratio P 

A Age 4 3.314 3.253 0.01 

B Sex 0.094 0.093 N.S. 

AB 4 2.703 2.653 0.05 

Within 640 1 .019 

Total 649 1.042 
.-

Table 12010 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
. boys and girls by age and sex on Variable 19 

Source d.f. Iv1.S. F ratio P 

A .Age 4 1.862 2.974 0.01 

B Sex 0.276 0.441 N.S. 

AB 4 0 .. 450 0.719 N.S. 

Within 640 0.626 

Total 649 0.632 

Table 12.11 Analysis of variance for full sample of 
boy,s and girls by age and sex on Variable 21. 
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Table 12.12 Percentage of responses marked by 
males at eacb age level on even-numbered items. 

Item 2 31.6 28.8 ' :tb2. 23.2 ; 3.6 
fO.~ 49.3* 38.1 43.9 ,~ 

5.7 20.5 19.0 30.5 46.4 
2.1 1.4 3.2 2.4 3.6 

Item 4 35.8 37.0 25.3 25.6 21.4 

~ 39.7 ~ ~2.7 4g.~ 
2 .3 20.5 19.0 4.4 2 .b 

1 • 1 2.8 12.6 7.3 7.1 

Item 6 23.2 24.6 28.6 12.2 10.7 

~ .~ 41.2 ~6.2 17.9 
2 .3 30.1 27.0 36.6 ~ 

8·Lt 2.8 3.2 4.9 7.1 

Item 8 
J 

32.6 30.2 30.2 24.4 14.3 
'48.4 ~2.2 38. 1 ~ , 5~.~ 
17.9 20.5 zr;o 28.0 20.6 
1 • 1 1.4 4.7 3.6 

Item 10 8.4 
4~:~ 

12.7 6.1 3.6 27.4 25.3 31.9 
57:1* 26.& 41 • 20.& ~2. 1 

7.4 9.6 11 .2 17.0 21.4 
Item 12 1 • 1 9.5 4.9 7. 1 25.3 39.8 36.5 ~* ..2.Gl* 

27.:1* ~2.2 ~2.8 32.9 32.2 
14 

15.7 13.7 11 .2 12. 1 3.6 Item 
10.5 15.6 9.5 14.6 10.7 29.5 24.6 23.8 32.9 46.4 44.3 ~* ~202 ~.2 07 32.2 
'5.7 15.6 27.0 9.b 10.7. 

Item 16 
10.5 8.2 12.7 12. 1 
22.1 21.9 25.3 22.0 32.2 
!fl.l ~. 44.5 '22. ~-!(~ 28.6 26.3 30.2 17.5 13.5 39.2 

Item 18 12.6 28.8 12.7 22.0 14.3 
36 0@ 28.8 ti 27.8 35.8 35. 28.8 31. 24.4 ~ 14.8 13.6 11 .2 15.8 10.7 

Item 20 10.5 5.4 1.5 7.3 10.7 22. 1 23.2 27.0 lli2 .50.0* 
~ Q8.5 44.5 35.4 28.6 2 .3 32.9 27.0 19.5 10.7 

Item 22 1 .4 4.8 8.5 3.6 22.1 20.5 33.3 25.6 35.7 ,43.2 5809* 2~·2 41 .5 39.3 
~4. 'I- l-y.2 &7.9 24-;-4 21--;lj: 
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Table 12.13 Percentage of responses marked by females 
at each age level on even-numbered items. 

Item 2 45.2 30.0 27.8 25.0 1904 

~ 6.h2* .~* ll..7 ~ 
4. 8.3 20.0 -27~4 19.2 

5.9 

Item 4 31 .0 30.Q 18.8 22.6 23.1 
~ ' . .6.L1* 40.0 28.6 ~ 21.4 8.3· ~ ~ 30. 

2.4 .. -: 19.3" 
Item 6 21 .4 31.7 23.3 20.2 19.2 

.2hQ* 
~ ~ 1l:..h7 34.6 

26.2 35.5 34.5 ~ 
2.4 1 ~'7 3.4 3.6 

Item 8 33.4 35.0 3304 33.4 26.9 
!lli..6 43.3 ~ ~ 5t:~ 19.0 2tJ.O 27. 27.4 

·1.7 1 • 1 3.9 
Item 10 2.4 18.4 8.9 2.4 3.8 

42.9 35.0 3000 33.4 19.3 
~2.2 ~ M 15:;* .6..2.Jr* 
9.5 .4 2.3 11 .5 

Item 12 -8.3 3.4 4.8 
23.8 30.0 44.5 39.3 46.2 
2L.E:* ~* 2212 t2.Y 4203 
19.0 0:0 10.0 3. 11 .5 

Item 14 16.7 15.0 18.8 14.3 3.8 
23.8 23.3 33.4 22.6 26.9 
50.0* !±Qd* ~ ~-': ~* 
9.5 15.0 12.2 15.5 19.4 

Item 16 9.5 13.4 20.0 7. 1 3.8 
26.2 26.6 32.2 16.7 23.,1 
~2.2 46.6* ~212* ~~ 50.1* 
19.0 13.4 .14.4 23.6 23. 1 

Item 18 16.7 13.4 23.4 19.0 53.9* 1H 25.4 ~2.2 26.2 
2 .2 9:1.6 27.7 ~21!<t 30.7 
11 .9 20.0 16.6 11 .9 19.4 

-

6.7 3.6" -Item 20 ~0.2 30.0 40.0 51 .eoc 

53.8* 

~ 33.4 21 I 1 '25.0 )0.8' 
2 • 26•6 12.2 20.2 19.4 

Item 22 6.8 6.7 4.8 -14.3 20.0 42.3 36.9 38.5 
69.0* 36.6 ~2.9 34.6 
1-6-;1 35 .. 5 1. -5-;-4 26.9 
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The cover page of the questionnaire was set out in the 

following manner and included the following instructions 

to students: 

AGE 0 •••••••• 

DAT.E OF BIRTH •••••••••• 

BOY. • • • •• GIRL •••••• 

FORM •••••••• 

DATE ••••••••••• 

DIRECTIONS . 

This is not a test. It is a list of problems which 
are often troubling students of your age - problems of 
health, money, social life, home relations, future job 
or career, school work and the like. Some of these 
problems are likely to be troubling you and some are 
not. As you read the list, pick out the problems which 
are troubling you. Thera are three steps in what you do. 

First step: Read through the list slowly, and when 
you come to a problem which suggests some
thing which is troubling you, underline it. 
For example, if you are being troubled by 
the fact that you are underweight, uLderline 
the first item like this, 

" 1. Being underweicht." 
Go through the Vlhole list in this way, 
marking the problems which are troubiing 
you. 

Second step~ When you have completed the first step, 
look back over the problems you have under
lined and 'pick out the ones which you feel 
are troubling you most. Show these problems 
by making a circle around the numbers in 
front of them. 
For example: if as you look back over all 
the problems you have underlined you decide 
that 'Being underweight' is one of those 
which trouble you most, then make a circle 
around the number in front of the item,like 

----------------------------~this 

, ''<9 Being underweight." 



Third step: When you have completed the second step, 
answer the questio~s on pages 4 and 5. 



1. Being undervleight 
2. Being overweight 
3. Not getting enough exercise 
4. Getting sick too often 

'5. Tiring very easily 
I 

6; Needing to learn hoVi to rjave money 
7. Not knowing how to spend money wisely 
8. Having less money than friends have 
9. Havirig to ask parents for money 

10. Having no regular pocket money or income 

11. Slow in getting acquainted with people 
12. AVTll.:vTard in meeting people 
13. Being ill at ease in social affairs 
14. Trouble in keeping a conversation going 
15. SOEletimes uncertain of my manners 

16. Having dates 
17. Awkward in making a date 
18. Hot mixing well with the opposite sex 
19. Not being allowed to have dates 
20. Not being attractive to the opposite sex 

21. Getting into arguments 
22. Hurting people's feelings 
23. Being talkect about 
24. Being made fun of. 
25. Eeing 'different' 

26. Losing my temper 
27. Taking SOEle things too seriously 
28. Being nervous 
29. Gettinb excited too easily 
30. V!orrying 

31. Not going to church often enough 
32. Rot living up to my ideal 
33. Puzzled about the meaning of God 
34. Doubting some of the religious things I'm told 
35. Confused on some of my religious beliefs 

36. I,'forried about a r;lember of the family 
37. Siclmess in the family 
38. Parents sacrificing too much for me 
39. Parents not understanding me 
40. Being treated like a child at home 

41. Unable to enter my desir~d career 
42. Doubting the wisdom of my career choice 
43. Heeding to know my job abilities 
44. Doubting I can get a job in my chosen field 
45. Banting advice on what to do after high school 



46. Hissing too many days of school 
47. Being a class 'behind in school 
48. Adjusting to a new 8chool 
49. Taking the w'rong subj ects 
50. Not spending enough ti0e in study 

51. Having no suitable place to study at home 
52. Family not understanding what I have to do 
53. Wanting subjects not offered by the school 
54 ... Hade to take subjects I don't like 
55. Subjects not related to everyday life 

56. Frequent headaches 
57. Weak eyes 
58. Often not hungry for my meals 
59. Not eating the right food 
60. Gradually losing weight 

61. Too few nice clothes 
62. Too little money for recreation 
63.,Fa~ily wo~ried about money 
64. Having to watch every cent I spend 
65. Having to leave school to work 

66. Hot enough time for recreation 
67. Hot enjoying crany things others enjoy 
68. Too little chance to read what I like 
69. Too little chance to- enjoy nature 
70. 'i'Jantins ~ore time to myself 

71. No suitable place to go on dates 
72. ITot Imowing how to entertain on a date 
73. Too few dates 
74. Afraid of clOGe contact with the 6pposite sex 
75. Embarrassed by talk about sex 

76. ~anting a more pleasing personality 
77. Hot getting along well with other people 
78. Too easily led cy other people 
79. Lacldng leadership ability 
80. Vlorrying hovi I impress people 

81. Daydreaming 
82. Being careless 
83. Forgetting things 
84. Being lazy 
85. Not taking some things seriously enough 

86. Parents making me go to church 
87. Disliking church services 
88. Doubting the value of worship and prayer 
89. wanting to feel close to God 
90. Affected by racial or religious prejudice 

216·. 



91. Not living with my parents 
92. Parents separated or divorced 
93. Father or mother not living 
94. Not having any fun with mother and dad 
95. Feeling I don't really have a home 

96. Needing to decide on an occupation 
97. Needing to know more about occupations 
98. Restless to get out of school and into work 
99. Can't see that school work is doing me any good 

100. Want to be on my own 

101. Not really interested in books 
102. Unable to express myself v/ell in vlOrds 
103. Vocabulary too limited 
104. Dislil:e having to talk to class 
105. Afraid to speak up in class discussions 

106. Textbool~s too hard to understand 
107. Teachers too hard to understand 
108. So often feel restless in classes 
109. Too little freedom in classes 

.110. N6t enoug~ discussion in classes 

111. Not as strong or healthy as I should be 
112. Not getting enough outdoor air and sunshine 
113. Not getting enough sleep 
114. Frequent colds or sore throat 
115. Nose or sinus trouble 

116. ':ranting to earn some of !ny own Doney 
117. ~antin8 to buy nore of ny own things 
1180 Neerling money for education after high school 
119. Heeding to find a part-tine job now 
120. :i.reecling a job during vacations 

121. nothine interesting to do in my spare ti~e 
122. Too little chance to go to parties or dances 
123. Too little chance to enjoy radio or television 
124. Too little chance to pursue a hobby 
1;;5. Nothing interesting to do in school holidays 

126. Disappointed in a love affair 
127. Girl friend 
128. Boy friend 
129. Deciding whether to go steady 
130. Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate 

131 • Slow in making friends 
132. Being timid or shy 
133. Feeling too easily hurt 
13L~ • Getting embarrassed too easily 
135. Feeling inferior 



136. Moodiness, feeling depressed 
137. Trouble making Ul) my mind about things 
138. Afraid of .making mistakes 
139. Too easily discouraged 
140. Sometimes wishing 1'd never been ~ orn 

141. 'aondering ho\'l to tell right from vlrong 
1l1-2. Confused on some moral questions 
143. Parents old-fashioned in their ideas 
144. ~anting to understand more about the Bible 
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145. Wondering what becomes of people when they die 

146. Being criticized by my parents 
147. Parents favouring a brother or sister 
148.· Hother 
149. Father 
150. Death in the family 

151. Choosing the best subjects to take next year 
152. Choosing the best subjects to prepare for university 
153. Choosing ,the best subjects to prepare for a job 

·154. Getting needed training for a given occupation 
155. ~anting to learn a trade 

156. Eot getting studies done on tir!le 
157. Eot liking school 
158. Eot interested in some subjects 
159. Can't keep ['ly mind on my studies 
160. Don't know hovi to study effectively 

161. Hot enough good books in the library 
162. Too ['!Uch -\'lork required in so;·:e subj ects 
163. iTot allowed to take some subj 8CtS I want 
164. Hot getting along VIi th a teaci18r' 
165. School is too strict 

166. Poor complexion or skin trouble 
167. Poor posture 
168. Too short 
169. Too tall 
170. Not very attractive physically 

171. Living too far from school 
172. Relatives living with us 
173. :l-Tot having a room of my ovm 
174. Having no place to entertain my friends 
175. Having no car in the family 

176. Not being allowed to use the family car 
177. Hot allowed to go round Vii th the people I lilce 
178. So often not allowed to go out at night 
179. In too feV! social activities 
180. Too little social life 



181. Being in love 
182. Loving someone who doesn't love me 
183. Deciding whether I'm in love 
184. Deciding whether to become engaged 
185. Needing advice about marriage 

186. Being criticized by others. 
187. Being called 'stuck up' 
188. Being watched by other people 
189. Being left out of things 
190. Having feelings of extreoe loneliness 

191. Afraid to be left alone 
192. T06 easily moved to tears 
193. Failing in so many things I try to do 
19L~. Can't see the value of most things I do 
195. Unhappy nost of the til~e 

196. 8an't forget so~e of the mistakes I've made 
197. Bothered by ideas of heaven or hell 
193. Afraid God is going to punish me 
199. Troubled by the bad things other kids do 
200. Being tempted to cheat in classes 

201. Beins an only child 
202. lTot setting along 1;7ith a brother or sister 
203. Parents f.1ak.ing too many decisionlJ for me 
204. Parents not trusting me 
205. ~anting core freedom at hoce 

206. Deciding whether to go to university 
207. Heeding to know more about university 
208. Reeding to decide on a university course 
209. Afraid I won't be admitted to a university 
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210. Afraid I won't get U.E. or School Certificate 

211. Trouble with mathematics 
212. '\I eal: in \'lri tint:; 
213. l.'!eak in spelling or grar.1.r:lar 
214. Trouble in outlining or note-taking 
2~5. Trouble in orgahizing essays and reports 

216. Classes too dull 
217. Teachers lacking personality 
218. Teachers lacki2g interest in students 
219. Teachers not friendly to students 
220. Not getting personal help from the teachers 

221. Trouble with my hearing 
222. Speech handicap (stuttering etc) 
223. Allergies (hay fever, asth~a, hives) 
22L~. Glandular disorders (thyroid, lymph etc) 
225. Menstrual or female disorders 



·226. Parents \'Iorking too hard 
227. not having certain conveniences at h·olne 
228. Not liking the people in my "neighbourhood 
229. Wanting to live in a different neighbourhood 
230. Ashamed of the home we live in 

231. '{lanting to learn how to d~ce 
232. Wanting to learn how to entertain 
233. 1:!anting to impruve myself culturally 
234. :7anting to improve my appearance 
235. To·o careless with my clothes and belongings 

236. 
237. 
2 -,.0 

;;0. 

Going with someone my family won't accept 
Afraid of losing the one I love 
Breaking up a love affair 

220. 

239. 
240. 

~ondering how far to go with the opposite 
~ondering if I'll ~~er get married 

sex 

241. ::ranting to he more popular 
242. Dislildl1G someone 
243. Being disliked by someone 
244. Avoiding SOBeone I don't like 
245. BOI:letines acting childish or immature 

246. Being stubborn or obstinate 
247. Tending to exaggerat too much 
248. Having bad luck 
249. Not having any fun 
250. Lacking self-confidence 

251. So~eti~es lying without meaning to 
252. S~earing, dirty stories 
253. ]aving a certain bad habit 
254. BeiES unable to break a bad habit 
255. Lacking self-control 

256. Clash of opinions between me ane; my parents 
257. "Tall:ing bac~;: to my parents 
253. Parents expecting too [.lv.ch of TIl(: 

259. 0antinG love and affection 
260. ~:ri3hi::c.g I had a different fanily bacl,;:ground 

261. Lacking training for a job 
262. Lacking Vlork experience 
263. Afraid of ullemploymeny after leaving school 
264. Doubtine ability to handle a good job 
265. DOll' t knovT hOVT to look for a job 

266. Don't like to study 
267. Poor memory 
263. Slow in reading 
269. ',~!orryinb about marks 
270. ~orrying about examinations 
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271. Teachers not considerate of students' feelings 
272. Teachers not practising what they preach 
273. Too many poor teachers 
274. Harks unfair as measures of ability 
275. Unfair tests 

276. Poor teeth 
277. Smoking 
278. Drinking 
279. Drugs 
280. Bothered by a physical handicap 

281. Borrowing money 
282. \'Jorldng too much out of school hours 
283. '.'forking for [lost of my own expenses 
284. Getting low pay for rt1y \'lork 
285. Disliking my present job 

236. Too little chance to do what I want to do 
287. Too little chance to get into sports 
288. No good place for sports. around home 
289. Lacki:!lg skill in sports and eaEles 
290. Not using oy leisure tiDe TIell 

291. Thin.ldng too !"Juch about sex J:latters 
292. Concerned over proper sex behaviour 
293. Findins it hard to control sex urges 
294. ~orried about sex disoases 
295. lTeeding information about sex matters 

296. Being too envious or jealous 
29 '". S pealdng or ac ting I",i thou t thinl::.ing 
298. Feeling that nobody understands :~le 
299. Finding it hard to tal~~ about ny troubles 
300. Ho one to tell DY troubles to 

301. Too many personal problems 
302. Having neuories of an unhappy childhood 
303. Bothered by bad dreams 
304. Sometioes bothered by thoughts of insanity 
305. Thoughts of suicide 

306. Someiimes not being as honest ao I should be 
307. Getting into trouble 
308. Giving into temptations 
309. Having a troubled or guilty conscience 
310. Being punished for something I didn't do 

311. Friends not welcomed at home 
312. FaJ:lily quarrels 
313. Unable to discuss certain problems at home 
314. ~anting to leave hooe 
315. Not telling parents everything 
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316. 
317. 
318. 
319. 
320. 

321. 
322. 
323. 
324. 
325. 

326. 
327. 
328. 
329. 
330. 

Not knowing what I really want 
Needing to plan ahead for the future 
Farjily opposing some of my plans 
Afraid of the future 
Concerned about military service. 

Getting low marks 
Just can't understand some 'subjects 
Not clever enough 
Afraid of failing in school work 
VJanting to leave s8hool 

School activities poorly organized 
citudents not given enough responsibility 
Not enough school spirit . 
Lunch hour too short 
Poor assemblies , , 

222. 
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The following items in the Mooney Problem Check 

List High School Form (1950 Revision) were altered 

to suit New Zealand idiom and vocabulary. Each, 

al tered item is listed first in its origin'al form 

and then in the form in which it appeared in this study. 

Item 

10. Having no regular allo~Tance (or inc,ome) 

Having no regular pocket money or income 

15. Unsure of my social etiquette 

Sometimes uncertain of my manners 

41 • Unable to enter desired vocation 

Unable to enter my desired career 

42. Doubting th'e wisdom of my vocational choice 

Doubting the wisdom bf my career choice 

43. l~eeding to know my vocational abilities 

Needing to know my job abilities 

44. Doubting I can get a job in my chosen 

Doubting I can get a job in my chosen 

47. Being a grade behind in school 

Being a class behind in school 

64. Having to watch every penny I spend 

Having to watch every cent I spend. 

65. Having to quit school to work 

Having to leave school to work 

vocation 

career 

69. Too little chance to get out and enjoy nature 

Too little chance to enjoy nature 

104. Trouble with oral reports 

____________________ ~D=l=·s=l=l=·k==e_=h=a~v=i=ng to talk in class 



Item 

114. Frequent colds 

Frequent colds Or sore throat 

'115. Frequent sore throat 

Nose or sinus trouble 

122. Too little chance to go to shows 

Too little chance to go to parties or dances 

125. Nothing interesting to do in vacations 

Nothing interesting to do in school holidays 

136. Moodiness, 'having the blues' 

Moodiness, feeling depressed 

151. Choosing best subjects to take next term. 

Choosing best subjects to take next year 

224. 

152. Choosing best subjects to prepare for college 

Choosing best subjects to prepare for university 

187. Being called 'high hat' or 'stuck up' 

Being called 'stuck up' 

195. Unhappy too much of the time 

Unhappy much of the time 

206. Deciding whether or not to go to colleee 

Deciding whether to go to university 

207. Needing to know more about colleges 

Needing to know more about university 

208. Needing to decide on a particular college 

Needing to decide on a university course 

209. Afraid I won't be admitted to a college 

Afraid I won't te admitted to a university 
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Item 

210. Afraid I'll never be able to go to college 

Afraid I won't get U.E. or School Certificate 

215. Trouble in organizing papers and reports 

Trouble in organizing essaYf3 and reports 

263. Afraid of unemployment after graduation 
\ 

Afraid of unemployment after leaving school 

269. Vlorrying about grades 

'Horrying about marks 

274. Grades unfair as measures of ability 

i·larks unfair as measures of ,ability 

277. Nose or sinus trouble 

Smoking 

278. Smoking 

Drinldng 

279. Trouble with my feet 

Drugs 

321 • Getting low grades 

Getting low marks 

323. Not smart enough 

Not clever enough 

325. Wanting to quit school 

Wanting to leave school 
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The questionnaire used to ascertain students' 

attitudes to. the school was in the following form. 

Instructions. 

Answer the following questions by placing a tick against 

the answer you think. best summarizes your attitude.' 

The 22 items were then listed in numerical order. 

Odd-numbered items had the following alternatives: 

'very Vlell 
quite well 
not too well 
very badly 

For example: 

1. To what extent does the school provide facilities 
for health and physical development? 

very well 
quite well 
not too well 
very badly. 

3. To what extent does the school assiste us in 
understanding the problems involved in earning 
money and using it? 

5. To what extent does the school aseist us in making 
decisions about social and recreational activities? 

7. To what extent. does the school hel~ us in under
standing about dating, sex and marriage? 

9. To what extent does the school help us to understand 
the problems associated with boy-girl relationships? 

11. To what extent does the school help us to under
stand ourselves and how we get on with other people? 

138 To what extent does the school help us in the 
understanding of ideas about religion and personal 
standards of behaviour? 

15. To what extent does the school assist us to under ... '.anf 
stand the problems which arise in the hom~ and :~ 
fE'.mily circle? 
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17. To what extent does the school help us to choose 
our future career and study~for.it? 

190 To what extent does the school assist us in 
studying and learning effectively? 

21. To what extent does the school make use of 
interesting materials and teaching techniques? 

Even numbered items had these alternatives: 

school needs to do much more 
school needs to do some more 
what school does is about right 
school shouldn't be concerned 

For example: 

2. To what extent should the school provide facilities 
for health and physical development? 

school needs to do much more 
school needs to do some more 
what school does is about right 
school shouldn't be concerned 

4. To what extent should the school help us in under
standing the problems involved in earning money 
and using it? 

6. To what extent should the school assist us in making 
decisions about social and recreational activities? 

8. To what extent should the school help us in under
standing about dating, sex and marriage? 

10. To what extent should the school help us to under
stand the problems associated with boy-girl 
relationships? 

12. To what extent should the school help us to 
understand ourselves and how we get on with other 
people? 

14. To what extent should the school help us to under
stand ideas about religion and personal standards 
of behaviour? 

16.Tb what extent should the school assist us in under
standing the problems which arise in the home and 
family circle? 

18. To what extent should the school help us to choose 
__________________ ~oll~_utu~e~Breer and-BLun¥-Snr-i±2-----------------------
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20. To what extent should the school help us to study 
and learn effectively? 

22. To what extent should the school n~ke use of 
interesting materials and teaching techniques? 
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HPD FLE SM CSH SPR PPR HR HF FVE ASVJ CTP 
I\~ean 6.842 3.278 9.612 10.5:"5 14.852 
~core 

12.101 10.685 12.306 7.246 17.954 16.501 

1ge 

I 
* * * 

rx * * * * 
gel 

* $ex 
f 

I 
* p = 0.05 

Table indicating statistically significant scores on fu~l sample for all categories 
at ordinary level. ~ 

HPD FLE BRA CSl1 SPR PPR NR HF FVE ASW CTP 
(lean 1.278 1.399 1.574 3.320 3.392 2.621 1.749 3.241 1.374 4.268 1.762 
Score 

rAge * * * * * * * * 
ex 

* * * * * 
1ge1 

* 
* * Sex 

. I 
[\) 
[\) 
'-.0 * P = 0.05 • 

Table indicating statistically significant scores on full sample for all categories 
at specia~ level 
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